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by Paul J. McLane
CINCINNATI

Harris Corp. is buying

agair.

Radio's largest — and most- scrutinized — equipment supplier continues
to seek market share by snapping up
other companies.
Harris is acquiring The Audio Broadcast
Group Inc., a Michigan-based firm with
which it has competed in the distribution
business. ABG is the sixth company Harris
has acquired in 2-1/2 years.

Observers say the deal is areflection
of the times. Harris and its competitors
are fighting to increase broadcast business. even as the stations and groups
they serve consolidate.
Terms of the deal were not
announced. ABG had been privately
held by Phyllis Freeman and Dave
Howland, who sold their stock.
The Broadcast Communications
Division of Harris, based in the
Cincinnati area, is part of publicly held
See SALE, page 14
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Ericksen
Named '
99
SBE Engineer
by Randy J. Stine
SAN FRANCISCO Dane Ericksen
can name the exact day he chose his
profession. It was Oct. 4, 1957.
"I remember watching
the launch of
Sputnik when
Iwas 10 years
old and thinking Iwanted to
be an engineer:' Ericksen
said. Sputnik,
launched by
Dane Ericksen
the
former
Soviet Union,
was the world's first artificial satellite.
Forty-two years later, Ericksen,
now age 52, is at the top of his field.
The Society of Broadcast Engineers
has named him its Broadcast Engineer
of the Year.
Ericksen is immersed in the industry. He serves on the SBE's board of
directors, is chairman of the SBE
FCC Liaison Committee and is a
See DANE, page 6
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NAB: Receiver
Studies Flawed

WASHINGTON

Current channel
interference protection standards are
still necessary, the NAB stated in its
reply comments about low- power FM
to the commission. NAB had two engineering analyses performed on the
receiver studies, one by Moffet, Larson
& Johnson Inc. and the other performed
by Pickholtz and Jackson.
Mil cited problems with the FCC's
own receiver study. It said the FCC
used two different levels of increases
in distortion, but did not say why nor

MAP Supports
100 Watts, Less

did the commission report baseline distortion figures to indicate how each
receiver performed with no interference present.
The public interest
Pickholtz and Jackson said car
receivers need to be considered sepalaw firm Media Access Project has told
the FCC its clients who support the comrately from stationary receivers,
mission's LPFM proposal now support
because "multipath fading of both the
power levels of 100 watts or less.
desired and interfering signals makes
Those clients, including several religious
the problem of rejecting adjacent groups, support the proposed 1kW stations
channel interference more difficult."
"if they make sense," said MAP Attorney
They suggested that 10 to 20 dB of
Cheryl Leanza. In order to get more
extra rejection of adjacent channel
LPFMs allocated, the groups would be
interference is needed to make the
willing to support the lower-power stations,
adjacent channels effects on car
aslight change from their original position.
receivers match that of stationary
In reply comments submitted to the
receivers.

WASHINGTON

IttIke aLOOK at THIS:

December 22, 1999

FCC, MAP wrote that if 1kW stations
are allowed, the current channel interference protection standards should remain
in place. But if stations of 100 watts or
lower power are authorized, second- and
third-adjacent channel interference protection standards can be dropped.
Dr. Theodore Rappaport, a wireless
communications professor at Virginia
Polytech Institute, reviewed for MAP the
four receiver studies submitted in the
LPFM proceeding.
In the top 60 markets, his research
showed that with the addition of LPFMs
with power levels of 100 watts or less,
the worst-case interference would be
about 1.26 million people out of apotential audience of 81 million. This assumes
second- and third-adjacent channel interference protections were dropped.
See NEWSWATCH, page 3
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many stations are cost-conscious
these days— just remember why you wanted a new
console in the first place: to UPGRADE.
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our SIMPLE PHONE ® module for easy error-free talk segments;
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an installation week. We've done it right to guide you through.
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compare our specs.
DON'T MISS your opportunity to upgrade. Choose
the R-60 radio console from AUDIOARTS.
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FCC Sees Enforcement Woes, Hopes
by Leslie Stimson
WASHINGTON The FCC's new
Enforcement Bureau is operational and
officials say stations will now see their
complaints and other enforcement actions
resolved more quickly.
However the changeover was not
exactly smooth. Just before the new
bureau was up and running on Nov. 8, the
man who used to head the former
Compliance and Information Bureau,
chief pirate buster Richard Lee, filed a
whistleblower complaint that alleged
FCC Chairman Bill Kennard and his
Chief of Staff Kathy Brown committed
ethics violations and unspecified violations of the Communications Act.
Allegations
The complaint, filed with the Office
of Special Counsel, alleges that
Kennard and Brown ordered FCC staff
to grant a temporary broadcast license
to aTexas racetrack owner that an FCC
field office had shut down for operating unlicensed TV, AM and FM stations after the owner, Billie Meyer,
called House Commerce Committee
•

NEWSWATCH•

NEWSVVATCH, continued from page 2

Bill Would
Block LPFM
WASHINGTON Before Congress
left Washington for the Thanksgiving
holiday, five members of the House
Commerce Committee, led by Mike
Oxley, R-Ohio, introduced a bill to
kill the FCC's low-power proposal.
H.R. 3439, called the " Radio
Broadcasting Preservation Act of 1999,"
states the FCC "shall not prescribe rules
authorizing the operation of new, lowpower FM radio stations." If the legislation became law, any low-power licenses already issued would become void.
Calling the LPFM proposal misguided, NAB President and Chief
Executive Officer Eddie Fritts supported the bill.
"NAB has provided unassailable
evidence documenting that millions
of listeners will be subjected to
additional interference on the radio
dial should the FCC proposal
become areality," he said.
There was no companion bill in the
Senate.

member Joe Barton, R- Texas. Barton
called Kennard, said the FCC, and
asked for help.
The OSC is an independent investigative agency within the executive branch of
the federal government. One of its primary roles is to protect government employees from reprisals for whistle blowing.
Senate
Commerce
Committee
Chairman and presidential candidate John
McCain (R-Ariz.) called for an investigation. So did Kennard, after saying the okay
to issue the license for the weekend racing
event was a "common-sense decision."
The FCC said Meyer was "unaware he
needed alicense for this kind of on-site
transmission." An assistant to Meyer said
that Meyer had no comment.
The internal FCC investigation has
begun and it does not have to be completed within a specified amount of
time. Charles Willoughby, FCC assistant inspector general for investigations said, "We investigate complaints
of misconduct of employees of the
commission. We're authorized to prevent or prohibit fraud, waste or abuse
(of power)."
Several telecom attorneys contacted by
RW said that while the way the license
was granted looked unusual, they did not
believe Kennard broke the law.
Double standard
"Kennard's problem is not with the
Texas case," said Harry Cole, Bechtel &
Cole, Chartered, and RW contributor.
"It's the next day when the next guy
comes in without Congress behind him.
At that point, Kennard will either have to
give him what he wants or explain why it
was okay to do in Texas but not here."
"The issue of appearances is always
educational for those who experience
'press heat, — said one source who
wished to remain unnamed. " Idon't
think it will happen this way next time."
John King of Haley, Bader & Potts said
the situation was "illustrative of independent agencies because they are answerable
to congress and the public. Sometimes
they get caught in the middle."
Since August 1997 when Lee became
CIB chief, the top CIB priority had been
shutting down unlicensed FMs, Lee stated in his complaint. The FCC has shut
down more than 500 unlicensed operations beginning in 1997 — more than
100 were shut down by court- ordered
injunctions or warrants.
Lee has been reassigned to the Office
of Plans and Policy where his new title is
senior director of licensing and analysis.
He did not return calls for this story.
Busting illegal station operators is still
going to be amajor portion of the activi-

Simple Connection
Console Harnesses & Prewired Program Racks

ties of the new Enforcement Bureau.
Assistant Bureau Chief John Winston
said about 80 percent of pirates stop
operating their stations when first contacted by the agency, but "there are about
20 percent of hard-core individuals who
do not. Our efforts there are going to be
vigorously enforced."
Resources
The new bureau combines enforcement resources previously scattered in
different bureaus. The change is the first
part of Kennard's five-year plan to
streamline the agency that he submitted
to congress this spring.
Kennard said the change is more than
just creating a new office. " I've been
frustrated in the past with the FCC
because Ifelt the enforcement culture at
the agency didn't fit the times. It was
very much a culture that was a paper
process."
New Enforcement Bureau Chief David
Solomon said, "The FCC is moving away
from saying that every problem that it sees
in the communications marketplace is
going to be handled by notice and comment
rule making." Instead, he says, staff will
look for faster ways to handle the problem.
"If we're doing an investigation, astation
has aright to know quickly if there's nothing, that we're done with it. ... Regardless
of what the answer is, the fair thing is to get
to it quickly and get an answer."
Solomon and Kennard worked togeth-

er in the general counsel's office.
Kennard joked that Solomon was so
punctual he watered his plants every
week at the same time.
Some in Congress who oversee the
agency do not believe it is becoming more
efficient and streamlined fast enough.
(These are the changes envisioned by
Congress
when
it
passed
the
Telecommunications Act, leading to convergence of the industries regulated by
the commission.)
McCain said only at the FCC would
the creation of two new bureaus (the other one is the Consumer Information
Bureau) be considered downsizing.
Kennard said, "We're getting more
efficient. The only way we're able to handle more work with less is to use tools
like electronic filing, consolidating dockets and figuring out how to eliminate
forms. It's an ongoing process. The
notion that the FCC doesn't have much to
do now, we should just be going away —
Idon't get it."

WHAT COMES
AFTER DIGITAL?
In the beginning, there were stone axes.
Then came fire, the wheel, and the steam
engine. Then came analog audio and then
digital audio. What comes next?
Certainly the stone wheel must have looked
to the caveman to be the greatest discovery
that ever could be. And to the simple fanner of
the 1800's, the steam engine was the most
modern contrivance that his mind could
imagine. But neither was aterminal technology.
Both have been replaced as time marches on.
Digital audio is also not a terminal
technology. It is simply where we are now.
Want to know what comes after digital? Call
(724) 772-2310 and ask for our white paper
"Artificial Intelligence, It's What Cornes After
Digital". While you're at it, you could also ask
for a no-obligation, 10-day demo of COBALT
BLUE'114 , the world's first Neural Network
audio processor.
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How Will Radio Survive?
For my final column before the year
2000, Iinvited a small number of radio
professionals to reflect on this question:
"This week, we are finishing work on
the final issue of Radio World this century
(or, to be technical, the last with adate in
the 1900s). As radio approaches the year
2000, what is its single biggest challenge to
survive and thrive in the new millennium?"
Here is asampling of the answers.
* * *
In my humble opinion, the biggest challenge for radio in the "new order" is to take
new developments such as IBOC, Internet
opportunities, low-power radio and TV, and

make them available, through ownership
and partnership, to include as many ethnic
and demographic groups as possible.
If we do, we can effectively call this
country "the land of the free." Today, if
you aren't amultimillionaire with Madison
Ave. or Washington, D.C. friends, it is very
difficult to have asignificant stake in these
new frontiers. In reality, it is not the "land
of the free" (broadcasting).
Ben Hill
Chief Engineer
WDAS-AM-FM
Philadelphia
Radio must stay vigilant yet flexible
while developing new and better ways to
hold and grow its market share of audience and revenue.
Surviving and prospering in the next
millennium means diversifying your
modes of marketing to and reaching your
audience. That undoubtedly means more
than just the traditional over-the-air signal and aWeb site.

AM/FM, Internet, cable, DAB, crossmedia and satellite delivery will all be on the
menu of the winning stations in the future.
Tom McGinley
Infinity Broadcasting and
RW Technical Adviser
Washington D.C.
Radio will have to reinvent itself while
meeting new competition in the "all-digital" age: Between Internet radio, music
subscription
services via
cellular networks and my
computer synthesizing the
ultimately
local program:
anix of music
and information ( from the
Net) according
Karlheinz
to my personal
Brandenburg
taste,
radio
might
find
itself in aniche market.
Digital radio is not the solution, but a
necessary step towards services who can
survive in the competitive field of future
multimedia services.
Karlheinz Brandenburg
Department Head, Multimedia
Department
FhG-IIS A
Erlangen, Germany
Ed. Note: Karlheinz Brandenburg is the
main developer of MP3.
Hello Paul,
My hearty pat on the back for emphasizing your position as to the arrival of
the third millennium, and the 21st century. All from Madison Ave. to Hollywood
have embraced the number 2000 as an
icon, idol and sacred Baal, and are reacting like abunch of lemmings heading for
the closest cliff.
About 20 years ago Iwrote avignette
for a now-defunct magazine, indicating
that in the year 2025, there would be no
more terrestrial radio, all would be satellite

feeds. There would be five very-high-power AM stations for emergency purposes
Television would be all-satellite to directto-home, or to feed cable head-ends.
Simply check the constant drop in viewership. Isuspect there will be alesson here,
and that is L-band or satellite schemes will
permeate the radio medium sooner than
our broadcasters of today anticipate.
It is inevitable the next giant technical
step for "radio" is 23,000 miles away.
straight up. This will afford continuity in
program material, as one travels from
region to region, and provide the highest
diversity of programming available free
of terrestrial anomalies.
Jesse Maxenchs
Broadcast Aficionado, Emeritus
Radio must embrace new technologies
to survive. The Internet and CD-quality
services will soon dwarf the choice and
quality of today's radio.
While good programming and localism
will go along way to preserving market
share against other radio competitors, sonic quality will grow in importance.
Gary Shapiro
President
Consumer Electronics Association ( CEA)
Arlington, Va.
Radio's biggest challenge will be to
preserve its audience base in the face of
Thanks to all who replied. Look for
more comments about the future in our
Jan. 5 issue, and send your own
answers to pmclane@imaspub.com
Last, Ican now say with confidence
that Murphy was an Irishman.
In our Dec. 8issue, we wrote an editorial on the last page about how stations should prepare for Y2K. Actually,
/wrote it. And Ihad this clever idea:
The last sentences of the opinion
piece would read, " So go ahead and
enjoy New Year's, with your fingers
crossed. We will, too, because we've
done athorough, top-to-bottom check
of all critical systems at Radio World.
"Everything seems to be A-OK."
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Paul J. McLane
competition from new media, particularly
satellite-delivered program services.
With spot loads already exceeding 15
minutes per hour in some markets, radio is
going to be hard-pressed to maintain its
cash flow if it starts to lose listenership to
services having less (or no) commercial
clutter. These problems will be worsened if
wireless Internet delivery to autos becomes
commonplace, because the Internet will
offer avariety of narrowcast services that
complement the tastes of individual listeners in away that mass-appeal radio cannot.
Isuspect that current radio owners will
have to diversify into these new means of
distribution if they are to prosper in the
21st century. As always, content is king.
Bob Orban
Chief Engineer
Orban Inc.
San Leandro, Calif
Except the last sentence would appear
upside down. Get it? Upside down? All
systems are Y2K compliant, but the last
sentence is inverted? Hah-ha-ha-ha!
That's ajoke, Isay, that's ajoke, son.
Unfortunately, when our issue came
back from the printer, that last sentence was
nowhere to be seen. Poof, just gone. Not
upside down, or right-side up, simply MIA.
The gremlins in the production and
printing process apparently took it out.
Just warming up for Y2K, Isuppose. And
so our Y2K editorial ended with asomewhat smug-sounding statement that all of
our critical systems are in place.
Obviously, they are not. Oh, well.
•siCuptioq Xddrii
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Little LEOs Seek More Spectrum
by Lynn Meadows
WASHINGTON Companies that use
low earth orbiting satellites — known as
Little LEOs — to transmit data are
searching for more spectrum to be allocated to their needs — including broadcast spectrum.
More than two years has passed since
the FCC asked whether low earth orbiting
satellite services — also known as "Little
LEOs" — should be allowed to share the
spectrum that broadcasters use for remote
pickups and two-way communications.
Three more LEOs
The FCC received 85 comments and
replies regarding the rule making.
An FCC spokesman said the Notice of
Proposed Rule Making, ET Docket 97-214,
is still under consideration. Meanwhile,
three new Little LEO companies have
received licenses since the release of the
NPRM. Those companies and two other
Little LEO licensees agreed to share the
spectrum currently allocated to them.
But the ambitions of the Little LEO
companies almost guarantee that they
BUSINESS DIGEST
Mackie, Behringer
Settle Suit
WOODINVILLE, Wash. Settlements have been reached in lawsuits
filed by Mackie Design Inc. against
Behringer Spezielle StudioTechnick
GmbH. No terms of the agreement
were disclosed.
The settlements bring an end to a
series of lawsuits and counter suits filed
by the parties beginning in 1997.
Mackie claimed in federal court that
Behringer duplicated the Mackie 8-Bus
mixer line, citing "uncanny similarities" between the two products.
Behringer ended production of the mixer in question last year.
Samson Technologies of Syosset,
N.Y., and New York-based music/pro
audio retailer Sam Ash Music were
also named in the original patent and
trademark infringement suits filed
by Mackie. Settlements with Samson
and Sam Ash Music were announced
earlier this year (
RW, June 23).
Mackie originally sought atotal of
$327 million from Behringer, Samson
and Sam Ash.
In response to the out- of- court
settlement with Behringer, Mackie
officials stated in a press release,
"The parties acknowledge that they
are pleased with the outcome of this
settlement and look forward to participating in friendly competition in
the future."
Mackie officials declined further
comment.
In other news, the audio product
manufacturer announced the resignation of Roy Wemyss as company president and chief executive officer in
October. Wemyss will remain amember of Mackie's board of directors. He
joined the company in 1996. No
replacement had been named by late
November.
— Randy J. Stine

will remain hungry for more and more
uplink and downlink spectrum.
The companies transmit data in tiny
bursts via satellite. Uses planned by the
companies include transmitting anything
from meter readings to vending machine
information, such as whether a soda
machine is empty.
According to the commission
spokesman, the prompting for the NPRM
did not come from apetition from aLittle
LEO company. Instead, the NPRM issued
in October 1997 was aproposal to implement domestically what had been adopted
internationally
at
the
World
Radiocommunication Conference in 1995.
At that conference, it was agreed that
the 455-456 MHz and 459-460 MHz
bands should be made available to
mobile satellite services worldwide.
Domestically, the idea met with skepticism from broadcasters who use the 455456 MHz band and others who use the
459-460 MHz band.
The primary concern for both is that
the Little LEOs will cause interference
(RW, Nov. 26, 1997).
North American Plastics Inc.
expressed its concern that LEOs would
disrupt its in-flight telephone air- toground communication system on the
459.665-459.985 MHz band. The NAB
stated in public comments that it feared
potential program disruption if the Little
LEOs used the 455-456 MHz band.
As little as afour to six seconds of interference "is enough of aduration for interference to wipe out asignificant portion of a
traffic report, news report or any other live
broadcast from the field," the NAB wrote.
Little LEO companies such as Orbital
Communications Corp. argue that their
dynamic channel assignment techniques
will help them avoid using channels
actively being used by terrestrial systems.
In its reply comments, ORBCOMM also
stated that 450 milliseconds is the maximum length for a burst of data from a
Little Leo, but a "burst length" of 60 ms
is most-common.
The SBE has filed more than 40 pages
of arguments against the use of the 455456 MHz spectrum questioning the Little
LEO's position that they can use dynamic
channel assignments without interfering
with broadcasters. The SBE also protested
the comment by satellite companies that
the RPU spectrum is lightly used. An
SBE insider said the organization is monitoring the issue for further developments.
Little LEOs already share spectrum
with terrestrial services. Their uplink frequencies are 148-149.9 MHz and 149.9150.05 MHz. Downlink frequencies are
137-138 MHz and 400.15-401 MHz.
Those frequencies were approved for
use by LEO satellite systems at the World
Administrative Radio Conference in
February 1992 and allocated by the FCC
to Little LEO mobile satellite services in
January 1993. The spectrum is also currently assigned to the Department of the
Air Force and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
The FCC has issued five Little LEO
licenses. VITA (Volunteers in Technical
Assistance) is the only non-commercial
interest with a Little LEO license. It
received apioneer's preference award in
1994 and an operational license from the
FCC in 1995. VITA has promoted and
pioneered communication in development through the use of low earth orbit

satellite access since 1982.
ORBCOMM was the first commercial
Little LEO company to receive alicense
in October of 1994. The company provides global data and messaging. A
spokesperson for ORBCOMM recently
said her company is not pursuing additional spectrum.

(wincomm)
GLOBAL DATA & MESSAGING

Final Analysis Inc., DBS Industries
Inc. and Leo One Worldwide all received
licenses in 1998.
No auctions, please
Frederick R. Skillman, vice president,
chief of staff for DBS Industries Inc.,
said one reason licenses were issued was
that the applicants "agreed to play in the
same sandbox together" and coordinate
their use of the existing Little LEO spectrum. The FCC had been thinking of auctioning the band, he said, and none of the
applicants wanted an auction.
Little LEOs operate worldwide,
Skillman said, and the companies did not
want the United States to set aprecedent
for other countries to conduct auctions.
DBS Industries will be able to send

500,000 messages per day using its
Little LEO system, Skillman said. The
primary application will be reading utility meters and vending machines to tell
companies when the coin slots are full
or the product is empty.
A spokesperson for Final Analysis said
spectrum is always an issue. Final
Analysis will launch six satellites in
2001, she said, and another 30 in the following two years.
In its reply comments, Final Analysis
wrote, "The demand for Little LEObased mobile data and messaging services is enormous and the market for
Little LEO services is both emerging and
global in nature." The company also stated that "Little LEO services have a significant need for additional spectrum to
realize their full competitive potential."
Leo One received its FCC license on
Feb. 13, 1998. Leo One is planning a48satellite constellation slated to be operational in 2002. Leo One will offer arange
of near real-time messaging services
including tracking and fleet management,
monitoring and remote control, two-way
messaging, emergency services and
transaction processing.
While the industry awaits the FCC's
decision on the docket brought about
by WRC-95, work is proceeding on the
WRC-2000. And participants in those
preparations are considering requesting
additional allocations on a worldwide
basis for mobile satellite services
below 1GHz.
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some things never change.
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Dane Ericksen Links SBE, FCC
DANE, continued from page 1

member of the NAB/SBE Engineering
Conference Committee.
The SBE award recognizes the individual who has made the greatest contribution to the broadcast engineering
industry and to furthering the goals and
objectives of the SBE.
His full-time job is asenior engineer at
Hammett & Edison Inc. in San Francisco,
an engineering consulting firm. He has
worked for the company since 1982.

tial neighborhoods, so they could wreak
havoc on regular radio and television
reception. It bled through on phone lines.
If they were next door, people could even
hear it through their electric ranges."
In 1974, Ericksen took the wheel of an
FM/TV enforcement unit truck, one of
four throughout the entire agency. The
truck specialized in FM and television
measurements.

FCC's man in SF
After graduating from California State
University in 1970 with abachelor's degree
in electrical engineering, Ericksen went to
work in the Field Operations Bureau for the
FCC in San Francisco for 12 years.
"It was agreat experience right out of
school. To work for aregulatory agency is
areal learning experience," Ericksen said.
He began as afield engineer and later
became an FM/TV specialist while stationed in San Francisco.
"The best part was cruising around
chasing unlicensed citizens band operators with linear amplifiers who thought
they were radio stations," Ericksen said.
The FCC allowed for amaximum fivewatt CB transmitter, but Ericksen said
some of the offenders were running
between 100 and 300 watts. In one case, he
found an illegal 1kW linear transmitter.
"The guy had it plugged into his 220volt dryer outlet," Ericksen said.
"These guys were operating in residen-

Dane Ericksen in 1973
cies, saying they would use the frequency
allocations when broadcasters are not.
The SBE filed comments with the
FCC against the proposal.
Another spectrum issue on which
Ericksen is working is a so-called
Emergency Radio Data System proposed
by Federal Signal Corp. For ERDS,
mobile transmitters would broadcast
emergency warnings to motorists.
Federal Signal Corp. has asked the FCC
to allocate 87.9 MHz, part of the spectrum
designated for TV Channel 6, for ERDS.
"It will require new car radios that
would monitor 87.9 MHz. It would interrupt whatever the motorist was listening
to with emergency data. Good idea for
receiver manufacturers, but very poor for
broadcasters in general," Ericksen said.
Shown is the inside of an early vintage undercover FCC vehicle used
for tracking down illegal CB stations.

RADIO FREQUENCY
SYSTEMS
0111.18\W
oulitemo

RFS Broadcast
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Total Systems Solutions
for FM Radio
Complete RF Systems
for FM Radio
Broadband or Single
channel
Feeders, rigid line,
switching units, pressurization equipment
Range of combiners
from Starpoint
through to Balanced
Horizontal, vertical
and circularly polarized applications
Grcle

(
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Ericksen said he drove up and down 13
western states taking power measurements.
"If the off- the- air measurement
showed there was a problem, that triggered an inspection," he said.
Today, Ericksen helps stations through
his SBE involvement and through his
employer.
Hammett & Edison's primary focus is
designing AM, FM and television anten-
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RFS Broadcast
59 Dodge Ave
North Haven CT, 06473
tel + 1203 239 3311
fax +1203 239 9260
info@rfsbroadcast.com

nas. It specializes in optimizing coverage,
allowing stations to target power increases to select areas, as opposed to simply
maximizing area served.
Hammett & Edison's clientele come
mostly from medium and major markets.
Ericksen said the firm often is asked to
help with improving signal coverage.
"We use a program called TIREM
(Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model).
It's especially useful in booster design for
FM," Ericksen said. "It's easy to shoot
yourself in the foot with a booster
because you can create more new interference instead of helping yourself."
TIREM was developed by the military
to predict RF propagation. Ericksen
believes Hammett & Edison is the only
company using the technology.
"The beauty of TIREM is that it can
accurately look at terrain obstruction and
determine if there is enough isolation to
the under-served area, so that if you put in
abooster you can gain more new service
and less new interference," Ericksen said.
RPU spectrum threat
Aside from helping stations obtain better coverage, Ericksen is working to
ensure the integrity of broadcasters' signals through his SBE involvement. He
mentioned several technical issues now
before the FCC that he believes pose a
danger to radio's future.
"The threat by mobile satellite services
into the 455 and 456 MHz spectrum is a
real concern," Ericksen said. Radio stations use the frequencies for remote
broadcasts and two-way communication
(see related story, page 5.)
The FCC is reviewing the request for
satellite service uplinks in the spectrum
as part of Engineering Technology
Docket 97-214.
The low earth orbiting satellite service
industry would like to share the frequen-

Channel 6 for FM?
Ericksen believes TV Channel 6could
someday be re-allocated to FM band service as television stations go digital. (The
FCC has raised this possibility in its
radio DAB Notice of Proposed Rule
Making. See RW, Nov. 24.)
"I believe there are only three TV
Channel 6 allotments on the DTV table
across the country and one has proposed
to move already."
The possible creation of anew class of
low- power FMs by the FCC is a core
concern to the SBE.
Ericksen said he is " very concerned
over proposals for low-power FM service.
Ithink there is alot of political pressure
being exerted on the FCC's Mass Media
Bureau by the commissioners to come out
with afavorable position."
If the FCC allows low-power service
with no third-adjacent channel protection
and relaxed second-adjacent channel protection, Ericksen said his main concern
would be the technical uncertainty of the
second-adjacent channel.
"That's because of its preclusion to digital in-band, on-channel and also the question of how well consumer-grade receivers
can reject second-adjacent channels," he
said. "The (IBOC) proponents' theoretical
estimates are trying to make it work."
However Ericksen is not totally confident of the viability of IBOC DAB.
"I have my doubts still. It depends on
whether the FCC adopts aplatform and
then what the broadcasters do. It's the
second go- around, and maybe the last
chance," Ericksen said.
Satellite-delivered DAB could eventually prove to be abig source of competition
for terrestrial radio stations, Ericksen said.
"If what we hear coming out of
Detroit is correct — that they are now
building most cars with built-in rooftop
antennas whether the consumer orders it
with that capability or not — then it
See DANE, page 7
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could be competitive, if people are willing to pay extra for it," he said.
Ericksen spends a lot of his time on
SBE committee work.
SBE involvement
"I'm fortunate enough to have an
employer who will let me travel and
serve the SBE in various capacities,"
Ericksen said. "It's something Ibelieve in
passionately and take very seriously."
As chairman of the FCC liaison committee, he must address all national-level
SBE comments to the FCC and other regulatory bodies.
Overall, Ericksen finds working with
the FCC under Bill Kennard more "radio
and television friendly" than Reed
Hundt's administration.
As a member of the 12- person
NAB/SBE Engineering Conference
Committee, Ericksen helps determine the
theme for the NAB's Broadcast
Engineering Conference.
"We'll go through some 150 to 200
abstracts of proposed papers and select
which ones should be accepted and
which sessions they should be assigned
to:' Ericksen said.
The committee meets two to four
times ayear in Washington.
Ericksen sees changes in the industry
as a whole as consolidation occurs
among stations and their suppliers.
When asked if radio consolidation can
continue at the same intense pace,
Ericksen said, "Isee it continuing. The
clout it gives the major groups will
encourage more of the same."
He predicts the industry will sec
additional arrangements between broad

7

casters and suppliers similar to what the
Broadcast Division of Harris Corp. has
done with master purchase agreements.
"The vendors will want to pursue
these customer-friendly deals to lockup a certain amount of business,"
Ericksen said.
Ericksen said he expects to see more
broadcaster-supplier marriages, similar
to Cumulus Media's acquisition of
Broadcast Software International this
past September.
"It worries me some, though, that the
industry is becoming abit monopolistic:'
Ericksen said. "The 800-pound gorilla is
fast becoming a2,000-pound Godzilla. It
won't take long for the Justice
Department to become interested."
Ericksen is single and lives in
Sonoma. He has two children from aprevious marriage.

Ericksen Conducting RFR Measurements at the Mt. Wilson
Antenna Farm Near Los Ange:es
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What His Peers Say
Ifirst met Dane in the late ' 70s in the
lobby of KMJ-TV, Fresno, Calif., when
he was the local FCC inspector. The
announcement that the FCC was in the
lobby sent shivers down my spine!
Imust admit, Dane was tough, but
fair.
— Bob Hess
Director, Operations/Engineering
WBZ(AM), WODS(FM), WBZ-TV
Boston
Our profession and SBE have benefited from Dane's experience. You
name the subject, if it has something
to do with the FCC, Dane was there to
draft aresponse.
Working with Chris Imlay, SBE has
become avery strong voice of reason
and a voice that is listened to in
Washington.
— Clay Freinwald
Senior Facilities Engineer
Entercom Communications Corp.
Seattle
Dane ... is creative and never
accepts anyone's representations without independent evaluation of his own.
Woe be to him who disagrees with
Dane, because (a) he is like abulldog,
never letting go of an issue, and (b) he
is, in my experience, almost always
right. He has ... infinite patience with
people, even non- technical people,
which is what makes him agreat friend.
— Chris Imlay
SBE General Counsel
Booth, Freret, Imlay & Tepper
Washington

The Vector
delivers full fidelity,
two-way audio that can
please even the fussiest
program director. Networks
and stations worldwide are using
this popular codec on asingle dial- up
phone line for their remote broadcasts.
on your next remote. You'%e got to hear it
to believe it! Call us today to schedule a 10 day demo.
Comrex Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01 720
Tel:
Fax: (978) 635-0401 Fax-on-demanc: (978/ 264-9973
Email: info@comrex.com
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name and logo will be enduring, valuable and distinctive."

New Name
For CD Radio
NEW YORK Both companies developing satellite-delivered digital audio
broadcasting have changed their names
in the hopes of capturing the disposable income of the youth market.
The latest: CD Radio Inc. has
become Sirius Satellite Radio Inc.
"As we approach the consumer
launch of our service we recognized
there was an opportunity to create a
stronger, clearer brand name," said
Vice President of Marketing Ira Bahr.
"The old name had some confusing
and limiting aspects to it. The new
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which created the logo.
Along with the name change, Sirius
will change its stock ticker from
CDRD to SIRI in January 2000. The
service is slated to launch in the fourth
quarter of 2000.

SIRIUS

Satellite Radio

"Sirius is the brightest star in the
sky and was revered by ancient cultures as a sign of hope, change and
rebirth. It is also known as the dog
star, which is, of course, the inspiration for the company's new logo," said
Martyn Straw, president of Interbrand,

CD RADIO "
The other company developing
satellite- DAB
technology,
XM
Satellite Radio, changed its name from

Citadel Selects Scott Studios
as "the Best" Digital System
Citadel Communications Corp., one of America's top 10 radio groups in 1998 revenues, selects
Scott Studios Corp. as its sole supplier of on-air digital audio delivery systems for its 124 radio
stations and future acquisitions.

Lany Wilson (at right), CEO
of Citadel Communications
Corp., shakes hands with
Dave Scott as Citadel
standardizes on Scott
Systems for its 124 stations
and future aquisitions.

"We thoroughly investigated all of the competitive digital air studio systems and decided upon
the best one," says Larry Wilson, CEO of Citadel Communications. "Our regional Presidents
and Vice Presidents of engineering and programming spent nearly ayear analyzing different
options. While no system or manufacturer is 100% flawless, it became obvious to us that Scott
Studios is the very best. Their long history of excellent service commitment, the quality of their
digital studio products and competitive pricing were our primary reasons for selecting Scott
Studios."
Dave Scott, CEO of Scott Studios Corp. says, "It's an honor to be Citadel's sole digital audio
vendor and take their other brands as trade-ins on our new equipment. Our systems are
designed by announcers, for announcers.

"Of Scott's 61 employees, 43 are former jocks
and PDs with 700 years collective radio
experience. Competitors work more from the
engineer's perspective, although we have 20
former chief engineers on staff also. Scott
Studios' digital fits DJs like aglove."

R- E- S- P- E- C- T
Aretha Franklin
:1113:30/F HIT HM9834 815
The Queen of Soul'
Ferry ' Cross the Mercy
Gerry 8. the Pacemakers
:17/4 13/F HIT HM2608 818
L Start

After adding five Oklahoma City stations and
other pending transactions, Citadel will own
or operate 124 radio stations in 23 mid-sized
markets such as Providence, Salt Lake City
and Albuquerque.
Citadel is well known across the country for
attaining topnotch competitive programming success, and the addition of Scott
Studios announcer friendly technology will
help Citadel announcers deliver superior
information, entertainment and service to
their 8,000,000+ weekly listeners.
Citadel's stations are not the only ones who
choose Scott: More U.S. radio stations use
Scott Studios' than any other digital system,
with 5,046 Scott digital workstations in 2,202
U.S. stations. Nine of the ten top-billing
groups have Scott Systems.
Scott Systems are the easiest to use! They're
intuitive, straightforward, simple, yet the
most powerful!

Home Depot
Q: Better at Home
:00/0:30/F COM DA2214 8:22
McDonald's
Q: Prices may vary
:00/0:06/F COM DA2215 8:22
Bob's Bargain Barn
Q: Sale Ends Saturday
:00/2:45/C COM DA1234 8:23

Start
3

Coot 105 Fast Jingle
Q: Cool 105
:00/0:30/F JIN DA4315 8:23

1-2-3
Len Barry
L717 49 N 7/10 2a
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96Tears
Beach Boys ?& sbrians
L711 Sa 11 718 10p L6/2T2p N7/9 Sp

ABeautiful Morn.
The Rascals
L718 4p N7/12 la

Caen the Life

AHard Day's Re
Beatles
L7/2 3a N7/9 3p

ALittle Bit Me, A ALittle Bit o' Soap
The Jannels
Monkees
L7/2 7p N7113 8a L7155p N713 6a

AGroovy Kind of
Mindbenders
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ALover's Questioi ASummer Song
Clyde McPhatter
Chad & Jeremy
L6/29 Sa N7113 9a L712 8p
AThousand Stars
Kathy Young
L712 9p N7/15 4p

ATeenager in Loy
Dion & Belmont.
L714 3a N71115p

ATown Wout Pity AWhiter Shade of
Gene Pitney
Procol Harum
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AWorld Woof Loy Abraham,
Peter & Gordon
Dion
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Martin eAct Naturally

Beatles
L7/22a N7114 3p

Action
Freddy Cannon
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'
1
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After Midnight
Eric Clapton
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After the Gold Rue
Neil Young
L7/5 7p N7118 8a

Afternoon Delight
Starland Vocal Ba
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Ain't No Mountain
Diana Ross
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Ain't No Sunshine
Bill Withers
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Ain't No Woman
Four Tops
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Fats Domino
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Along Again, Nat—t;
Gilbert O'Sullivan
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American Mobile Radio Corp. in
October 1998. At the time, company
President and Chief Executive Officer
Hugh Panero said, " First there was
AM, then FM and now XM Satellite
Radio. Our new name represents the
next band of radio and the future of
the industry."
Sirius announced its name change at
a party celebrating the completion of
its studios. Sirius' fully digital facilities boast one of the world's largest
digital automation systems, with 4.2
terabytes of storage, 112 output channels and 62 workstations. ( See RW
Nov. 10, page 1).
The musician Sting has also agreed
to be acreative consultant to Sirius.

XM Signs
Delphi,
Mitsubishi
Mitsubishi Electric Automotive
America Inc. and Delphi Automotive
Systems will develop and manufacture
car radios capable of receiving an XM
Satellite S- band signal.
Mitsubishi Electric claims to be the
largest Japanese manufacturer of factory- installed car radios for the U.S.
market. Delphi manufactures receivers
for General Motors vehicles. XM also
has receiver deals with Alpine,
Motorola, Pioneer and Sharp.
XM's service is slated to launch in
the first half of 2001.

XM Board
Grows by Two
WASHINGTON
XM Satellite
Radio has added two executives to its
board of directors — the President and
CEO of the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, Thomas Donohue and the
EVP of Nextel Communications,
Nathaniel Davis.
Donohue has been active in national
policy and non-profit organizations for
30 years, while Davis has been in the
telecom industry for more than 25
years. Donohue and Davis are the first
independent board members for XM.
They join a team of executives made
up of XM's top leaders and investors.
— Leslie Stimson
Coming in

The Scott System is radio's most user-friendly. You get instant airplay or audition
of any song simply by spelling afew letters of its title or artist. You see when songs
played last and when they'll play next. You also get voice tracking while listening to
music in context, hot keys, automatic recording of phone calls and graphic
waveform editing, all in one computer!

Rocliâ World.
MarketVVatch:

Scott Studios is famous for our uncompressed digital systems at acompressed price, (but we work equally well in MPEG and
MP3). Scott Studios' audio quality is the very best and plays on laptops or PCs with ordinary sound cards. We pre-dub your
startup music library free. Your PD can auto-transfer songs digitally in seconds with aCD-ROM deck in his or her office.

Phoenix

Scott gives you industrial quality 19" rack computers, but nothing is proprietary: functional equivalents are available at
computer stores. You also get 24 hour toll-free tech support! Scott also lets you choose your operating system: Linux, Novell,
NT, Wmdows, DOS or any combination. You also choose from three systems: Good, Better, Best. One's right for you!

CES Preview

The Scott System 32 (pictured at the upper right) is radio's most powerful digital
system. Your log is on the left side of the LCD touch screen. Instant access Hot Keys
or spur-of-the-moment "Cart Walls" are on the right with lightning-quick access to
any recording. Phone calls record automatically and can be edited to air quicldy.
You can also record and edit spots or voice tracks in the air studio or go on the air
from production.
(1fions include seamless redundancy, selfhealing fail-safes, newsrooms, 16track
€. "tors, time and temperature announce, and auto-transfer of spots and voicers to
distant stations over WAN or Internet. Check our web site and call us toll-free.
Cirde (12) On Reader Service Card
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Internet Radio
News
Only in

The advantages of ISDN are clear: Faster set-up, intelligent call
handling and the superior performance of digital audio. And now Telos
Systems brings the benefits of ISDN to the talk show environment.
The TVV0x12 digital talk
show system plugs right
into ISDN BRI phone lines.
Your callers sound louder
and cleaner with the isolation
performance that only a true
four- wire system can deliver.
And if you don't have ISDN in
your studio yet, the TVV0x12
lets you start with POTS and
upgrade to ISDN whenever
you're ready.
As easy as picking up the phone. Call management is fast and
easy with our new Desktop Director, a fully integrated telephone and
switch console. Intuitive operation is enhanced by the exclusive Status
Symbols; m graphical icons that convey line and caller status at a glance.
Finally, a breakthrough in telephone technology. Up to 12 callers can
be routed to the two all- digital hybrids. Self-contained, easy-to- install
and maintain, the TVV0x12 simplifies even the most complex talk shows.
Ready to talk digital? For more information or to get in touch with
your Telos Systems dealer, contact us or visit our web site.

TELOS SYSTEMS

2101 SUPERIOR AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OH 44114

USA

TEL: + 1 ( 216) 241-7225
FAX: + 1 ( 216) 241-4103
E-MAIL: info@telos-systems.com
www.telos-systems.com
TELOS SYSTEMS EUROPE
JOHANNISSTRAf3E 6
D-85354 FREISING
GERMANY
TEL: + 49 81 61 42 467
FAX: + 49 81 61 42 402
E-MAIL: europe@telos-systems.com
www.telos-systems.com

Telos Systems, the Telos logo, TWOx12 and Status Symbols are trademarks of TLS Corp.
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automation.
For information from Netia Americas,
call the company at (877) 699-9151, visit
the Web site at www.netia-broadcast.com
or circle Reader Service 72.
Sirius Installs
Huge Storage System by PSi

Entercom, Inc.
Chooses BE
Entercom Inc. chose the Broadcast
Electronics Inc. AudioVault digital studio and NewsBoss systems to serve its
eight radio stations in Seattle, including
the top news station in that area.
Entercom
also
purchased
an
AudioVault and NewsBoss system for its
Kansas City, Mo., radio market.
AudioVault features selectable sampling and audio compression rates and
modular architecture for single- station
operations as well as for systems using
digital networking. The design uses
advanced digital signal processing,
AES/EBU, SCSI and programmable
gate array components.
NewsBoss is anewsroom system with
a database that assures reliability and
flexibility. Features include wire capture,
word processing, audio connectivity, onair presentation, audio editing and WAN
connectivity.
Entercom also is using the WAN to

relay stories and actualities to its stations
in Seattle.
For information, contact Broadcast
Electronics in Illinois at (217)224-9600,
visit the Web site at www.bdcast.com or
circle Reader Service 111.

Netia Upgrade
Down Under
The Australian Broadcasting Corp.
is going digital with Netia.
The project, which began in
September and is expected to last 16
months, involves the replacement of
more than 400 digital audio workstations
at some 51 locations.
Tests of products from several manufacturers were conducted before the
public broadcaster decided to go with
Netia. which is represented in Australia
by Syncrotech Systems Design.
Netia Radio- Assist products are
software tools for acquisition, production. live transmission and on- air

ASk15.,1,1312L\IG,J
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Prophet Systems Innovations
announced the installation of its new
NexGen Digital Broadcast system in
Sirius Satellite Radio's new National
Broadcast Studio in New York.
PSi called it the most
advanced digital audio
storage and routing system ever designed, customized to support
Sirius' 100-channel digital audio radio subscription service.
Sirius recently
changed its name from
CD Radio. The facility
was profiled in RW's
Nov. 10 issue.
NexGen
Digital
Broadcast is aprogramming control center that
stores and processes
audio data for radio stations. The Sirius system
is one of the largest
completely digital audio
storage system installations in the world.
There are no analog
signals, either audio or
contact closures, used in
the NexGen system. All
audio is AES digital,
and all contacts are
Inside the New Sirius Satellite Radio
embedded in the AES
stream using AES3-18
specifications.
PSi will equip Sirius Satellite Radio
with the technology to store and process
content for up to 100 channels of music
and other programming, to be beamed
throughout the United States via satellite
to vehicles equipped with the company's
receivers.

High Efficiency, Grounded Grid
Single Tube Design

A Wideband Quarter Wave Cavity
for Lowest Synchronous AM
A

to your request for anitrogen
pressurization system that

Solid State Driver with Patch
Around Capability

A Optional Automatic Power
Control & VSWR Foldback
A

Motorized Tuning Controls

A Advanced Overload & Protection
Circuitry
A Automatic Re- start After

radio broadcasting. ... Until recently,
the technology and software needed to
run asystem of this magnitude was not
available."
For information, contact PSi in
Nebraska at ( 800) 658-4403, visit the
Web site at www.prophetsys.com or circle Reader Service 121.

We've been
listening...

A Power Levels from 1kW to 30kW
A

The system's digital storage capacity
will be approximately 1.7 terabytes of
music and assorted programming elements, using HP's fiber optic technology,
Xeon CPUs, high-speed SCSI drive
arrays and more than 150 Pentium II 450
industrial workstations.
The Sirius Satellite Radio system also
uses aunique four-play, one-record card
with synchronization to interface with a
digital 512 x512 AES router.
PSi President and CEO Kevin
Lockhart said Sirius is undertaking "one
of the most ambitious projects ever in

• Meets the requirements of today's
demanding new technologies.
• Is competively priced with typical air dryers.
• Is small, compact and easily installed.
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LOADED

with Sony selection and inventory!

MDS-E11 — Streamlined MD Recorder with Professional- Level Inputs

CALL OR VISIT OUR
WEB SITE FOR
BEST PRICES

At only 1U high, the MDS-E11 is ideal for abroad range of applications, from producing demo discs to on- air use.
Superlatives begin with Sony's Wide Bit Stream technology with digital processing of 20 bits for higher quality
recordings. Beyond the advanced circuit technology, the MDS-E11 offers Fader Start for on- air playback, an
automatic pause function for playing back narrations or sound effects one by one, and fully- featured table ofcontents editing. A wireless remote is included, but it also offers many optional wired remotes for versatility. And of
course, it has with balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA analog I/O, plus coaxial digital I/O.

MDS-E58 — Sony's Economical Professional MD

MDS-JE630 — Now with " Keyboard Input"

The MDS-E58 is alow cost stereo MD recorder suitable for

for Easy Text Editing

budget-conscious applications, yet it still features both analog
and digital I/0s, remote control and many other broadcast
BON,-

necessities. Make quick work of your recordings with fullyfeatured TOC editing and an infrared remote control

BSW's lowest priced rackable MD recorder just got
better! Introducing the MDS-JE630, featuring aPC
keyboard input for typing disc and track names as well as

(optional wired remote via Control Sport available).

ez r

Unbalanced RCA analog I/O, coaxial and optical digital I/O.

a24- bit A/D converter. This fantastic consumer- level
recorder is perfect for production, with jog dial for track
selection, CD text and custom file transfer and digital
record level control. Rack mount kit sold separately.

MI-R55CG — Super Compact
and Lightweight
Sony's MZ-R55CG is so tiny and lightweight,
it's probably the handiest MD recorder you
can have with you, either as aprimary or
backup device. Smart features include the

MDS-B5 — Superior Audio Performance

wired remote control, sample rate converter

MZ-B3 — Portable Powerhouse Recorder

Sony's industry standard MDS-B5 recorder/player

and 40 seconds of shock resistant memory
for skip- free playback. Headphones

The MZ-B3 has everything you need for daily

and MDS-B6 player offer the " big market" performance
you seek, with the durability to last for years. Multiaccess " Hot Start" for up to 10 tracks makes

included. An optional XLR to mini- plug
cable is available through BSW.

it an excellent on- air source. Other features include

recording and has been proven reliable by thousands of
journalists. It offers abuilt-in microphone plus amic
input jack for use with external mics; automatic date/
time function; voice- activated recording; high-speed

RAM TOC editing for saving master disc contents,

playback; stereo or mono recording; remote control;

PC keyboard input and RS232 interface, next track

AC adaptor and more.

select and variable speed control.

flexible
To Order Call BSW 1-800-426-8434
or Visit www.bswusa.com
BSW offers avariety of payment methods including open
net 30- day account to qualified domestic businesses, major
credit cards and personal checks with TeleCheck approval.
•Call or see www.bswusa.com for details
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Internet Effect Hits Collectors
Ed Ritchie
John Pelham loves vintage radios. In
fact, after seeing his Internet Web site at
www.radiophile.com, you might think
he's obsessed with them.
More than 3,000 people visit
Radiophile.com each month, so Pelham
knows he's not alone. Phil Rheinschild
also collects antique vacuum tube radios.
Although he says it's not an obsession,

ness without the Internet.
What's the connection for these three
enthusiasts? Their Web sites have pushed
them out of obscurity, and the Internet is
promoting their hobby to a newfound
audience.
Labor of love
"Without the Internet Iwouldn't have
even been tempted to start abusiness,"
Stambaugh said. "It would have stayed

technology that captivates him.
Stambaugh haunts antique shops in the
heart of the Pennsylvania Dutch country
and finds classic radios for restoration.
"The Internet established me overnight
and gave me a quick reputation,"
Stambaugh said. "It's something Icould
never have achieved by opening a shop
where Ilive in Lebanon, Pa."
But even though the growth has been
rewarding, running around Dutch country
(or any other country for that matter) is
still a lot of legwork. And before the
Internet, that's what vintage radio collecting used to be.
The old days
Phil Rheinschild remembers collecting
vintage radios in the 1960s and ' 70s.
"Prior to the Internet you had to work
a lot harder," Rheinschild said. " You
were running into thrift shops and second-hand stores, also swap meets or
garage sales." Other legwork included a
lot of time networking with people and
radio clubs that could aid in the search.
"It was fun, but it was a random
process that was loosely organized," he
said.

There are many

John Pelham

since 1963 he has owned, repaired and
sold more than 1,000 radios.
Now just in case that fails to demonstrate
more than amild interest, he too has aWeb
site, at http://home.pacbell.net/philbert
/tuning_eyeltun_eye.htm. It's dedicated to
the somewhat offbeat subject of tuning eyes.
Scott Stambaugh is another vintage
radio junkie. He used to be aserious collector
but
then
he
started
www.RadioGallery.com, a successful
Web site selling antique radios. Yet he
never would have considered such abusi-

there were people who had cleaned out
their garages, and occasionally you found
something at areasonable price."
Then the Internet and the Web made
radios more accessible. However, it also
made them more expensive.
"I'd say radio collecting online
began around 1993 in a small way,
and by 1996 the eBay online auction
hit, and sets were being snapped up
for outrageous prices," Rheinschild
said. " Ithought people who were Netsavvy were going to go to all the
meets, snap up all the sets, and make
akilling."
According to Rheinschild, it was a
seller's market through early 1998. Then
the prices started to return to preInternet levels.
"Those people who were rabid about
getting aparticular set saw that those sets
continued to appear for auction, so that
perceived
scarcity
disappeared,"
Rheinschild said.
Auction block
John Pelham might be considered a
rabid collector. At Radiophile.com, he
proudly displays one of the best radio
collections to be found on the Internet.
Pelham sees eBay as probably the
biggest single Internet influence on
radio collecting.

more radios available

every day on eBay than were available to most

strictly apart-time hobby. There just isn't
any way to reach these people as effectively for this kind of product."
Vintage radio collectors aren't the only
ones with an interest in radio taking
advantage of the Internet. Hundreds of
digital radio stations are now broadcasting exclusively online. The low startup
and overhead let station operators target
niche markets that traditional broadcast
radio can't afford to do.
Yet Stambaugh isn't tuning into anything digital. It's the old vacuum tube

,i
FIV1 engineers on
ars will face
I O' ro'terns*

collectors in a year of swap meets.
—John Pelham

Of course the radio clubs had swap
meets that quickly taught Rheinschild
where to look for bargains. "There were
collectors who had fixed up their radios
and were asking outrageous prices for
them," Rheinschild said. "But sometimes

en the FCC grants new licenses c'm Mars, BEXT
will be there. Since 1985, BEXT has pioneered
evelopments in affordable, dependable FM transmitters

/

with front-panel frequency programmability and high
quality audio performance. We'll be there into the next
millenia, always with more user-friendly features and
always competitively priced. From exciters to amplifiers,

IL

from STL's to transmitters, look to the Low Power
LeaderTM for the finest in RF broadcast equipment.

**Daily temperature swings from - 130'C to 20'C
Atmosphere of 95% carbon dioxide
, Multiple magnetic anomalies
Solar wind
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"There are many more radios available
every day on eBay than were available to
most collectors in ayear of swap meets,"
Pelham said. He said eBay has affected
opinions as to which radios are common
and which are rare.
"EBay has caused most of us to reevaluate our opinions on this subject,"
Pelham said. " I, and other local avid
collector friends, review eBay almost
daily. We have learned that some radios
that we thought were rare — the plastic
Setchell-Carlson ' frog- eye' radio, to
pick one of many examples — really are
not rare at all."
Pelham agrees with Rheinschild and
Stambaugh about how the Internet has
helped radio collecting reach a new
audience.
"Many collectors first learned about
the hobby through the Internet sites, and
are now buying radios online and through
the various venues," he said. And he's
sure that the Internet has accelerated the
interest in vintage radios when compared
to the traditional means of collecting.
"I have only been collecting for afew
years," Pelham said, "and the Internet has
allowed my collection to grow enormously, with radios Imight have never even
had the opportunity to buy at swap
meets."
Ed Ritchie is afree-lance writer and
radio collector
Tell us about your experiences with
trading vintage radios online. Send email to radioworld@imaspub.com or
write to the address on the inside last
page of this issue.

Omnia.fm's new HOT software cranks it up!

For some of you, being the loudest on

means you have amazing sound that's

the dial just isn't enough. You want to

the doors off your competition.
And now, with the Omnia.fm's
new HOT software module, you
can push it to the max and keep
on cranking. For the first time ever, you

digital grunge (
artifacts). And of course,

can go to eleven and still deliver all the

the Omnia's design platform protects

clarity, punch and definition that's put

your investment by allowing you to

the Omnia in so many racks, all over

upgrade the system software at any
time— so you're always on top of
tomorrow's new technologies and

Developed in partnership with Paul
Sanchez of HOT97 in New York City
and Michael Guidotti of Star 104.5 in

Create the smashing sound that holds

Philadelphia, the HOT software sets

button- happy listeners. Call your

a new standard in the loudness wars.
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The Omnia's unique architecture

like— before your competition does.
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Supplier Consolidation
SALE, continued from page 1

Harris Corp. in Melbourne, Fla.
Days later, Harris announced it will
acquire Louth Automation. That cash
deal will total about $85 million.
Although Louth is known as atelevision supplier, the purchase could have an
impact in radio, according to Harris executive Bruce M. Allan.
"This acquisition will give us essential
new core competencies in automation
and control," he said.
Harris named Don Naab, vice president,
automation and management products, to
head the business unit. Naab is former
president and CEO of Pacific Research &
Engineering, which was acquired by Harris
this year. Founder Ken Louth will serve as
chief technology officer.
The main reasons for the ABG deal,
according to Harris Radio Broadcast Vice
President Jim Woods, were ABG's
strengths in certain regions of the United
States and the experience of its sales force.
"People who know the market and the
customers are very difficult to find," he said.
ABG employs 18 people. Seven will
remain with Harris.

lower" sales and gross margins in the
microwave radio and digital switch lines
offset "modest improvement in sales and
earnings" for its broadcast products.
In fiscal 1999, Harris revenue
decreased 9.4 percent to $ 1.74 billion.
Sales at the Communications segment
decreased 4.5 percent to $930.3 million.
Broadcast business is part of that segment,
but specific figures are not made public.
Woods said ABG's annual sales are
approximately $ 12 million.
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ing in the business. A lot of companies
are looking to sell."
"I wouldn't be surprised to see a lot
more partnering," said Howland, who had
been ABG's vice president of sales and
marketing. "Harris has the strength to do
that kind of partnering or consolidation. I
think they hurt us when they took on
Enco. We took on Dalet, but the line
doesn't have the same penetration. What
would that lead to, and what would we
have to work with?"

Industry comment
Because ot its size, Harris is watched
closely by competitors.
Tim Schwieger, president of Broadcast
Supply Worldwide, sees an opportunity
Supplier chess
for other dealers.
Woods said decisions had not been
"The end users are getting less and
made about which of ABG's supplier
less opportunity for product selection.
relationships Harris would seek to retain.
BSW and companies like us offer selecAmong the apparent conflicting lines are
tion. We're not a manufacturer, we're a
Nautel transmitters and Dalet audio manstore," he said.
agement systems. Harris builds its own
"We offer competitive lines and choicRF products, and has amajor distribution
es. Harris is a console manufacturer,
deal with Enco. Woods said he expected
they're an STL manufacturer. They are
those lines would not be retained, but
primarily concerned with their own
others would be evaluated.
needs. We're concerned with our cusThe Harris deals open a window into
tomers' needs."
the jostling behind the scenes in the supGary Snow, president of Wheatstone
ply industry, as manufacturers and disCorp., reacted in similar fashion.
tributors scramble to increase growth.
Wheatstone had had abusiness relationship with Harris that ended when Harris
bought PR&E.
"Harris will be the biggest organization with a systems integration group,
and the smallest selection of major components. If you want to have Harris stuff,
that's good. If you don't want Harris
stuff, it's not good. ... What Harris has is
abig toolbox with not many tools in it.
They'll be aone-trick pony in consoles,
in hard- disk automation, probably in
routing switchers.
"Harris was competing with PR&E for
systems, it wanted to be in that business
and the only way they could do it was buy
Dave Howland and Phyllis Freeman of ABG
acompany that does it," Snow said. "ABG
Radio itself is healthy, they say, but the
was one of the few companies out there
Howland, working in Michigan, becomes
number of stations is relatively fixed, and
that marketed themselves as a systems
Harris national sales manager for digital
integrator. They get to take them out.
the pool of owners continues to drop.
audio systems. Also staying are salespeople
For Harris the answer is to buy. In 1997
"In my opinion, the sum of Harris'
Cindy Edwards, John George, Tony Mezey,
acquisitions never equals the parts,"
it bought Northeast Broadcast Labs and
Jerry Bufka and Steve Ellison, as well as
Snow said.
customer service representative Shannon
French company ITIS. In 1998 it acquired
Woods said the market still offers
Intraplex. This year, it purchased The
Halladay. They will work in field offices and
many choices.
Audio Connection, an integrator in the
at the new Harris facility in Ohio.
"We believe customers are looking for
The purchases take place against a United Kingdom, then Pacific Research &
integrated, end-to-end solutions in addiEngineering before acquiring ABG.
backdrop of change at Harris.
tion to the 'box' solutions that they have
The parent company wrote in its annuhistorically come to distributors for."
al report that it is "transitioning from a Four decades of ABG
He said Harris actually entered the
four-business, decentralized enterprise
ABU was founded in 1960 by Dave
Veldsma and Jim Kaminga. After the latsystems business with its acquisition of
into a single communications equipment
Northeast Broadcast Labs. " We went
ter's death, Freeman said, the company
company focused on worldwide markets
had several owner partners. Freeman
from ' not in that business' to No. 2in the
for voice, data and video."
United States in less than a year." The
joined in 1970 and later became apartner
Several years of slow overall sales
PR&E deal, he said, was an opportunity
with Veldsma, and they ran the company
growth had been followed by faltering
for years. Howland joined in 1972, and
to extend that capability.
earnings in fiscal 1998 and 1999. Harris
Woods said Harris had received posiblamed adownturn in the semiconductor
became apartner in 1992 with Freeman,
tive comments from its customers, who
buying out Veldsma.
market, lower prices for office products
see these moves as natural fits.
and international market conditions.
A division dealing with commercial
"Our customers see Harris doing the
sound and installation was sold in 1979.
It decided to sell its power semiconexact same thing that their companies are
President Phyllis Freeman had been
ductor business and spin off its Lanier
doing. We are expanding the range of
planning to retire, and said she was
Worldwide subsidiary, which together
offering which we can deliver to our cusaccounted for about half of its revenues.
"pleasantly surprised" when Harris
approached ABG. But rumors circulated
tomers — one-stop shopping."
Proceeds, it said, would cut its debt by
But Schwieger of BSW sees reason for
for at least a month before the sale, and
more than half and increase cash by
pause in the ABG deal.
Freeman had to remain mum because of
approximately $500 million. That has
"These subtle changes are becoming
non-disclosure rules. She called it avery
created a pool of money to repurchase
major changes. Here's a40-year company
shares and expand through acquisitions.
difficult period.
that has just vaporized. It's gone, it ceases
The parent company this year stream"It's hard not to take those phone
to exist. In any other industry, Ithink that
calls."
lined its "sector" structure and reduced
would be profound. Iworry that our senssupport functions. It announced areducShe said her experience at September's
NAB Radio Show in Orlando was a es are beginning to be dulled."
tion in workforce of 738 employees and
Broadcasters still have choices today,
"clincher" in making the decision.
said it is investing in aWeb and e-comhe said. "But who knows what will hapmerce presence.
"I spent time talking to vendors and
pen in the years to come."
The annual report said "significantly
competitors of ours about things happen-
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Millennium Radio,
Way Down South
Judith Gross
On Dec. 31, as hundreds of thousands
of revelers gather in public squares to
count down to 2000, one audio artist will
sit in a remote, ice-entrenched outpost
near the bottom of the world.
He will be working microphones,
RPUs, mixer and ISDN signals to bring
the sounds of the Antarctic to a radio
audience in the United States and
Germany.
"Most people think of visual things
when they think about aparticular location," said Doug Quin, composer, naturalist and wildlife recorder. "Through a
composition of sound, Ihope to impart
adifferent sense of this unique place at
this historic moment in time, and help
the audience reflect on what it means to
be apart of the entire planet."
Quin has been dubbed the "Audubon
of Audio" for his soundscapes in places
as far away as Madagascar and the
Amazon jungle. His live and recorded
programs have been aired on radio networks throughout the world.
Now Quin's "Antarctica — Ice
2000" is part of the National Science

Quin

has

been dubbed the
'Audubon of Audio.'

and other whales.
Because the land's glaciers are in
constant motion, additional pops,
clicks and motion sounds made by the
huge ice masses will be included, as
will the omnipresent wind. To add
another dimension, Quin plans to construct a sculpture from harp, piano,
harpsichord and guitar strings, which
the wind will musically " play" as it
rushes through.
Strangest of all, however, will be the
sounds of atmospheric "whistlers"
See MILLENNIUM, page 18 on.

Quin records sels in Antarctic

I

1SHOWCASE. 2 NETWORKS.
STATIONS. 25 STUDIOS.
311' USERS,
At EMMIS,
It Adds Up to
AudiollAIIIT.
EMMIS Communications' $ 25 million headquarters in Indianapolis did the math and
built the most notable radio installation in
the U.S. with AudioVAULT as its digita'
audio delivery system.
Why AudioVAULT? Just listen to Chief
Engineer, Dave Hood...

Foundation's Antarctic Artists and
Writers program, which gave Quin the
funding for a three-month odysse,
tackling the harsh Antarctic climate
amid sparse transportation and minimal communication facilities for the
purpose of broadcasting live on the
eve of 2000.
With equipment donated by broadcast vendors and manufacturers and a
commitment from National Public
Radio and WDR in Cologne, Germany,
to air the program, Quin plans to blend
environmental, atmospheric, animal
and original music sounds into a one of- a- kind audio experience.
Whales, seals and '
whistlers'
"Many people visualize Antarctica as
nothing more than ice, but the sonic
palette includes a diverse range of
sounds — everything from whales to
atmospheric phenomena," said Quin,
who will station his headquarters at
Palmer Station, aresearch facility on an
icy, glacial coast some 1,400 miles from
the South Pole.
Quin plans to set up microphones at
several sites to record apenguin colony
and the large Weddell seals, leopard
seals and crabeater seals, to catch the
"language" unique to each species. He
also will employ hydrophones —
underwater mics — for the call of Orca

"1 made a career decision to go with
AudioVAULT This system had everything
1was looking for - scalable, flexible, user
friendly, reliable and is backed by the great
service from Broadcast Electronics."
Do the math yourself. From single station
operations to mega-opolies, there's an
AudioVAULT system customized to your
needs. Get a lock on today's digital studio...
lock on to AudioVAULT.

Thanks, EMMIS, for
putting your trust in
Broadcast Electronics
and AudioVAULT

Visually Impaired DJ Rucks On.
When EMMIS Communications chose
AudioVAULT, DJ Bernie Eagan didn't want
to be left behind. Bernie is blind and one of
EMMIS's best on-air talents. To accommodate, BE installed aspecial Braille console,
free. The interface with AudioVAULT was
seamless and Bernie keeps rockin' on.

Audio
AMP» "

www.bdcastcom

e1,
•_notoe)

or (8881 232-3268
FW41) 8.99

1999 Broadcast becUon.cs. Inc
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PRODUCT EVALUATION

Product Capsule:

Optilator Protects Phone Lines
Jay Crawford
If you are one ol those vdio rely on
some type of dial- up remote control to
operate your transmitter, you have likely had some problems with lightning on
the telephone line. This is astory about
a product that can help you, called the
Optilator.
We have eight transmitter sites across
three states, all controlled by dial- up
remote controls. We have fought the
problems caused by lightning entering
the operation on the telephone lines,
and have tried many different types of
surge suppressors.
Some of the best have worked as
"phone line fuses" — opening up the line
and doing little damage to the actual
remote control equipment. This is aproblem, because you then are unable to control or monitor your transmitter site until
someone travels to the remote location and
replaces or repairs the surge protector.
After one recent incident in which we
spent nearly aweek repairing equipment
damaged by lightning, Icalled the manufacturer of our remote controls.
In the past we have relied on the technical
support
from
Gentner
Communications, and they have given
us a lot of good information on everything from special "tricks" with remote
controls to which surge protectors
helped in which cases.

This time the technician Italked to
recommended a product called the
Optilator, and gave me the name and
phone number of its distributor.
Line isolation
Icalled immediately to find out just
what this device with the strange name
would do for us.

Isolation between the phone line
=

and equipment, protecting modem or
telco gear from a lighning hit
1 Improves or corrects performance
regarding telephone ring or signal
loss provided by telco company
/ Real fiber optics at a low price compared to long runs of fiber optics
/ 450 VA UPS available upon request

Thumbs Down
rNeed to run the power

supply on

450 VA UPS
1 More expensive than surge
protectors

For more information contact. Stormin
Protection Products Inc. in Florida at
(888) 471-1038 or ( 727) 548-5418 o
circle Reader Service 95.

The Optilator
What Ifound was that the Optilator is
aline isolator rather than aregular surge
protector. The device is built in aplastic
box, with two circuit boards inside, one
at either end of the box. The "incoming"
circuit board is powered from the telephone line, and converts incoming and

The Age of Enlighterimerxt

Ultra Tracker 11

Double Dipole

Ultra Tracker

• High Gain Versión

• High Gain Linear
Polarization.

• Single-Lobe Elevation
Means Audibly Less
Multipath.

• Broadband with
Single Input.

• Power Ratings From
3to 60 kw With Inputs
From 1-5/8' To 6-1/8"
E1A Flange.

Thumbs Up

—

Renaissance
In Buoaôcast

of Ultra Tracker
Single-Lobe
Antenna System.

outgoing signals into aform that drives
and receives from two short lengths of
fiber optic cable.
These cables, one for signals passing
in each direction, connect to the circuit
board at the other end of the box. That
circuit board is powered by an isolation
step-down transformer type external
power supply, and connects to the local

Runnels
Electronics Optilator

• Custom Directional
Patterns Available To
Meet The Most
Demanding Ptoiecti

• Dramatically Reduces
Downward Radiation.
• Fiberglass 'Clamshell'
esign Radomes
Available.

Requirements.
•

ANTENNA CONCEPTS I
NC.
bi,01C Merchandise Way • Diamond Springs, CA 95619
(530)621-2015 • Fax: ( 530) 622-3274
,
,alesteantennaconcepts.corn • www.antennaconcepts.com
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telephone- type equipment. This gives
you total isolation with no metallic connection between the telephone line and
the telephonic equipment.
The only connections are two pieces
of fiber optic cable, approximately four
inches long. As far as lightning is concerned, it is looking for the path of least
resistance to ground, and it does not exist
any more.
We installed one Optilator at our transmitter site in Manistee, Mich., earlier this
year. This site has been our worst for
lightning problems. Grounding likely is
marginal due to the largely sandbox texture of the soil in that area.
Solid performance
Over the past three years since we
built that transmitter site, we have routinely had to replace one or both of the
surge protectors on our Gentner VRC2000 remote control. Often we have
replaced protectors after every minor
storm. Since installation of the
Optilator, we have had several major
thunderstorms and we are still operating
without afailure.
Irealize afew months does not prove
that any type of protection equipment is
working, but this is by far the best we
have done with that site.
There are only two minor problems
that Ihave found with the Optilator. One
is that you need to run the power supply
on a UPS or you won't be able to get
through to your remote control if there is
a power failure. In our case this meant
we needed a slightly larger UPS than
what had been powering the remote control. ( A $ 150 450 VA UPS designed to
fit the requirements of the Optilator is
available upon request.) If you don't use
backup power for your remote control
this isn't a problem. When the power
returns to operate your remote control,
you would have power for the Optilator
anyway. We prefer to be able to "talk" to
the remote control to determine what is
happening, even if we don't have power
to operate the transmitter.
The second problem is the cost, which
at $200 plus $ 150 for the UPS is nearly
four times that of the surge protectors we

had been using. But this thing actually
works and doesn't appear to need to be
replaced repeatedly.
So what is it worth to be able to know
you can communicate with your transmitter? And what does it cost to get
someone out of bed to go check your station ( and replace a $50 surge protector)?
Ithink it might cost more for labor, overtime or replacement.
Expert source
The Optilator is built by Runnels
Electronics in Florida. We bought our
Optilators (yes, we have installed two so
far and plan for others in the near future)
from Stormin Protection Products Inc.,
also in Florida.
Their literature sent with our
Optilators indicates these people deal
with lightning and reducing its impact on
electronic equipment as their main business. Contact information appears in the
accompanying box.
Ifound the installation instructions to
be complete, including some commonsense things that might get missed by a
first time installer.
Such things include mounting the
Optilator in a manner where there is no
metal bridging the two "ends" — why
give lightning apath to jump across your
"isolation"?
Also keep the wiring separated. It is
nice to cable- tie all the wiring together
so it looks neat, but that shouldn't
involve bundling the incoming telephone line with either the telephone
line going to the "other equipment" or
the power supply wiring. Again, why
give lightning a short gap to jump to
get to what you are trying to protect?
Ihope this information can help anyone with some of the same problems we
have had in the past. Every great "discovery" Ihave had in this business has come
from someone else passing along what
they have learned.
The main thing Ihave learned from
many years in the broadcasting industry
is that if you ask the same questions
enough times you will find someone who
can answer them. The people who build
and repair the equipment we use are a
great source of information on how to
best use their equipment.
Jay Crawford is chief engineer of
WVXU(FM) in Cincinnati and the X-Star
Radio Network.
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Bill to Ban Low-Power FM Sca
Bill Turner
A bill has been introduced in the
House of Representatives to make it illegal for the Federal Communications
Commission to establish any low-power
radio service in the future. This is "The
Radio Broadcasting Preservation Act of
1999," House bill H.R. 3439 ( see
Newswatch, page 3).
Its original sponsor, Rep. Michael G.
Oxley, R-Ohio, claims a low-power FM
radio service will cause interference to
other radio stations and make it difficult
for the elderly and poor to receive their
favorite radio stations. He says full-power stations will be worth less if LPFM is
granted, and says LPFM proponents can
use the Internet, start apublication or buy
time on aradio station.
Living and breathing radio
This bill scares me.
I'm a44-year-old radio nut. I'm no
different from probably half the people in
the business. We're a strange breed. We
don't worry too much about the size of
the paycheck as long as we can serve the
community our station is licensed to.
Iplayed records and announced to a
pencil in first grade. Iwas on the air with
aPart 15 radio station by sixth grade and
kept it going for years. No drugs and
booze for me, as my micro radio station
kept me busy. Ilove radio.
In 1975 Iwas a volunteer at a "community" station. By 1978, Iwas working
full-time in radio.
I'm pretty fortunate. Ican jock, program, handle sales and management
duties and can do some real simple engineering tasks.
I've saved lives of patients at local
hospitals when a rare blood type was
needed. I've saved people from injuries
and possible death with timely weather
broadcasts. Almost everyone in the business has as well. It's our job to serve our
communities.
Itake radio very seriously. Itake the
FCC just as seriously as Ido the IRS. To

MARKET

PLACE

Refurbish Faded, Rusted Signs

me, they hold the right to let me work my
chosen career.
To the supporters of this bill, Ihave a
few questions that Ifeel need answering
before this bill comes to avote.
Don't limit opportunity
Please explain how the bill would help
dedicated broadcasters like myself in seeing their lifelong dreams materialize.
Please explain why Congress would

tions would drop if alow-power radio service was created. Chicago and Detroit
both have "grandfathered" low-power FM
stations ( 10 watt stations). Explain how
the presence of these stations has lowered
the value of the other stations on the dial.
Please explain how without LPFM
unserved communities would be served
better by current stations.
Please explain how communities with
no local radio service benefit by this bill.

Ichallenge Congress

to find real

answers to these questions before voting
on this proposed law.

support a bill that effectively prevents
taxpaying, loyal, law-abiding and voting citizens the opportunities in their
chosen careers that are afforded in other
industries.
How will low- power FM stations
cause interference when translator FM
stations do not? (They have 250 watts or
less and rebroadcast stations.)
Does the FCC license radio stations
that interfere with other licensed stations? If so, when?
If interference did occur in the unprotected signal areas, please explain the
social impact and the economic impact it
would have on the station that loses the
unprotected coverage area.
If the owners of older radio receivers
will find it difficult to tune in their
favorite radio station if low-power FM is
allowed, then explain how translator stations don't cause reception problems.
Will digital FM affect these people? How
about digital TV?
Who determined interference would
exist? Was it actual or theory?
The bill states the value of radio sta-

No radio signals reach Sanderson, Texas,
and its economic base is too small to support afull-power outlet.
Ask Dudley Harrison, County Judge,
about the flash flood he survived. Would the
death toll be lower if radio had been there?
Little time available
Oxley states that the proponents of
LPFM can purchase time on radio sta-

tions. How many stations do this?
In Houston, of 68 stations, five will
once you meet their format guidelines. A
wait of months or even years to buy the
time might occur. How does this help
Sanderson, Texas, and other towns?
Low-power FM can work! In a town
of 1,200, the first radio service for this
town operates at alow power. The town
loves the station and the station turns a
profit. They could go to 100,000 watts,
but serving their community and making
aprofit seems to be abetter option.
Frequently the investment required for
radio is so great, the operator must hook
up to asatellite service, run no local news
or high school sports, etc. in order to service the debt. How does such a station
provide better service than the low startup cost of the LPFM?
In major cities, LPFM would probably
be restricted to neighborhoods. Owners
might be community or church groups or
aradio person. Funding would be by selling advertising to mom-and-pop businesses that couldn't even afford to buy
one commercial on abig FM station.
Newspapers and cable TV divide
major cities into sections in order to provide affordable advertising rates to small
businesses. With LPFM, radio could provide the same.
Ichallenge Congress to find real
answers to these questions before voting
on this proposed law.
ei
The author is station manager of
KYND(AM) in Houston.
RW welcomes other points of view.
Write to the address found on page 52.

tional and safety purposes. The line
includes cable markers, signs, labels,
decals, tapes and tags, for outside
plant and premise systems, as well as
custom identification for fleets.
For information or a catalog, contact the company in Texas at ( 800)
950-4921, send fax to (800) 967-3986
or circle Reader Service 58.

VIP Division offers the SavaSign
Sign Repair Kit, to save the costs of
replacing old, rusted and faded caution, warning and information signs.
Each kit is customized and consists of three pieces
with
aggressive
adhesive.
A
You furnish VIP
SEE
11
OTHER
with a sketch or
SIDE
sample of the sign
N
G
to be replaced, with
the dimension, colEXTRA SIZE
or, material and
FOLD OVER •
EDGES
1.
wording. VIP prepares a custom kit,
with decals that
Custom
eclipse the front and
back of the old sign.
Style No.
VIP
Division
VRK I
makes visual ID
products for informational, promo-

YOUR SIZE

'REPAIR'
DECAL
WITH YOUR SIGN
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Live Sound From Antarctica
MILLENNIUM, from page 15

Very Low Frequency sounds that actually
emanate from outer space.
"Lightning strikes and other phenomena make asound which resonates back
to the poles from space," Quin said. "At
Palmer Station, aVLF receiver picks up
these sounds and atransducer puts them
into hearing range, kind of a whistling
effect. I'll include them in the broadcast
as well."
Because transportation to the
Antarctic is infrequent, Quin's visit will
last three months, during which time he
will camp in atent and travel by Zodiac
boat, bracing the region's summer temperatures that range from 32 down to 0

degrees F. His "studio" will consist of
the equipment he has assembled.
"An important consideration was having sufficient back-up gear in case
there's a problem. There are no
overnight delivery services, and mail
drops are few and far between. Ineeded
reliable equipment right from the start,"
said Quin.
For the broadcast, Quin will set up
simultaneous live feeds from mics
placed in strategic locations, including
an FM Wireless system, an M/S recording system and ashotgun mic, all donated by Sennheiser, plus International
Transducer Corp. hydrophones to pick
up underwater sounds.

The hydrophone array will send asignal back via RPU to the base at Palmer
Station where Quin will be stationed.
Sounds made by his "wind harp," as
well as the VLF atmospheric noises.
will be mixed into a Mackie board
along with the mic feeds, Quin's narration and a DAT tape with recorded
material. That signal will be fed into an
MPEG Layer 3 Zephyr ISDN codec
donated by Telos, and compressed into
a64 kbps stream.
Because there are no telephone communications on Antarctica, the encoded
audio will be fed to aportable Inmarsat B
Terminal donated by Commercial Satellite
Systems. It will be sent up to Inmarsat B

Key Components for
'Antarctica — Ice 2000'
Sennheiser Microphones:
FM Wireless System
w/ SK250 transmitter and
EK-3041-U receiver
M/S Recording System w/MKH 30
and MKH 40 mics
MKH 815 Shotgun mic
International Transducer Corp.:
6050C Hydrophones
Rycote:
Windjammer wind and noise
dampeners
Telos Systems:
2Zephyr ISDN codecs
(one back-up)
Commercial Satellite Systems:
Satlink B2 Portable Inmarsat
B Terminal
and downloaded by NPR and WDR.
Satellite channel limitations dictate
that the live feed will be mono, but Quin
is planning to produce recorded programs
in stereo for later airing.
NPR is planning to carry "Ice 2000"
live from Antarctica on its New Year's
Eve "All Things Considered" broadcast.
WDR in Germany will broadcast
Quin's program live as the year 2000
begins, starting at 11 p.m. local time on
Dec. 31.

Quin

estimates a

combined audience of
more than 40 million
listeners, worldwide.
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In addition to the live broadcasts,
Radio New Zealand will air Quin's
recorded program on Sunday Jan. 2.
Quin also will post his Antarctic
soundscapes on the Internet, and they
will likely become the basis for an
addition to his list of original CD
recordings.
For the radio broadcasts. Quin is estimating a combined audience of more
than 40 million listeners, worldwide.
And as far as seeing in the year 2000
in what could rightfully be called the
most remote place on the planet, Quin
says it's a great way to celebrate the
"diversity of life and the wonder of the
Antarctic."
"It seems like the right place for the
millennium, it's fascinating; the sounds
of life there will raise our consciousness
and provide a great opportunity to
reflect on our relationship to one another and the natural world."
o
Judith Gross is aformer editor of
RW. She is afree-lance writer
The photo that accompanies this story is courtesy of James H. Barker, a
free-lance photographer who has twice
been chosen to travel to Antarctica to
participate in the National Science
Foundation Antarctic Artists and
Writers Program.
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From production to programming to broadcast, Dalet5.1, the latest technology in digital
audio, allows stations to increase efficiency, streamline operations, and reduce costs.

Internet Broadcasting
Stations can easily and quickly
establish their Internet presence.
Dalet Web Publisher automatically
publishes and updates information
st.ch as song titles, news stories,
and broadcast history onto aweb
site. Stations wishing to simulcast
their on- air program onto the
Internet can use our integrated G2
Player.

Peliability
V\iti thousands of stations around
the world using our systems, Dalet
has the proven expertise to keep your

Highlights
_inear Rudio/Mpeq
Group Connectiuity
Music Scheduling
Internet Broadcasting
Rrchiuinq
Backup and Redundancy
Integrated Editors
Broadcast History
Macros
'gear 2000 compliant

station on the air. Dalet5.1 goes
one step further with Netback2, a
powerful utility that complements
hardware redundancy (RAID arrays
or mirrored servers) by backing up
logs and sound files onto a
secondary workstation. At a
moment's notice, that workstation
can be activated and broadcasting
restored.

Superior Audio Quality
A variety of high quality sound
formats designed to provide
stations flexibility in managing
their sound libraries is supported.
Depending on astation's storage
and audio needs, . .
audio can be
stored and edited
in MPEG and/or
LINEAR.

fiE

Group Connectivity
Many stations are now part of
groups in which operations,
production resources, sound files,
and schedules must be shared.
Station that are co- located can use
asingle Dalet system while stations
in different sites can easily and
cost effectively exchange
information and audio over the
Internet or Wide Area Network.

Your Finnlee. Neste

real

SimulCast on the Internet

M O«

-

for your favorite
OnLine BookStore

g.;.
11 ill»
J1„fflIgal

Integrated Editors

On- Air Flemibility

Surfer and Mix Editor, tools for
editing sound files and creating
segues, are now easier to use and
offer greatet precision through the
improved use of visual cues and an
enhanced scrubbing tool.
Additionally. Surfer has been
refined with easier lo use drag and
drop editing, preset zooms, multitrack locato-s, and time stamping all of which make editing abreeze.
Because both tools are integrated
with Dalet5 1, edits, once saved, are
available for immediate broadcast.

Dalet5.1 offers many options that
provide stations flexibility in their
on-air operations. A single
workstation can be used to record
call- ins or interviews in the studio
while aprogram is being played. The
on-air staff has greater operational
flexibility through the use of an
optional control panel and multiple
monitors. And, stations can switch
between live and automated
programming with relative ease.

Music Scheduling

More broadcasters worldwide choose Dalet
than any other system. Among our
references : Emmis, Journal, ABC, Radio
Unica, Sinclair, Crawford, CNN Radio, BBC
(UK), CBC (Canada). Etc.

Music Scheduler is an optional
module that provides primary and
alternate schedule
recommendations based upon
station defined rules, broadcast
history, and title attributes.
Since Music Scheduler is
integrated with Dalet5.1,
stations cal avoid
the importing and exporting
hassles often associated with
third- party scheduling software.

Call
(212) 825-3322
or visit
unutu.dalet.com
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Site Helps Solve MD Problems
John Bisset
Most stations depend on the auto-timing functions of remote control systems
to ensure patterns are changed at the
proper time.
However, some sites still employ
around-the-clock operators. obviating the
need for aremote control system. Figure
1shows a neat way of posting monthly
pattern change times for operators, so
they don't overlook the event.
The basic message is printed in bold type.
The page is then slipped into one of those
plastic "page protectors." Using an erasable
"dry marker," you can write the month and
times on the clear plastic page protector —
erased and updated each month.
Curtis Media Chief Engineer Lew
Graves has seen to it that operators switch
on time by posting these notices around the
station. Entering the pattern change as an

POWER AND PATTERN
CHANGE TIMES FOR: oc,f

eivir

1,Dr 7:i<

NIGHT

ele

A.M.

:
q1 P•m-

TOWER LIGHTS WILL BE
41111.11GED EVERY. 24 MUM
Figure 1: Avoid the fine — provide a reminder for power and
pattern change times for your AM.
event on the program log is another idea.
* * *

TECHNOLOGY FOR
COMMUNICATIONS
INTERNATIONAL

Clif Glasgow, chief engineer of
KSIQ(FM) and KKSC(AM) in Brawley,
Calif., writes that he was an early proponent of the Sony MiniDisc to replace cassette and reel-to-reel machines in air studios. Later, they were used to archive
spots for the sales department, and to do
simple production.

Model 651
BroadGaie FM Antenna
Absolutely Pareadbancl
88-108 MMI witb Moluning
Perfect for Single or Multistatior Use
Modular Construct:ton,E.asy 1r.stalation
fliPple-free Az.irnutb Pazterns
Lightvdeigbt,l...ov4V4ineoad
`One-bov: Shiç ping

Figure 2: Organize production traffic
using a 'reservation" log book.

TCI has been designing and providing BroadcastAntennas
and Turnkey System Solutions for over 30 years, handling
projects at any frequency, at any power level, and under
any conditions, anywhere in the world.
L
:
. 11 L

i

Corporate Office: 222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089, USA
Toll Free:1 800 824-8074 • Tel: 1408 747-6147 • Fax:1 408 747-6121
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Once the jocks got used to them, they
were the choice for quick editing of
phone bits on the fly using the track split,
erase and merge functions. All was well
until the machines came up on their oneyear anniversary ( and the end of the warranty). The problems began with the
players insisting that blank disks, even
new ones, were "write protected."
Not abig deal, as Clif was using consumer units with prices under $300. Even
if they had to be replaced every year, they
were replacing $2,300 open-reel machines,
razor blades and splicing tape. Besides,
they were much faster and cleaner to edit.
As for the "write protected" problem,
Clif always suspected asensor problem,

just never had the time to take amachine
apart and investigate. All that has changed,
since ajock found a lifesaving link at
http://members.tripod. comi-snnake 11/
The site describes the problem and
shows how to fix it. The best part is that
the only tools needed to restore your MD
are a couple of screwdrivers and some
black electrical tape.
It turns out that Sony's tolerances on a
small mechanical post and sensor switch
were too close, and the problem is
endemic after six to eight months of
steady use. Clif reports the site is built
with photos of each step — even nontechs could follow the procedure.
Show your manager how you've saved
him money — at least $300 apop — by
restoring old machines. Thanks, Clif, for
sharing the site with Workbench readers.
Clif Glasgow can be reached via e-mail
to clifglasgow@yahoo.corn
Workbench readers are invited to tell
us about interesting resources you've
found online. Send us e-mail to the
address at the end of this column.
* * *

While on the topic of reminders:
WFDD-FM in Winston-Salem, N.C.,
set aspiral-bound calendar outside each
production room. Production room time is
blocked out or reserved using the calendar.
With many locally- produced programs
originating from the campus of Wake
Forest University, the calendar helps
everyone plan their time more efficiently.
There's another bonus. CE Alan Boaz
can block out engineering tech time for
maintenance, so talent and engineering
respect each other's schedules. With the
first of the year just days away, planning
calendars like the one shown in Figure 2
are readily available. Pick up afew for your
production rooms, along with the plastic
trays. Drill ahole in the plastic tray to tie a
pen or pencil and you're in business.
Once again, you, the engineer, have
demonstrated to management that you are
thinking of ways to save money, to make
the whole production system more efficient.
No longer will you have to sneak into
production to get work done; block out
the time. If you implement the planner,
but find it doesn't get used, set the example and block out your maintenance time.
The next time you're in the production
room and someone wants the room, refer
them to the date planner book. They'll
get the idea eventually.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification credit. Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or via e-mail to
jbisset@harris.com
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Did you hear about all

Oh yeah! My on- air

the stations replacing their

staff hated the synthetic

Omnias' and Orl2an° 8200's

sound of those ' not- ready- for-

with the Aphex 2020?

prime- time' digital boxes.

I

t's no longer asecret, people all over the world

are discovering, despite the hype, that digital dynamics
processing can't compete with good analog. Even

rt
Tell me about it. In
listening tests the 2020 wills
hands down. Digital grunge
really turns me off.

You've got that right.
With better sound and increased
coverage, the only way to go
the Aphex 2020 FM F'ro!

achieves the greatest possible loudness while retaining
musicality and naturalness.
No digital grunge, no aliasing, no overshoot. No

Cutting Edge® claims their Omnia unit sounds almost as

subcarrier artifacts from composite clipping. Just the

good as analog, while both Cutting Edge and Orban®

loudest, cleanest FM processing with the greatest

claim each others digital product trashes the signal.

possible coverage area.

The Aphex 2020 FM Pro offers the purity of an all

is

Better sound and more listeners - too good to be true?

analog signal path with the power of digital control.

Call Aphex today for ademonstration, and we'll show

Through its use of 11 patented circuits, the 2020

you there is truth in advertising.

****e****************
WELCOME TO

APHILIFX
sys TPe

APHEx
SYSTEMS

Improving the way the world sounds'
11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 U.S.A
818-767-2929 Fax: 818-767-2641 http://wvvvv.aphex.com

Cutting Edge and Omnia are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. Orban and Optimod are registered trademarks of Harman International.
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POMO POWER

You Have
E-Power in
Your Station
Mark Lapidus
Idon't care if your Web site is
getting 200,000 page views and 3
million hits a week. When it
comes to the Web, there is still
only one killer app. You likely use
it dozens of times daily and think
it so ordinary, you don't focus
attention to it. Yes! You've guessed
— it's e-mail.
So simple, yet powerful, able to
do what any good marketing or
program director wants it to do:
deliver aconvincing message to get
apotential audience to either listen
or help generate revenue through
attendance at station- sponsored
events.
While marketing directors are
consumed with constructing and
then maintaining Web sites, the
main killer app is often overlooked,
or abused by incorrect usage.
Why is e-mail so much more
important than other Web applications? Because it is universally
used and you have much more control over it.
You know who gets your message. After more than one occasion, you also learn who wants to
continue to receive your message.
You are able to determine when it
is sent. You can target very specific
users. You completely and easily
control the content.
You can use it to drive listening
and to move traffic to other portions of your Web site. And e-mail
is inexpensive.
E-mail don'ts
Radio stations that use e-mail to
market themselves make many mistakes. We're all in such amad rush
to make things happen, we sometimes neglect thinking out the consequences of our actions.
The most common error Isee is
that stations assume everyone cares
ibout what they do or wants to hear
what they have to say. This is
ridiculous.
Unless you're offering interesting, useful content in your e-mail,
you are sending junk. It is simply
not enough to construct an e-mail
containing only radio station
appearance information and
See PROMO, page 27
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Smart Stations Use E-Mail Muscle
Joe Dysart

integrated the e-mail medium into the
core of their online marketing strategies.
Specifically, these online marketers
are using e-mail in a various ways, a
combination of old forms and new hooks
that are possible only through the
Internet.

When leveraged artfully, an ethical email marketing strategy can run circles
around the most stunning Web sites. As
Mark Lapidus discusses in Promo Power
at left, anumber of radio industry businesses have quietly discovered this powerful fact.
E-mail newsletters
While the promise of the Web underOnce the purview of the academics
standably has mesmerized the global
and netizens who pioneered the Internet
marketplace, in the late 1990s Internet
in the late ' 80s, e-mail newsletters are
research marketing firms know that enow the darling of businesses and cormail is the Internet's "killer
application."
Consider that more than
75 percent of the 41.5 million adults online use email, according to aCyber
Dialogue/Find SVP survey. One hundred eight
loan The W.eXt's Marling Le,
million people are expectand keev is, te date on çottr rayon t,
ed to be using e-mail by
artnatt ana hapt?entngs in and around
the Cleveland. Ohl., area
2000, according to the
Electronic
Messaging
Association.
Ninety-five percent of all
Internet users have an email address, according to
Ann Handley, editor and
WNVVV The Wave' uses a newsletter to help
chief of ClickZ Network,
enhance its exposure on the Web.
an e- commerce resource
and analysis site. And in the United
porations seeking to establish ongoing
States alone last year, 2.6 trillion e-mails
relationships with customers and potenwere sent, according to Handley.
tial customers.
Given the staggering implication of
A number of Internet newsletter crethese figures, it's no wonder scores of
ation and maintenance software packFortune 500 companies and others have
ages — also known as "mailing lists" —

are available. Products include
GroupMaster, MessageMedia, Listsery
Classic, Liststar and Lyris. ( See sidebar
for contact information.)
WNWV(FM), "The Wave," based in
Cleveland, for example, offers an e-maildelivered newsletter for breaking news on
local artist and music happenings.
KMTT(FM), "The Mountain," in the
Seattle area offers a newsletter sporting
insider information on station contests,
upcoming local concerts, station- sponsored performances, special offers and
the like. WLNZ(FM),. acommunity college radio station in Lansing. Mich.,
offers asimilar newsletter.
Hot links
E-mail newsletters with hot links: A
kind of "next-generation" e-mail publication, newsletters with hot links
enable subscribers to "click back" for
more information and graphics on specials, new product announcements and
the like. Essentially, these links transform an e-mail newsletter into a
mobile Web page for acompany. Most
e-mail newsletter software offer a hotlinks option.
E-mail alert services: After signing up
for these services at company Web
sites, subscribers receive special e-mail
alerts when the company generates
news of special interest. WBAA-FM,
Purdue Radio, based in West Lafayette,
Ind., regularly sends out e-mail alerts
See EMAIL page 28

MediaTouchTm, America's Digital Automation Original since 19:4, shatters the price barrier with QuicPixe,
the software that makes digital audio and automation truly affordable. The QuicPix Radio Studio© software
consists of:
•4Programs in 1: Audio Player, Cartwall, Audio Production and CD Ripping
utility software
•Live Assist On Screen Buttons that are mouse and/or touchscreen friendly
I.
•7Deck Audio player that also provides a27 button hot play cartwall
NIPEG fl .\Nt
•Overlapped MPEG-2 broadcast quality stereo audio on any sound card
•Wave audio editor, file import and quick audition feature
•WindowsTM 95/98 using peer, NTTm or NovellTm networking
•24/7 support, training and upgrading included
•Fully upward-compatible to aMediaTouch OpLOG Enterprise System

MediaTouch

www.quicpix.com
omt@omt.net
888 665 0501
Try Before You Buy at www.quIcpbuom

Ack: Windows 95, 98 and NT are trademarks of Microsoft. Novell is atrademark of Novell Corporation
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Radio Marketing's New Boundaries
Vincent M. Ditingo
Buoyed by a strong media economy,
the advertising news for radio has been
good all year, with inventory tight and
revenues soaring. One only has to look at
the monthly reports from the Radio
Advertising Bureau that throughout 1999
have been headlined "Radio Continues to

one of its best revenue months ever in
August." Ad revenue was up 16 percent
compared to August 1998, and September
radio sales continued the trend, with a 14percent climb over the same month last year.
For the record, that was the 85th consecutive month of increased radio ad revenue.
However, most savvy radio executives
know this is not the time to rest on lau-
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driven in the top markets, are looking
beyond traditional spot and cost- perpoint selling for growing dollars.
Indeed, to help establish their companies as major players in the next century, group owners are beginning to
actively cultivate two "non-traditional"
revenue sources for expanding income:
outdoor and, to afar greater extent, the
burgeoning Internet advertising field.
By packaging aradio buy with one of
these media, the potential exists for
incrementally increasing a station's bottom line. Separately, outdoor and the
Internet, in addition to newspapers and
television, are now competing for the
same local ad dollars as radio.
In recent months, of all established
media, radio appears to be taking the
most aggressive posture for tapping
into the Internet advertising boom. New
and existing advertisers are turning to
the Internet to extend their brand identities. And because an increasing number of radio station owners are doing
the same, through the creation of their

own Web sites, the Internet and radio
are fast emerging as the common
means for broadening the reach of an
advertiser's message.
This same cross- media marketing
strategy is also true for outdoor billboards. In fact, many in the Wall Street
community now categorize the highly
mobile radio industry and the outdoor
advertising industry under the umbrella
term of "out-of-home media."
Historically, the advertising synergy
between radio and outdoor has always
existed. But with changing societal
lifestyles, two large radio conglomerates,
CBS/Infinity and Clear Channel
Communications, have taken this relationship a step further in the 1990s by
securing a large segment of the outdoor
billboard industry. In effect, these companies collectively control not only a large
portion of radio inventory in many major
markets, but outdoor as well.
Although there are local advertisers
who prefer to spend their ad budgets
only with radio or in combination with
newspapers, there is no denying that a
local morning-drive radio/outdoor campaign, the latter covering heavily traveled routes, would reach many listeners
See DITINGO, page 30

Radio and outdoor continue to outperform other media, according to Prudential Securities.

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

Figures are changes in ad revenue by month, compared to a year earlier.

rels, especially as other marketing
options for media buyers expand. Station
managers. even those who are duopoly

Post Double- Digit Revenue Growth."
For instance, in late summer, the RAB
declared, "The radio industry experienced

Consulting services at affordable prices
for small markets. Barter is available.
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with all AC formats available.
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Call Simone Mullins at
703-998-7600 ext 154 for
more information.
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Dave Dworkin's Ghostwriters
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▪ &PM drive reports
-Targeted latest news
-ISDN delivered
-Customized for your station
Bartered and market exclusive!
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Our new WaveStation 3.0 has all the features of the $ 50,000 automation systems, but
is priced reasonably like software, not gold-plated broadcast hardware . We often
hear, " It can't be true!" More than 1000 satisfied users worldwide prove the contrary.
WaveStation includes a powerful digital audio editor and uses standard or
compressed audio files, including MP3. On- screen Voice-Track editing, time-shift
recording, serial port control. WebCast ready. Full automation, satellite, voice track
and live assist. No recurring fees, Free upgrades. Microsoft Windows 95,98 or NT.
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Promote your services to Radio World's 16,000+ readers. Reach Radio Station
and Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message. For
information on affordable advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045,
extension 154.
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Stuck in aTime Warp?
A lot has changed since the ' 50s (or the ' 80s).
You've replaced reel-to- reels, turntables

Move into the 21st century with a and carts with new digital equipment.
new console from Arrakis
With technology improving so dramatically around
you, how can you expect your old console to keep
up? Anew console from Arrakis will improve your
station's quality while acting as the control center
to handle all your modern studio equipment. With
three analog console series and abrand new
digital console line, Arrakis sets the standard

EirDle

B ROAD CA ST SUPPLY

worldwide for performance and value. Now is the

ViroaLowlos

time to replace your old on-air console.

leL
Advantage
immeinimm... Partner

Call BSW today 1•

800

426 • 8434

Let BSW Work To Your Advantage When You Buy Arrakis.
BSW's extensive Arrakis inventory

BSW's convenient parts fulfillment

BSW's factory- certified sales representatives

BSW's priority factory support
Circle (40) On Reeder Service Cord
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Digital technology at an analog price.

01999 Harris Corporation.

It'll be hard to resist an Impulse purchase.

With the need to move to digital on the horizon, it's getting a whole lot harder to justify
the purchase of an analog console. Especially when products like the new Harris Impulse Digital
Console by Pacific Research & Engineering can accept either analog or digital inputs and
reconfigure from analog to digital easily — right in your studio. With the Impulse, you can

Impulse 12- input frame size
(also available in 20 input size)

transition to digital on your timetable, while using your current analog sources. And, believe it
or not, you can do it for less than the cost of most analog consoles. Plus, you get unique Impulse

next level solutions

features like three stereo buses, two mix/minus outputs, comprehensive control room and
WIRELESS

studio monitoring, opto -isolated control logic inputs and outputs, as well as renowned PR&E
BROADCAST

quality construction. To find out more, call us today. Or, of course, feel free to act on impulse.
GOVERNMENT

NETWORK

1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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How to Tap the E-Mail Advantage
PROMO, continued from page 23

expect people to care about receiving it.
It's like getting aflyer in your mailbox
at home about a carpet sale up the
street.
Whether it is sent by the post office or
by acomputer, people hate junk mail. Try
to put yourself in the consumer's shoes
every time you send e-mail.
Connecting with listeners
On the other hand, if you offer credible, entertaining news about the stars of
your format, you have ashot at making a
connection. If you're a talk, news or
sports station, you have stars! ( Although
most of them don't play an instrument or
sing well.)
Think of your e-mail as amini-magazine or newsletter. Select the five top
artists in your format and make sure
you've got content about at least two of
them in every e-mail you send.
As with any publication, make sure
your content is well- written and concise, with proper grammar and spelling.
It's amazing how much material is sent
without being properly edited or
proofed.
So if it's all about content, how does
your station benefit? Again, think maga-

Stations

telling them you'll contact them soon is
better than nothing.
Should your e-mail be constructed as
text or HTML? When in doubt, go with
text. It may be plain, but at least everyone
can open it.
In the section on your Web site where
visitors sign up for your e-mail newsletter, create abox where the recipient can
check "text" or "HTML."
There are companies who are able to
tell by your user's e- mails what they
are capable of receiving. If you've got
the bucks to hire such a provider, it's
well worth it. E- mails constructed with
HTML and graphics sure are a lot
more exciting.

What about e- mails solely for contests or promotion of listening? This
depends on what you want to accomplish. You may get away with sending
these once in awhile and generating
results, but continual bombardment is
bound to get you responses from folks
who hate junk mail.
Lists
Although many of my marketing
brethren will think this heresy, I'm not a
big fan of buying e-mail lists.
Even when you hit true potential listeners, you run the risk of being viewed
as an intruder into the cyberspace they
pay for monthly. It's easy enough ( but

time-consuming) to develop lists yourself. If you don't know how, just cruise
afew big station Web sites and look for
the many ways in which addresses are
captured.
Finally, don't accept an " unsubscribe" without at least writing your
complainant back and asking them why
don't like getting e-mail they initially
signed up to receive. They're happy to
tell you truth!
I'd like to see your station e-mail.
Send it to marklapidus@yahoo.com
If you're a regular reader, you know
this isn't my everyday address. Hey, I'm
no dummy — Ihate junk mail!
u
Mark Lapidus is president of
Lapidus Media, and works in pro gramming, public relations and marketing consultation.

DIGITAL
ME

"We're running
Digital Universe in
the studios 24 hours
aday, and loving it!"
—David Brown at KALS Radio

assume

everyone cares about

KALS Radio needed to do more at their station without adding

what they do or say.

people. So they had some demanding criteria for their new live
assist system. It had to be easy to use and maintain. Flexible enough

That's ridiculous!

to handle multiple program sources. And not something that would
trash their audio quality with heavy compression.
David Brown, Program Director, selected Digital Universe.

zinc. Inever said you couldn't promote
your station. You simply have to be smart
about packaging. Either as part of your
content or after it, pick a few station
items you wish to plug.
Caution: Don't overdo it. The reader
will not remember more than a few
things, and over-commercial exploitation
has the potential to get you an "unsubscribe - e-mail back from users. Make
sure you offer one or two specific reasons
to listen to your radio station.
Perhaps one of them is acontest and
the other is atimely feature or program.
Your content may also permit you to plug
in a few links which when clicked will
open your user's browser and take them
to your site.
Engage
E-mail is meant to be interactive, but it
won't be if you don't make it so.
Along with the links above, try engaging your user with at least one question.
This gets them involved with you and
increases your chances of making an
impression. Maybe you'd like to ask
them to vote on something and then listen tomorrow for the results of that vote.
Interactivity also means you must
respond to all inquires. If you're not willing to take the time, you've entered the
wrong arena. Even an auto- response
thanking people for their e-mail and

"Digital Universe has made us more productive while
reducing the strain on my budget."
Announcers now record their shifts

1:•

in advance, using Dynamic Voice
Tracking to keep KALS sounding live.
NetCapture records their satellite
programming right into the system.
And running linear audio has given
them aquantum leap in quality.

M
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"Network Capture is flawlessly recording our satellite
programs, and we sound noticeably better on the air."
Its intuitive design makes Digital Universe easy to learn and abreeze
to operate. But when KALS has questions, they need answers fast.
"We are very pleased with your customer service. You guys
are always there when we have aquestion, and are pleasant
to work with no matter how trivial our questions."

Custom Business Systems Inc

Easy to use, flexible to work with, and designed for the long
haul - what can CBSI's Digital Universe do for your station?
Call us today to find out more about how broadcasters worldwide
are stepping into the future with Digital Universe.
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Reach Listeners With E-mail Plus
EMAlL, continued from page 23

featuring program listing updates and

local breaking news.
Interactive
e-mail
newsletters:
Corporations looking to generate an
ongoing dialogue often sponsor interactive e-mail newsletters to which every
subscriber can add content. Such
newsletters are perfect for developing
new product ideas, new brand images
and the like. (All titles from the newsletter vendors above offer a subscriber
interactivity option.)

Some 108

Participation in third-party e-mail
newsletters: The mailing list clearinghouse Liszt tracks more than 90,000 special- interest "mailing lists" or newsletters
circulating the Net. Many corporations
regularly add content to these newsletters
to keep their brand names in front of readers with highly specific — and highly targetable — interests. Liszt tracks 351 mailing lists focusing on music. More than 14
mailing lists target rock music alone.
Once you've experimented with e-mail
marketing basics, you may want to move

million people are expected

to be using e-mail by the year 2000.

Other interactive e-mail newsletters
are not sponsored by aparticular corporation, but are nonetheless agood vehicle for radio stations to generate
enhanced exposure on the Internet. The
interactive e-mail newsletter "CLASS!CA" for example, targets classical
music lovers.

on to even more sophisticated uses of the
medium. Most popular techniques among
these include:
E-mail auto responders: Popular with
firms savvy in e-mail marketing, auto
responders enable Net surfers to send a
simple e-mail to apre-designated address

araeCi01 0

PROFILE: John C

Vice President General Manager
MIR IÒRE I «RP Long Island,
farad Broadcasong, Garden Clot, Ht
Radio World reader for 14 years

and receive an "instant" e-mail back on a
subject area of highly specialized interest.
Essentially, this is target
marketing in its most pree%
cise implementation. 4 D
Type "auto responders"
into any search engine for
more information.
041•••••
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E-mail panoramic virtual reality to go:
One of the most sophisticated graphic
presentations that can be sent via email, panoramic VR enables firms to
create 360- degree virtual " walkthroughs" of products and facilities.

1141

0

1-1

7211=E113
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E-mail product pix-togo: Now that sending
pictures over the Net is a
snap even on "beginner"
services like America
Online, it's no wonder
companies are capitalizing on this facet of the
technology to better represent their services and
products via e-mail. All
that's needed to send
product pix is any popular e-mail program.
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KMTT also uses a newsletter to attract

E-mail slideshows-to-go: Take another
look at the latest incarnation of programs
like Microsoft PowerPoint and Corel
WordPerfect Office 2000. You'll find
beefed-up applications that enable acompany to create and send a slideshow via
the Net easily. Another easy-to-use program:
Catch- The- Web by Math
Strategies.
E-mail animations to go: Firms more at
home creating and sending product animations via e-mail have a slew of tools
they can use. Software titles in this category — in addition to titles in the
slideshow's category above — include
Hijaak Pro by IMSI software, PrintShop
ProPublisher 2000 by Broderbund and
Barking Cards by Blaze Technologies.

o

arl301311M

traffic to its Web site.
Apple QuickTime VR pioneered the
medium. Other panoramic VR toolmakers include Communique and Infinite
Pictures.
One caveat: None of this e-mail marketing technology will do any firm any
good if the resulting presentation is sent
as " spam," or unsolicited e-mail.
Virtually anyone who has been on the
Net more than 24 hours knows that spammers are the scourge of the Net, and that
spamming is the quickest path to commercial suicide known today.
Simply stated, it's not worth it.
no

Joe Dysart is an Internet business
consultant based in Thousand Oaks.
Calif.
Reach him via telephone at (805) 3793841, or e-mail at joedysart@aol.com
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Send
Here's Help to Pow er lour E-Mail

Hometown: East Northport, NI

Subject:

School. HT Institute of Technology
(Bachelor's Degree)

liles3age: Useful information:
Cyber Dialogue/Find SVP survey (
wlvw.cyberdialogue.com)
The Electronic Messaging (
www.ema.org)
ClickZ Network (
www.clickz.com)

Favorite color: Black
Coffee: Milk and sugar
Favorite radio format Modern Rock
favor* section in Radio World:
GM journal
Favorite piece of equipment
fly new Harris Platinum 1
transmitter
Best thing about your job:
Getting paid to do my hobby
Hobbies (other than radio):
ReadMg, keeping up with my four-year- old daughter Noelle
Proudest momen Rebuilding MIR as the chief engineer, then
taking over as GM and rebuilding the business to the best
year in its history
Reads Radio World because: It is the most comprehensive radio
publication on the market today

Here at Radio World, we strive to deliver the information that helps you,
our readers, deliver the goods that make you the mort wanted people
in the industry. We salute you all, and thank you for reading Radio World.
Tell us why YOU read Radio World!
Send your answers to the above questions and anything else you'd like to share to:
hharris@imaspub.com, or fax us at 703-998-2966 attn:H.Harris.
Include your contact information, and we'll get back to you.

E-mail newsletter vendors:
GroupMaster from MessageMedia (
wwwmessagemedia.com)
Listsery Classic from L-Soft International (
www./soft.com)
Liststar from Starnine (www. starnine.com)
Lyris from Shelby group ( ii irlyris.com)
Check these sites for stations with newsletters:
WNWV(FM), "The Wave" (
www.wowv.com)
KMTT(FM), "The Mountain" (
www:kmtt.com)
WLNZ(FM) (
www.lansing.cc.mi.usisas/svInz)
Interactive e-mail newsletters
Via e-mail to listserv@maelstrom.stjohns.edu In the body of the e-mail.
type the command: info CLASSICA
Third-party e-mail newsletters
Mailing list clearinghouse Liszt (
www./isecom)
Slideshows-to-go
Microsoft Powerpoint (
www.microsoft.cons)
Corel WordPerfect Office 2000 (
www.coreLcom)
Catch-The-Web by Math Strategies (
www.catchtheweb.com)
Panoramic VR
Hijaak Pro by IMSI software (
www.imsoft.com)
PrintShop ProPublisher 2000 by Broderbund (
www.printshop.com)
Barking Cards by Blaze Technologies (
www.barkingcard.com)
Quicktime VR (
www.apple.con)
Communique (
www.cvcmedia.com)
Infinite Pictures (
www.smoothmove.com)
"The Mountain" based in Seattle (
wwwknut.com)

I
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Delivering Voices Via E-Mail
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audio editing system and a ProToolsequipped Macintosh G3 to do all his production.
"I do my recording and editing with the
eventually ran into a situation where a voiceover via e-mail to his now-desperate
Orban, and then, once Ihave the piece the
three-day wait was three days too long.
client. It got there; "Isaved the day, and I way Iwant it, Irecord it into ProTools," he
The problem was the voice-over on a opened up awhole new world for myself."
said. He then selects the item, encodes it
weather report, said Dennehy. One day "the
As for the crisis at East Coast Radio?
with an ISO/MPEG Layer II compression
sponsor changed very rapidly, ( and) we
There is an eight- hour time difference
plug-in from QDesign.
needed to get the spot changed very rapidly?'
between Arizona and Ireland, so it was
The resulting file is attached to an eFortunately for East Coast Radio,
good luck that Wood got the message in
mail and sent to the client, in this case
Steve Wood was experienced in shipping
time. The East Coast Radio e-mail
East Coast Radio.
audio via the Internet.
arrived at midnight Phoenix time, just
At the receiving end, East Coast Radio
He sent his first voiceover via the
one hour before the revised voice-over
downloads the compressed file and conInternet just before Christmas 1996. At
was needed.
verts it to . WAV format. It is prepared for
the time Wood had recorded some narraLuckily Wood was online when the
air using Cool Edit Pro software and
tion for amajor sales event, and the tape
message was sent. In aflash, he recorded
stored on the station server for later prohad to be there on Saturday.
the new voice-over track and e-mailed it
duction and/or broadcast.
Unfortunately, " I did not mark
to East Coast Radio Chief Executive
But do these compressed voiceovers
'Saturday delivery' on the FedEx packSeán Ashmore.
actually sound good? Yes, said David
age," said Wood. "So late Saturday afterThe result: "In amatter of three or four
Dennehy. "The quality is bang on."
noon the client called me, frantic because
minutes, Ashmore had it playing in his
This said, not everyone can pull
the TV commercial had to be edited; it
studio," said Wood, "which is incredible."
ISO/MPEG Layer II audio off the Web and
was scheduled to air on Monday morning
make it sound great on air. The critical ele(and) there was no audio."
Big question
ment is the soundcard. You have to spend
With the station facing a $90,000 loss if
The big question, of course, is how
several hundred dollars for aprofessionalthe spot did not air at the right time, Wood
do you e-mail abroadcast-quality signal
quality soundcard, said Wood, to ensure that
did what anyone in his position would do.
to someone without crashing their ethe computer can replay the file properly.
First, "Ipanicked," he said. Then "I mail system?
With good soundcards in the production
went into the studio and started looking
After all, a60-second .WAV audio file
and playout computers, the sky is the limit.
at the Internet thinking ' there has got to
consumes about 10 MB of data, which is
In fact, with e-mail and ISO/MPEG
be a way to send 30 seconds of voicemore than many e-mail programs can
Layer II compression, broadcasters can now
quality audio via the Internet like you
easily handle and more than some ISPs
tap fresh voices from around the world. It is
would any other kind of file!"
will accept.
no small wonder that East Coast Radio
With time ticking away, Wood
The answer, said Steve Wood, is
wants to organize anational "voice bank" in
searched the Web until he found a $ 20
ISO/MPEG Layer H compression. With
Ireland, so that the same local announcers
shareware recorder program. Using this,
compression, a60-second .WAV file can
do not get used over and over again.
he recorded his audio as a .WAV file and
"be reduced 90 percent to about 1MB"
um
then e-mailed it to himself.
without sacrificing noticeable quality.
The Steve Wood Voice Works LLC Web
It worked, so Wood then sent the
Wood uses an Orban Audicy digital
site is located at www.stevewood.com/

James Careless
East Coast Radio may be located in
Ireland, but its voice-over recordings
arrive almost instantly from Phoenix, Ariz.
Back in 1994, East Coast Radio — an
FM station in Bray, County Wicklow,
Ireland — was looking for adistinctive
announcer to voice its station identification and other tag lines. In particular,
they wanted someone who would stand
out from the usual crop of Irish voices.
That is why East Coast Radio selected
Steve Wood, an announcer with "great
depth in his voice," said Production
Manager David Dennehy. A seasoned
announcer with credits at many major U.S.
stations, Wood runs Steve Wood Voice
Works LLC out of his home in Phoenix.
Never a problem
Despite being halfway around the
world, distance has never been aproblem
for the collaboration between Wood and
East Coast Radio.
The station simply sends Wood the
script by e-mail. Then, when it is time to
record, astation producer listens in over the
telephone while Wood records his takes.
Initially, the approved takes were sent
from Phoenix to Ireland via Federal Express
or asimilar courier service. Of course, this
meant athree-day wait for the tape, as well
as hefty international courier charges.
East Coast Radio was willing to live
with the courier charges. However, they

The World's Finest IKW AM Broadcast Transmitter
The ENERGY-01VDC PULSAR 1000
100% Solid State
High Efficiency PDM Modulation
Response + 0.5db from 30 to 10,000hz
Distortion Less than 0.4% (
a. 1Khz

• • • • • • •

Can Operate 24 Hours per Day with 100% Modulation
with Sine Wave Modulation

•
•

125% Positive Modulation with Programming
Five Preset Power Levels
Five Times Overload Recycling
(3) Hot Plugable - 400 Watt Modules
Front Panel Tuning it Loading Controls
1200 Watts Power Output Capability
When Transmitter is " Off", Exciter is " Off"
to Conform with FCC " Night Time" Regulations
Conventional, Brute Force Low Voltage (+ 72v) Supply
Inexpensive Power Mosfets ( less than $ 1 each)

•
Amami.
ENERGY-ONIX
—
-
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"The Transmitter People"

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
PO Box 801, 1306 River Street, Valatie, New York 12184
VOICE 518-758-1690/888-324-6649 FAX: 518-758-1476
E-MAIL: energy-onix(denergy-onix.com
WEB PAGE. www.energy-onix.com
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Net No Fluke in Radio's Rebirth
DITINGO, continued from page 24

commuting to work.
According to a report from the Wall
Street investment firm Prudential
Securities, on an individual basis, radio
and outdoor outperformed television and
print from January through July 1999,
and then again, in September.
Revenue growth
Typically, radio has been posting
roughly 10-percent to 15-percent revenue
increases and outdoor 7- percent to 10percent growth, while television and publishing each have been registering growth
rates of some 6 percent or lower.

skills to conquer and new seller- buyer
relationships to be cultivated.
To that end, station sales managers are
either training sellers in Web site marketing for their own sites or designating specific account executives to handle the
task exclusively. The ultimate goal here is
to create a one- stop shopping environment for consumers.
This trend is reflected in the Radio
Advertising Bureau's new series of
regional workshops, titled: "What Every
Radio Sales Professional Must Know
About The Internet." The first workshops,
which launched in September, have been
well- received in several cities. They are

Many on Wall Street

online coupons.
Underscoring the importance of the
Internet advertising factor to radio's continuing growth, RAB is unveiling anew,
e-commerce turnkey program that will
assist station members in putting their
local retail clients on the Internet.
In essence, the move will create local
electronic shopping malls for astation's
Web site with links to each client's site.
"Radio managers should view the
Internet as another means of distribution.
It is not a threat," said radio programming and sales consultant Ed Shane.
The Internet gives radio even greater
competitive leverage, said radio sales
trainer Paul Anovick, president of Media
Training Systems, which is affiliated with
Interep. "There is excellent synergy as stations can easily create traffic for the Net."

Anovick works closely with First
Internet Media Corp., based in San
Clemente, Calif. The company specializes in on- site selling for radio by
installing e-commerce systems as well as
training sales personnel on a variety of
Internet selling opportunities.
Expanding into either outdoor or
Internet advertising or both allows radio
operators to set a solid business foundation for the coming years. But it starts
with aggressively training all radio sales
professionals to be "the" expert in solving marketing dilemmas.
As Paul Anovick observes, the burning
issue in radio sales remains finding,
motivating and keeping good people,
especially as local station clusters grow.
to
Vincent M. Ditingo writes frequently
on radio management, marketing and
information technology issues.
Contact
him
via
e-mail
at
vditingo@aol.com

'Murrow Boys' on "Rounduo"

now categorize

radio and outdoor under the umbrella term
'out-of- home media.'

Findings are based upon year-to-year ad
revenue percentage changes.
With some exceptions, however, this
new relationship between radio and outdoor and the subsequent growth of outdoor as a major advertising medium is
tempered by the fact that outdoor media
opportunities can be limiting for some
smaller- market radio operators who may
not be part of the outdoor conglomerate
landscape.
Conversely, the Internet provides radio
with awide-open playing field to garner
additional sales revenues.
Spurred by the growth of Internet use
by consumers and radio's growing
involvement in online sales, transactional
day-to-day radio selling is, in fact,
becoming multidimensional.
For today's radio sales force, there are
new terms to understand, such as banner
advertising; new negotiating and pricing

scheduled to run at least through a Nov.
15 stop in Denver, and the RAB is considering expanding the series to visit
additional markets.
"We are addressing how radio stations
can best sell the real estate on their Web
sites," said Dave Casper, RAB senior
vice president of services. According to
Casper, the workshops "examine Internet
content elements including site design,
Webcasting, cross- promotion and contesting while delivering essential information on revenue options like banner
ads, click-throughs, e-commerce, e-classifieds and Web reps."
At the same time, more stations are
streamlining their programming online.
Radio is now "perfectly positioned" to
deliver content over the Internet, said
Casper, adding that the Internet offers
radio operators services like classified
,ids. local community information and

Robert Trout. Dan Rather and "Murrow Boy" Richard C. Honelet gather near a
photograph of the late, great Edward R. Murrow at "Black Rock," CBS headquarters in New York City in November.
CBS Radio News reunited the surviving " Murrow Boys" with current and
former CBS News correspondents for athree-hour radio special that will air in
segments through Jan. 5, 2000.
The " Murrow Boys" were radio correspondents recruited by Murrow to cover
World War 11 for CBS News. All of the surviving members of the group are participating in the special. They are Larry LeSueur, Howard K. Smith, Richard C.
Hondo and Mary Breckenridge Patterson.
Hosted by Dan Rather, the "CBS News 20th Century Roundup" will feature
roundtable discussions and segments about the great events of the 20th century.
Joining the reunited "Murrow Boys" will he Charles Osgood, Andy Rooney, Lesley
Stahl, Marvin Kalb, Bob Schleifer, Bill Plante. Christopher Glenn, George
Herman, Robert Trout, Daniel Schorr, Ed Bliss and Norman Corwin.

DUMMY LOADS FROM 1KW TO 1500KW,
AVAILABLE IN AIR, WATER OR SELF
CONTAINED HEAT EXCHANGERS.
HIGH POWER NON- REACTIVE CERMET
RESISTORS FROM 1OHM TO 20 MEGOHMS.

P.O.Box 249 • Yellville, Arkansas 72687 870-449-4093 • Fax: 870-449-6000
E - mail: altronic@mtnhome.com Web Site:http://www altronic com
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A- TMic
Borrows
From Past
Ty

Ford

For amic to stand out in the overcrowded condenser market, it needs
attitude.
The AT4047/SV FET cardioid condenser microphone is a departure
from the neutral A-T sound. It has
attitude — and asuggested retail price
of $695, including the mic, the vinyl
case and suspension mount.

PRODUCT

PROFILE

Pellegrini Is Living the Dream
Ken R.
Building blocks that are found under
any successful radio career can include
dragging oneself up through small markets, receiving dozens of rejection letters,
and taking pari time jobs to make the
rent payment.
"For anyone who has ever dreamed of
making it into the big time, Ican say it's
worth it," says John Pellegrini, creative
director of ABC Radio station
WLS(AM), Chicago.
When speaking of "heritage" stations,
this is one of the biggest. From the
"National Barn Dance" to 1960s personalities such as Dick Biondi and Art
Roberts, to the news/talk format of today,
WLS has had a monumental influence.
Its 50 kW clear-channel signal is heard
across the Midwest and many other stations copy its production style.
His title of creative director is usually
production director at most stations,
which is the role he fulfills. Pellegrini
said, "Iprimarily create commercials, but

Equipment

ing out on top 40, he tried improvisational comedy in Chicago, where he
picked up valuable lessons in writing
and setting up scenes.

great, but if the
writing isn't creative,

See WLS, page

F

It's so easy to use!
As one user said in Radio World, "When it comes to broadcast production,
it is doubtful you will find an easier interface that is as inexpensive yet as
powerful as Coo/ Edit Pro." -March 17, 1999
.r.sen

MIEMI1111‘_
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—John Pellegrini

‘09919.90

S.*

S....19099

Ihelp with the promos, too.
"My dad was a huge fan of Stan
Freberg. My early heroes included Dick
Orkin, who created Chicken Man. Iwas
always interested in the writing. What
timing those guys had."
Pellegrini's first radio job was in 1978
at WTTN-AM-FM in Watertown, Wis.
"I got in somehow as anighttime DJ.
The station had an ' all-over-the-road' format from polka to country. Iwas supposed to be playing rock, but Ihad to
bring in my own music.
"Not only was Igetting a whopping
$95 a week and spending at least that
much on records, Ialso had to take out
the trash every night."
From there Pellegrini headed to
WRIG(AM) and WDEZ(FM) in Wausau,
Wis., where he found an interest in radio
production. " It was alright, but after I
only got a50-cents an hour raise Istarted
sending out tapes."
Next stop was WDEK(FM) in
DeKalb, Ill., where he worked as the
morning man for two years. After burn-

37

Perhaps you've heard the buzz around
Cool Edit Pro, the complete software multitrack
recording studio. Why is it so popular?

40roeuef
PIzf
p I

nothing will help.
AT 4047/SV FET

Stints at several Las Vegas stations gat
a little closer to his dream of handling
production at amajor-market station.

John Pellegrini in the Studio

and technology are

The sound comes from acombination of new, quieter electronics — a
self-noise of 9dB-A with an output of
17.7 mV +/- 2dB @ 1Pa and a new
output transformer.
Audio-Technica Engineering
Supervisor Bob Green said, " We
were out to get the old characteristic
of an early transformer output coupled condenser mic, but with better
circuitry and elements. The transformer is custom wound. The capsule of the AT4047/SV is loosely
based on the AT4060, but the
diaphragm tension and baffle have
been modified."
Green said both mics use dual
diaphragm capsules to help control
the pattern, even though they are more
costly to manufacture than singlesided capsules.
Icompared the AT4047/SV to a
Neumann TLM 103 through GML
mic preamps. The AT4047 has 2 dB
more self- noise, but has 3 to 4 dB
higher output than the Neumann.
When the mics were trimmed for
equal level, the self- noise difference
See MIC, page 40
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See for yourself.
Download ademonstration version from htlp://www.syntrillium.com,
or just give us acall and we'll send you afree demo/tutorial CD.
Give Cool Edit Pro atry- you'll be amazed at what you can do!
good

soi,„„ stufe
P.O. Box 62255
Phoenix, AZ 85082-2255 USA
çepro,o,Syntrillium.com
+1-480-941-4327
1-888-941-7100
(toi flee sales USA and Canada)

Fax + 1-480-941-8170
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which is a sine wave with amplitude 1
at 0degrees, amplitude 0 at 90 degrees,
and so on.
For a sound arriving on axis, A =
degrees. According to the equation, the
output of the mic is 1.0, which is positive
An omni has no polarity reversal
or in-polarity.
based on mic orientation. A sound wave
For asound arriving from the side, A =
is made of compressions and rarefactions
90 degrees. Output is 0.5, which is posiof air molecules. Compressions are
tive or in-polarity.
regions of higher-than- normal air presFor a sound arriving nearly from the
sure; rarefactions are regions of lowerrear, A = 179 degrees. Output is
than-normal air pressure. If one mic is in

Mic Orientation Can Affect Polarity
Bruce Bartlett
Suppose you are broadcasting an
interview in which the announcer and
interviewee are on opposite sides of the
table. Because the mics are aiming in
opposite directions, are the signals
opposite polarity? Should the polarity be
flipped on one of the mics?
Studio Sessions Editor Paul Cogan
asked, "Does polarity change with the
mic's orientation? For example, there
are abunch of cardioid mics pointed at
the stage and two cardioids 20 feet away
pointed the opposite direction at the
audience. Wouldn't those have opposite
polarity with the stage mics?"
This turned out to be a challenging
question.
Pickup patterns
Before going into the answer, here is
a quick review of microphone polar
patterns:
Omnidirectional: Picks up equally in
all directions, responding only to sound
pressure, which is non-directional.
Bidirectional (figure 8): Picks up
best in two directions, in front of and
behind the mic. It has afront lobe and a
rear lobe, which are in opposite polarity. It responds to sound velocity, not
sound pressure.
Unidirectional: Picks up mainly in
one direction, in front of the mic.

Three types of uni patterns are cardioid, super-cardioid and hyper-cardioid. The uni patterns are the sum of
an omni and bidirectional pattern in
various ratios. Super and hyper patterns have a rear lobe in opposite
polarity with the front lobe.
Phase shift
Are the audience mics out- of- phase
with the stage mics? Even if the audience mics are aiming the same direction
as the stage mics, the audience mics are
thousands of degrees out-of- phase with
the stage mics because of the sound
travel time from stage to audience.
The signal delay from stage mics to
audience mics is T = DIC. where T is
the delay in seconds, D is the distance
between mics in feet and C is the speed
of sound in air — 1,130 feet per second. The sound delay between two
mics 20 feet apart is 20/1130 or 17.6
milliseconds. The audience mics
receive the sound 17.6 msec after the
stage mics.
What is the phase shift caused by this
delay? Phase shift is 2rcFT, where 27t
radians is 360 degrees, F = frequency
and T = time in seconds. If the frequency is 1kHz, the phase shift between
stage mics and audience mics is 360 x
1000 x0.0176 = 6,336 degrees!
What's another 180 degrees of phase
shift?

OMNIDIRECTIONAL

BIDIRECTIONAL

......
CARDIOID

SIIPERCARDIOID

.....
HYPERCARDIO

UNIDIRECTIONAL
Mic Pickup Patterns

a compression the same time another
mic is in a rarefaction, they are 180
degrees out of phase.
Imagine you have an omni audience
mic aiming at the stage. You also have an
omni audience mic aiming away from
the stage, coincident with the other mic.
The two mics have their diaphragms
aligned vertically.
Both mics experience acompression
and both diaphragms are pushed
inward at the same time because they
are at the same point. Therefore, both
mics produce a positive voltage and
have the same polarity, even though
they are aiming in opposite directions.
There is no polarity reversal based on
mic orientation.
A bidirectional or figure 8 mic is
sensitive to the direction of the sound
wave. If two bidirectional mics are
aiming in opposite directions with the
ribbons aligned vertically, the sound
wave is moving front- to- back in one
mic and back-to-front in the other mic.
One mic puts out a negative voltage at
the same instant the other mic puts out
a positive voltage, putting those two
mics in opposite polarity.

Success depends on how well you listen. And how good you sound.
For over adecade AudioScience engineers have been responsible for
more adapter innovation than anyone else in the business. So
Listen Loud. Listen Clear. And demand AudioScience digital audio
peripherals. Call 302-324-5333 or visit www.audioscience.com.
Circle ( 9) On Reader Service Cord
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The polar plot thickens
Does acardioid mic's polarity change
when you turn the mic around? A little
math will help:
For acardioid mic, the polar pattern
equation is: Output level = 0.5 + 0.5
cos A, where A is the angle at which
sound approaches the microphone.
"Cos" stands for the cosine function,

0.000076, which is positive, which is still
n-polarity.
For asound arriving exactly from the
rear, A = 180 degrees. Output is 0, which
is non-defined polarity.
The polarity is positive for all angles
infinitesimally approaching 180 degrees,
so there is no polarity reversal at any orientation of the cardioid mic.
If the polar pattern is bidirectional, the
polar equation is: Output level = cos A.
This mic's output goes negative or opposite polarity when angle A is between 90
and 180 degrees.
If the polar pattern is hyper-cardioid.
the polar equation is: Output level =
0.25 + 0.75 cos A. This mic's output
goes negative or opposite polarity when
the angle A is between 110 degrees and
180 degrees.
A hyper-cardioid, super-cardioid or
bidirectional mic's polarity does change
with orientation. An omni or cardioid
mic's polarity does not.
So, if you are using cardioid mics for
across-table interviews, you do not need
to flip the polarity of one mic.
However, the sum of two cardioids
back-to-back is an omni pattern. If you
flip the polarity of one mic, the sum is
a bidirectional pattern, which would
partly reject the room acoustics. After
all, it might be the best idea to flip
polarity.
Bruce Bartlett is a microphone engineer at Crown and the author of
"Practical Recording Techniques 2nd
Ed." published by Focal Press.

power of DSP. Bulletproof AGC, compressor and noise gate sections neatly
handle everything from awhisper to a
scream. An intelligent de-esser—the

CUTTING EDGE EUROPE
TEL: + 49 81 61 42 467

10HANNESSTRASE 6

FAX: + 49 81 61 42 402

D-85354 FREISING

GERMANY

E-MAIL: europeenogrunge.com
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Product Capsule:

IQS Software Wins Playing Field
by mastering engineers . ire now essential
for radio.
Most audio productio .
1software, SAW
included, come with ! ome mastering
capabilities. The Levelizer adds to the
standard package an improved interface
to allow for greater precision in controlling settings.
It uses again reductim meter to provide critical information on the impact
the processing has on afile. Aside from
reverb, the Levelizer hai idles most of the
"meat and potatoes" aidio processing

Carl Lindemann

The Innovative Quality Software
multitrack and editing package has
included acompressor, gate and limiter
feature since the first version ( 6.x) for
Windows 95.
The new Levelizer plug-in is arefinement of this standard feature with new,
important updates, making it easier to
use. The feature reminds me of days
gone by, when Ihad more time to tweak
the final mix.

showing set levels in relation to the
audio file. Instead of using a virtual
slider, the Levelizer has a digital readout that puts the threshold at a precise
point between 0dB and infinity.
The compressor's ratio setting has
traded aslider for adigital interface. The
graphical representation on the sound file
is the same.
The gate adds acontrol for the noise
floor levels, which is a helpful feature
missing on the standard version. If
there is low-level noise in the studio,
such as the noise from hard drives, it
can cut this out.

The 105 Levelizer and
Reverberator

Thumbs Up
/ Flexible, precise interface
Z.=

The key buffer/key listen
function gives the user control
over ducking and de-essing
• The gain reduction meter makes

it impossible to judge the
hie ./ amount of processing
Great sound

—

Thumbs Down

./ For SAW users only

The Levelizer and Reverberator can be
judged using your own ears. Download a
free demo from vvww.igsoft.com contact

Good and loud

The peak limiter and normalizer commonly are used for generating the highest
possible volume levels without introducing any perceptible distortion.
Both changed from sliders to digital
readouts that can be precisely set.
Working with sliders can be a timeconsuming process, while a digital
readout immediately hones in on the
exact values.
The Levelizer adds three features, the
key buffer and key listen functions and a
gain reduction meter.
The key buffer is used to trigger the
gate and compressor from the same
track that is being processed or from
other tracks for ducking. Users can
make certain elements jump out in the
mix by keying levels on selected tracks.
Also, the key buffer with hi/lo EQ can
be used as an effective de-esser.
In the days of standalone stations, it
was possible to custom-tweak for a station. For radio producers preparing material for broadcast on multiple stations, the
Levelizer is key.
With production going to multiple
sites, audio must sound right regardless
of the idiosyncrasies of any particular
setup by using processing tools to master
and normalize production. Methods used

or circle Raeder

SAWs in tandem with other processing
and mastering programs. The Levelizer
brings onboard processing capabilities to
alevel where resorting to other programs
to polish production is unnecessary.
The $ 150
download
from
www.iqsoft.com for the Levelizer makes
the program aterrific bargain when compared to the numerous hardware solutions required to match its capabilities.
How ' bout the reverberator?

IQS Reverberator plug-in is another
handy tool. It uses the same comb/allpass filters found in other units. More
filters can be added making for high-

radio producers need.
The standard compre ssor, gate and
limiter included in SAW Pro/32/32 Plus
is astraightforward affair. The gate and
compressor have slie!rs to change
attack. release and threst old levels. The
threshold sliders can b.! dropped and
dragged to show the impact on the
waveform.
Parallel lines appear al iove and below

The key listen previews audio by listening to the triggered gate and compression
for an accurate adjustment of EQ. Other
compressors, gates and limiters lack monitoring, which makes it impossible to judge
the amount of processing. The gain reduction meter solves this problem.
A Pentium 233 showed that the gain
reduction meter is fast. To my eyes and
ears, there was no perceptible latency. As
with all IQS products, this is a tight,
hand-coded software.
Ifound the Levelizer simple to use and
easy to master. Producers often use

Y
can measu

with the best monitor and the most accurate

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure s
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and muc
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these
ments adream.

BELR

company in Nevada at ( 800) 844-15

www.belar.com

(
610) 68

ELECTRONICS LASORATOR
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLV

Call or write for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and
Circle ( 14) On Reader Service Card

quality sound.
The 20 comb filters and 20 all-pass filters can be set with 38 presets to mimic
the ambience of almost any space —
from asmall room to astadium. The settings control dry/wet mix and room
decay time.
A visual display representation shows
the impact the filters have in shaping the
sound. The stereo simulator adds ambience to mono tracks.
The Reverberator sounds rich and
detailed. Again, for $ 150 download, it's a
great piece of software.

You have other things to worry about...
Our equipment is Y2K compliant
February

January
SMTWTh

SMTWThFS
13
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22
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25

26

4v..)-. Si ne Systems „
visit our web site for more information on our products and Y2K
nashville. tennessee • 615.228.3500 voice • 615.227.2393 tax- on- demand • www.sinesystems.com
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Your Wide Area
Net workability Is Limitless

ENCO
DAD, R0 32
Digital Audio
Delivery System

The demands of today's fast paced broadcast marketplace
require maximum utilization of resources to achieve cost
effective performance. Thanks to the latest advances in
digital technologies, multiple broadcast facilities can now
seamlessly share audio inventories, news, scheduling and
billing data, and often consolidate other redundant functions.
All of this is possible by combining the advantages cf
non-proprietary products such as the ENCO DAD pRo 32
Digital Audio Delivery System with Wide Area Network
(WAN) architecture. Audio production may now occur
from virtually anywhere within agroup, information
flow is automatically managed between multiple remote
locations, and transfer schedules are configured to take
advantage of varying tariffs for maximum efficiency and
cost control.
The ENCO DAD pR0 32 Digital Audio Delivery System provides
apowerful professional audio management tool for both
live assist and automated on-air operations, production,

next level solutions

and inventory control. Support of Wide Area Networking

WIRELESS

is inherent with DAD pRo 32, providing capabilities to take full
advantage of distributed data and group interconnectivity.

BROADCAST
GOVERNMENT
NETWORK

SUPPORT

41?faS
1-800-622-0022 • www.harris.com
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Products êt :Services Showcase
For more information on the product., shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/leader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

THE COST EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE
SERVICE, REPAIR &
CALIBRATION

FliTEK

500W FM POWER AMPLIFIERS

$2 950
5

SPECIALIZING IN
EQUIPMENT BY
• Belar • Marti

• STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Moseley

• Exciters • Optimods

• Remote Control Systems

1

o

• McMartin

• AM/FM Monitors

to end of 1999
only

• TFT
• And others...

FM Syria
ol• ••

WE ALSO PROVIDE
Free, over-the- phone technical assistance
STL loaner/rentals
PCL 505 Certification

11

* Fry 500

aiainure"

.

2198 Hubba d Lane, Grants Pass, OR 97527

(541) 471-2262

.1.111 010.

Woe WM..

CIIIIN110111

o

3

FM500

IPTEK

CALL 888-411-5174

500W Out, 10w drive Power Amplifier

* 2yaar warranty
* Made in USA
* Ov e 100 currently in use in USA

TECHNICAL SERVICE

.

VISA

MasterCard

ANI
fi Cards
DtPRESS
mICAN

1814 SCHOOLDALE DRIVE. SAN JOSE. CA 95124. 408-448-3342 FAX 408-448-5951
READER SERVICE NO. 179

READER SERVICE NO. 178
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HC- 1 Handi-Coupler
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AES/EBU Digital Audio

LIMITED

RS-88AES 8x8 Routing System
8Inp it, 8Output AES/EBU Audio Router

DDA-104 1x4 Distribution Amplifier
1Input, 4 Output AES/EBU Distribution Amplifier
•Reclocked outputs km-reduced jitter Cable lengths to 200 meters.

DODDO

Here is the simplest, quickest, most convenient
way to connect audio to atelephone. The HC- 1
connects in series with the handset of any phone
using modular connectors. No connection to the
phone line is needed. Press the front panel button
and external audio is available on separate send and
receive 1/4" TRS jacks on the rear panel. Release the
button and the handset is once more connected for
normal use of the phone. Nothing could be simpler!
You can find many uses for the HC- 1around your
station: on-air studio, production room, newsroom,
sales office, field news kits, sports remotes, etc.

nwnonaoa

R8-88, 4fe aed i$-64A$ featiires:
•Extc mal AES/EBU Digital Sync Input
•lnte

FrontPanel Local Controls

•RS- 122 Serial Remote Control Ports

RS-64A ES 64x64 Routing System
64 Inpu , 64 Output AES/EBU Audio Router
•

Ule

M le III
II II MI

MUM.
R R

FLMg*1
RS-41DA 4x1 Routing System
4 Input, 1Output AES/EBU Audio Router
•Clock recovery and regeneration, reclocked output
•Local pushbutton or Parallel remote control
Phase 3 half- rack products are ideal for desktop

Well•M II •

or rackmount use. Broadcast quality throughout.

Avondale in 1RU and 2RU packaging

No AC Adapters. No compromises.

Videoquip Research Limited
Phone: (416) 293-1042

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

Toll Free: 1-888-293-1071

Fax: (416) 297-4757

www.videoquip.com

Professional AES/EBU Serial Digital Audio Products.

Pitase circle our bingo numberfor adata sheet and adealer list
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REMEMBER THE CORTA NA
F )1.13ED UN/POLE ANTENNA?
Ill'E STILL MAKE IT WITH THE
ECOOCO

S % ME HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS

Econco

AMD WORKMANSHIP.

REBUILT POWER TUBES

Products Sc. Services

Il FEATURES...

Showcase

• BROAD BANDWITH for better sound,
• GROUNDED ANTENNA for lightning & static electricity,
• ELIMINATES ISOCOUPLERS in VHF & UHF antenna lines,
• BEST ANTENNA FOR DIRECTIONAL ARRAYS.

Also

Di rums

OR ANY METAL STRUCTURE.
FOI INFORMATION CALL, FAX OR WRITE:

td.

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.
Phone: 530-662-7553

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 530-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

From Canada: 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 182

SYSTEMS FOR ANYTHING THAT DISTORTS YOUR

AM COVERAGE PATTERN: TOWERS, POWER LINES, TANKS

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

,

RADIO WORLD's

4001 La Plata Hwy
Farmington, NM 87401
phone 505-327-5648 fax 505-325-1142
READER SERVICE NO. 183

provides aperfect medium for
test marketing your products and
services. It's an efficient, effective and affordable
advertising option!
For more information, including
rates and deadlines, Fax
Simone Mullins at

703-671-7409
or call 703-998-7600
ext. 154
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Pellegrini Makes It to the Majors
WLS, continued from page 31
dies those in aseparate studio connected
Shortly
Pellegrini
landed
at
by anetwork interface.
WKLQ(FM) in Grand Rapids. Mich., as
"Mike Elder writes alot of our promos
production director.
but we use the former WLS production
"I finally got married and we wanted
director. Jeff Davis, as the station voice.
to live in Chicago or Los Angeles. I He records the basic tracks at his
sent out 20 tapes to each market and
Hollywood home and sends them to us
the only call back was from Mike
on ISDN, then Imix them with the music
Elder, operations manager at WLS."
beds here."
That was March of 1997. Pellegrini got
Pellegrini finds it frustrating not
the job.
being able to use anyone in the station for
"There were two people who helped
extra voices. " Only union talent
me out with the commercial voices —
allowed."

Iwant to change

the advertisers'

lite downlinks. - Pellegrini has aVCR in
the production room, allowing him to
grab audio from events such as Chicago
Bulls games or other breaking news courtesy of ABC.
Getting philosophical
"I've always felt that equipment and
technology are great. but if the writing
isn't creative, nothing will help. All the
music beds and sound effects don't mean
much if the message isn't worth listening
to," said Pellegrini.
"The best commercials are ones that
have the best writing."
Pellegrini has a higher goal than just
recording spot after spot each day.

"I want to change the advertisers'
philosophies. Many see radio as an extension of the print ads.
"When Ibegan here, a salesman
wrote almost every spot starting with a
question and ending with aphone number. They may think it is efficient, but
when all spots sound alike, how efficient is that?"
To put it mildly, John Pellegrini loves
what he does.
"Mike Elder is the best boss I've ever
had. It's great to be involved with a station that has an internal dynamic with
pros wanting to keep winning and growing. It's awonderful job."
Ken R. is president of Ken R. Inc., and
ID jingle production firm located in
Toledo. Ohio. He is afrequent contributor to Radio World.

philosophies. Many see radio as an extension
of the print ads.
— John Pellegrini

Karl Gaisser, the assistant program
director, and Nancy Turner, who was a
personality on WLS(FM) when it was a
country format. Iwrite about one-third
of the scripts for the commercials and
the rest are supplied by agencies."
Pellegrini is a hands-on production
person except when it comes to dubs.
Engineering Assistant Pam Murphey han-

WLS(AM)/WXCD(FIVII
Production
Equipment List
Board
Pacific Recorders &
Engineering ABX-34
Computers
Orban Audicy for
production
Broadcast Electronics
AudioVault for storage
and on- air delivery
Windows NT

Outboard Efx
Eventide H3000B
Harmonizer
Ursa Major Stargate 328
Digital Reverberator
Decks
Denon DN-950FA
CD player
Marantz CDR620
CD recorder
Tascam DA30 Mark II
DAT
Tascam cassette decks
Otan MTR-10 Reel
Mics
ElectroVoice RE20
Sennheiser MD421-U-5

WLS has the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers union, with
American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists presiding over the technical areas and having jurisdiction over
the voices.
"I'm on salary," said Pellegrini, "so I'm
paid the same whether it's five spots or 20
in aweek. Usually it's more like 20."
Tools of the trade
Pellegrini uses a Pacific Recorders
ABX-34 mixer, which he calls a "monster board." and an Orban Audicy digital
workstation.
"I used to have a callous on my left
index finger from all the razor blade cuts.
but we've come a long way since then,"
he said.
"I like the Audicy because it has its
own control panel and is not mousebased. Before. Iwas using a Roland
DM 800. The change was like going
from aYugo to aPorsche. It's very intuitive. Iwas up and running on it within
two hours. If you run into a problem
you hit the ` help' button and it tells you
what to do."
Pellegrini said the instruction manual for the Audicy is written for a producer's point of view, rather than the
engineer's.
"Another advantage is that there is
over 60 minutes of memory per project
so it can handle multiple versions of
spots with tags and inserts."
WLS used tape cartridges until two
years ago, switching to Broadcast
Electronics AudioVault for storage.
"There are four stations here, each of
which has four separate studios. The
morning show alone had over 10,000
carts. We are putting everything into the
same AudioVault."
Most of the audio processing is done
within the Audicy software, but occasionally he uses a trusty Eventide H3000B
Harmonizer or Ursa Major Stargate 328
Digital Reverb for weird flanging effects.
Compression is usually handled within
the console.
"We have awhole bank of switchers,"
said Pellegrini. "These enable me to call
up any control board on AM or FM, or
WLS-TV ABC 7feeds from downstairs. I
can get the pressroom at city hall or satel-

When your work
relies on play...
rely on Antex.

ir.ANTEX
etELECTRONICS
NI

VI- 14

I.,.

Introducing the Broadcaster — series from Antex.
With up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs all playing on top of each
other, you have near- unlimited options for broadcast creativity.
Record, edit, produce spots, take calls, do program feeds—all
while playing back as many as six stereo programs on the air.
All with one PCI card. For the highest quality, purest 20- bit
sound ever to come out of an Intel or Alpha based PC.
Best of all, you have the confidence of choosing an ISO- 9001
rated industry leader that's been defining the standard for PC
digital audio for over adozen years. When you're choosing
Antex, you're choosing the best.

Find out how Antex is
setting new standards
for broadcasters. Visit
us at www.antex.com
or call us toll-free at
1.800.338.4231.

Model LX-24M

Model BX-44

Model BX-12

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• 20 bit ND and D/A converters

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer 1/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• MPEG layer I/II, 8or 16 bit
PCM

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• PCI bus,WIN 98/NT

• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• 94dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N

• 4inputs/4 outputs/balanced

• 4inputs/8 outputs/balanced

• 96dB dynamic range, 0.003%
THD+N
• 2inputs/4 outputs/balanced
• 3virtual stereo devices
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• 3virtual stereo devices
• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
• MIDI interface
• Video sync/time code

• 6virtual stereo devices
• AES/EBU/SPDIF digital I/O
• Independent sample clocks
• Convertible from analog to full
digital I/O
• Optional, optoisolated digital I/O
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S.C.M.S., INC.
SALES OFFICES
(01<l'ok \ II ; ) 11 I( 1

10201 RODNEY BLVD.
PINEVILLE NC 28 I
34

CD

Shively Labs
Reach for Ratings!

FM BROADCAST ANTENNA

VOICE 704-889-4508
FAX 704-889-4540

FMR Series

SALES 800-438-6040
EMAIL sales@sonsinc.com

0N

.,.
10mi •
Circular polarization

WEB SITE semsinc.com
BOB CAUTHEN - PRESIDENT/SALES MGR.
MIKE PHELPS - SALES ENG.
BILL ELLIOTT - SALES ENG./TECH DIR.
ERNIE VINCENT - SALES ENG.

134 LAKEVIEW DRIVE
MeMURRAY, PA 15317
VOICE 724-942-4054
FAX 724-942-4839

517 CROATAN ROAD
VIRGINIA BEACH. VA 23451
VOICE 757-425-1192
FAX 757-437-0691

TN/VA/KY REGION
BERNIE O'BRIEN - SALES ENG.
P.O. BOX 1043

GA/FL/AL/TN REGION
BOB MAYBEN - SALES EM;
4106 BILL JON DRIVE

CHATHAM, VA 24531
VOICE 804-432-0850
FAX 804-432-0853
IM
bernientOreanhlink.no

RAINBOW CITY, AL 35906
VOICE 256-442-0635
FAX 256-413-3197
EMAIL. hohmayben(g ,usa.net

•Superior Engineering
•Multistation Solutions

• Internal feed

BOB WADE - DIG. SALES AND TECH DIR.
COASTAL REGION
ANDY BOOTH - SALES ENG.

FR

construction
• Excellent bandwidth

PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.
719 Pensacola Road
Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 Fax 814-472-5676
E mail: psibaesurfshop.net

•Reliable Pattern Studies

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ... it pays to be heard!

1-888-SHIVELY

READER SERVICE NO. 186

CABLE X-PERTS, INC
HELIAX® LDF series coaxial cable from

ST— DA 3 • • STICK— ON

,DREW

AUDIO DISTRI BUTION
LINE LEVEL BALANCED OR UNBALANCED
INPUT

Designed for reliability, durability, & efficiency.

=°uTPuTs

e-mail: sales@shively.com

Web: www.shively.com
-An Employee- Owned Company -

Frecision Engineering"rrt

FM Broadcast Power Amplifiers

•Translators

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: ( 207) 647-3327
FAX: ( 207) 647-8273

From ;he " Specialists in Practical

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

•Filters & Combiners

• Brass/Copper

READER SERVICE NO. 185

Silicon Valley
POWER

'

• Series fed

PAUL FRYE - DIG. SALES SPECIALIST
MIDDLE ATLANTIC REGION
JACK LAYTON - SALES ENG.

'
4
•

Shively.Antennas Deliver
Coverage!

• Premium electrical peformance

P
O

• Excellent RF shielding.
• 50 Ohm Impedance.
• Low Loss Foam Dielectric.

ID 0000000000

• Easy to install connectors.
• Cable cut to your specific length.

Ark, where you need

• Complete product line stocked.
• Related products too.

Ath Ho Distribution itt. up to 3 Outputs
Ballnced or Unbalanced Input & Outputs
./ To 3ridge a Line for Local Distribution
1,/ Die ;ribution with Impedance Conversion
1/ Pis ;
ribution with Gain or LOS5

Models from 165 watts to 2.4 KW
Solid state.
VSWR foldback.
Remote operation.
Full documentation.

Frequency agde
Digital display.
Easy installaton
Modular construction

1-800-986-9700
www.s,

pa.com e-mail: saiesiesvpa.com

Fax 1-408-988-1438

./ lop its and Outputs RF Bypassed

RDL
Rai lio Design Labs

S995 to S3995

http://www.cablexperts.com
416 Diens Drive Wheeling, IL 60090

Toll free (
800) 281-2683
Local ( 805) 684-5415
Document Server (800) 391-0017
Web Page www.rdlnet.com

READER SERVICE NO. 188

READER SERVICE NO. 187

SOLID STATE AM
1TO 100 Watts
PART 73 Type-Accepted

800 -828 -3340 Fax 847-520-3444

• lx3 Mono or use Two Units for Stereo

2IZ
READER SERVICE NO. 189

ATY ENTiQN ADVERTISERS
RA DIO WORLD's Products

eServices Showcase provides

aperfect

mIxlium for test marketing your products and services. It's an
efficient, effective and affordaple advertising option!

Quick Delivery

For more information, including rates and

1-877-LPB-COMM

deadlines, Fax Simone Mullins at

(
toll free)

http://www.Ipbinc.com

Me-6714409
or call 703-9984600

YOU CAN RELY ON LPB
SINCE 1960
READER SERVICE NO 190

ext. 154
,
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Scaled Down
ProTools
The new Digidesign Digi001 for Mac,
targeted for home studios, may find a
home in radio applications as well.
With asuggested price of $995, it is a
24- bit audio and MIDI digital audio
workstation
that
draws
from
Digidesign's TDM-based ProTools sys-

Multi-Channel I/O
Breakout Box

Radio World

STUDIO SESSIONS

Millennium
On-Air
Sweepers
Image 2000 is a new sweeper package released by Marketing Mania
Studios, featuring the voice talent of
Jennifer Vaughn. It contains 75 liners
with a " millennium and beyond"
theme, aimed to brand radio stations in
any format.
The release date for the first package
"point of entry" was Dec. 10.
To obtain ademo, contact Kevin Russell
in Florida at (941) 574-6850, visit the Web
site at www.jennifervaughn.com or circle
Reader Service 63.

Drawmer Has
Radio Uses
Drawmer released the Masterflow
DC2476 Digital Signal Processor, which
will retail for $2,995. It is a 24/96 alldigital processor with AES and S/PDIF
I/0 plus analog I/0s. It has features that
make it useful to radio broadcasters for
on-air or in the production studio.
The unit is designed for flexibility in
processing, with six processors available
and presets to load settings. For broadcast, it has been designed to make overload impossible and automatically bring
level up to 0dBfs.
First Stage is afull-band dynamically
driven de-esser and full-band compressor.

Second Stage is afive-band fully parametric analog modeled EQ. Third Stage is
a three- band downward expander to
reduce noise. Fourth Stage is athree-band
"Bootstrap" pull-up compressor. Fifth
Stage is athree-band Brick Wall Limiter
with variable three-band stereo width.
Sixth Stage is a three-band Tube Drive
Modeler, for adding warmth to the signal.
Factory and user patches stored internally or on aRAM card. Future upgrades
include an outboard interface between the
unit and a PC for downloading product
upgrades off the Web.
For more information, contact the
company in California at ( 805) 3751425,check out the Web site at
www.transaudiogroup.com or circle
Reader Service 47.

tems. A version for Windows will be
available in early 2000.
The package includes a PCI card
and a multi-channel I/O breakout box
for rack- mount or desktop that provides eight analog inputs, two with
mie pre- amps, - 26 dB pads and 48V
phan4om power, the other six with
software adjustable gain. It has eight
analog outputs, separate monitoring
outputs, S/PDIF and ADAT optical
I/O, for atotal of 18 including the two
digital I/Os.
The box also has MIDI I/O, a 1/4-inch
headphone jack with volume control and
1/4- inch footswitch jack for record
punch-in.
In addition, Digidesign released the
Digi Toolbox XP with a suggested price
of $545, built around ProTools LE software and the Audiomedia III PCI card,
offering two channels of 18- bit analog
I/O and S/PDIF digital I/0.
ProTools LE introduced the Real-Time
AudioSuite ( RTAS) plug-in architecture,
for real-time host- based mixing and
effects processing. RTAS plug-ins are an
extension to AudioSuite file-based plugin specs supported in TDM-based
ProTools setups.
Both Digi001 and Digi ToolBox XP
systems include RTAS versions of several
DigiRack plug- ins, including EQ II,
Dynamics II, Dither and Mod Delay. DVert> is included for a limited time as a
special promotion.
The company will release its Maxim
and DFi plug-ins in RTAS format soon.
RTAS plug- ins from Waves, Wave
Mechanics, DUY, GRM Tools, Bomb
Factory and Arboretum are on the way.
Both Digi 001 and Digi Toolbox XP
can be upgraded by Digidesign's
exchange program for TDM-based Pro
Tools systems. Visit www.Digi001.com
for details.
In related news, Digidesign allows
MP3 export as an option for ProTools
v5.0 and ProTools LE v5.0; the option is
only available for the Mac. A 30-day fully functional preview version is included
on the installer disk supplied with Pro
Tools v5.0 software. Users who wish to
purchase the program can download it
from the Web site at www.digidesign.com
for $ 19.95
Digidesign will start distributing
Foeusrite hardware and software in North
America and the LexiVerb plug-in worldwide starting in 2000.
For information, contact the company
in California at (800) 333-2137, check
out the Web site at www.digidesign.com
or circle Reader Service 80.

We've got you covered
Croy, tl Broadcast transmitters are designed and
carefully engineered to the same reliable high
performance standards known worldwide as the
hallmarks of Crown products.
Enjoy on-air confidence with compact stand-alone
transmitter designs that integrate audio processing. stereo generation and RF amplification. Or
choose from custom configurations for versatile
solutions to meet your unique broadcast needs. And be confident in your choice, with athree-year warranty
backed with service from some of the finest talent in the industry. Ask us, we can help!
Call us, visit our web site, or send us e-mail for more information about the versatile transmitters from Crown
Broadcast. Crown International, 1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 2I
9-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222 Email: broadcastgcrownintl.com
www.crownbroadcast.com

Crown Broadcast...
ik ïpiaking aworld of difference
ill III
y
Ord* (46) Om Ruder Service feed
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Mic Excels in Vocal Frequencies
MIC, continued from page 31

was indiscernible.
The TLM 103 is smoother and thicker
in the bottom. Both have a similar
midrange, but the AT4047 has a bite in
the top and amore open upper midrange
presence.
Both mics develop " phasey - artifacts
at 45 degrees off- axis and a low- frequency loss at 90 degrees. Rear rejection was good in both mics, with the
Neumann losing more high frequencies
off the back. Both distorted during the
key jangle test, with the spectra of distortion being higher in the TLM 103
and lower in the AT4047.
For voiceover work, the low- frequency
proximity boosts of other largediaphragm condenser mics get in the way

Product Capsule:
AT4047/SV FET

the mic and the 75 Hz 18 dB per octave
when used closer than six to eight inches.
filter on the Mackie are below the probWithout the 80 Hz 12 dB pe -octave rolllem frequencies.
off, the AT4047 exhibits pioximity, but
Tracking flat and then into the Orban
less than the TLM 103.
Audicy workstation with the AT4047 about
Icould work aquiet yoke within one
six inches out from the sound-hole. Ifound
inch of the grille, but not without eddies
or popping. With the roll-o engaged. I that Icould rebalance the bottom by pulling
down 7.7 dB at 118 Hz with a0.28 Q.
could easily work up clo e with only
Next, Ipulled the mic back to one foot
minor pops and eddies.
because the spec sheet noted the mic
With a pop screen and roll- off, the
should provide a flat response at that
AT4047 can be used on- air. With a foam
length. Shooting right into the soundball. Ilost a bit of the edge. but gained
hole, Irecorded flat. This time, without
control over popping.
changing the Q. Ionly needed to drop
Regardless of the AT404 - bottom end,
110 Hz by 3.8 to 4.9 dB.
it has enough to require th c bass roll-off
At about a foot out from the
and some EQ to keep the ffth and sixth
neck/body joint and angled to the soundstrings of my Martin D285 guitar from
hole, I still got a full bottom that
booming.
See MIC, page 41
At around 80 to 110 Hz, tie roll-off on

Cardioid Condenser Mic

.4_ Thumbs Up
Quiet electronics
= ./ Wide sweet spot
Mic "with an attitude"
Different sound than other
A-T mics

=.

Thumbs Down
What's not to like?

For more information, contact AudioTechnica. in Ohio at
(330) 686-2600, check out the Web site

at www.auchotechnica.corn
or circle

Reader Service 61.
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AM AN rENNA SYSTEMS

Time to ' re- tube'
the transmitter?

Antenn.i Tuning Units
Transmitter Combiners
Folded Jnipole Antennas
Diplexe ,s, Triplexers
RF Components
LBA antenn tsystems will improve
your efficier cy, performance and
reliability. Cur products are designed
and built to nternational standards.

Order your next rebuilt
transmitter tube
from

edand Pecheis, (ge.

Call LBA Te:hnology for RF systems
and excellei ttechnical service.

800-5:2-4464 / 252-757-0279
lax 252-752-9715
Email: lbatech@lbagroup.com
or Contact 0 ir Representatives Worldwide

"Over half acentury of quality rebuilt power tubes
and U.H.F. - TV Klystrons"

LIITechnology,Inc.

75412 Highway 25 - Covington, LA 70435 - U.S.A.
800-624-7626

504-893-1243

P0

Fax 504-892-7323

www.freeland-inc.com
Email freeland-inc.com@freeland-inc.com

\AV

lox 8026 Greenvtlle NC 27835 USA

3: YEARS OF WORLDWIDE
ENGINEERING SERVICES

THUNDERSTORMS HIT,
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR
;
I
TTAKES ONLY ONE TO
PUT YOU OFF THE AIR!
k
The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PRBENTI ON SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low- resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the field For over 15 years

cer,„tana
Co•poratIon.

Write or call for afree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington, N.M. 8/499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax. 505-326-2337
READER SERVICE NO. 193

DIMFAhown with
optional rat k moon!

11111eNVerkes

•
•

•

Inexpensive & Convenient Control
Decodes all 16 DTMF
tones.
Bridging input accepts a
wide audio range.
High current optoisolated
outputs.
".-• Jumper selectable beeptone
acknowledges
commands.
Momentary or interlocked
latching output modes.
Two tone decoder & antifalsing filter
improve
reliability & versatility.
e Silencer option completely
removes DTM Ftones from
its adjustable, balanced
output.

The DTMF-16 is perfect for
interfacing networks to your
automation, controlling remote
satellite receivers, repeaters, etc_
Connect it to an audio source
and its outputs will operate
whenever there's atone. With
a list price of only $ 199, the
compact & rugged DTMF-16
can be put almost anywhere to
provide the remote controlsthat
you need.
For more info,
contact us or your favorite
broadcast supplier.

CircuitWerkes
3716 SW 3rd Place
Gainesville, FL 32607
(352) 335-6555/fax 380-0230
Internet: www.circuitwerkes.com
TouchroneèaretysteredtrademarkolAM T.

READER SERVICE NO. 191

READER SERVICE NO. 184

SIX-MILLION

The DTMF-16 TouchToné Decoder

The New
Standard in
Systems
Integration

•
Attention
Advertisers!
RADIO WORLD's Product
Showcase provides aperfect medium
for test marketing your products and
services. It's an efficient, effective and

JRDA

.)yste ms
>

affordable advertising option!
For more information, including rates
and deadlines, contact your sales representative or Simone Mullins at

Te chnical Leadership in
an Industry of Change
Call: (888) E16-7980

In Missouri: ( 314) 872-8222

Ittp://www.rdasystems.com

fax: 703-671-7409
tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 154
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MIC, continued from page 40

required some LF cut.
For music recording, having a room
that does not contribute negatively to a
mic afoot away from the source is essential. Otherwise, you will have to move in
and deal with proximity.
In comparing the midrange, the TLM
103 has a lower midrange peak, while
the AT4047 has an upper midrange presence. That makes the TLM 103 warmer
and thicker and the AT4047 clearer and
more open.
Istopped at Flite Three in Baltimore
to put the AT4047 up against the U 47
FET and U 87i. Working with engineers
Louis Mills and Mark Patey using an
API console, we found the AT4047
sounded more like the U 87i than the U
47 FET. The AT4047 was brighter in
presence than both Neumanns.
My earlier test through GML mic
preamps gave an edge reminiscent of
API mic preamps, but the GML does
not produce any edge. Iascribed the
edge to the sound of the AT4047's
transformer.
The combination of the API mic preamps did not increase the size of the
teeth in the edge as much as it sounded
like twice as many teeth of the same
size.
The key jangle test at Hite Three supported earlier listening experiences. All
mics crunched abit, the AT4047 crunch
showed its affinity for upper midrange
presence.
We did notice one anomaly while
recording Tom Olsen, alocal VIO talent.
At adistance of six inches, the U 47 had

more edge, while the AT4047 lost some.
The U 87 exhibited more bass than the
AT4047. At six inches, the Neumann
popped, but did not splat. The AT4047
was more resistant to woofing but not
popping.

Without EQ, the midrange presence
allowed Tom's voice to ride nicely over
the music track.
We found the sweet spot of the
AT4047 slightly wider than the U 87. At
adistance of about four inches, an inch
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Because Ihad been able to get in closer at my studio, Ican guess the difference
in preamp/mic coupling were responsible
for the differing results.
The AT4047 picked up more high frequencies from the rear side and grille top
than the U 87. At adistance of four feet,
the AT4047 heard more room while the U
87 heard less room but the self-noise was
more apparent.
To my knowledge, this is the first A-T
mic "with an attitude." Engineers should
get past preconceived notions about A-T
and try out the AT4047/SV.
The first 600 were sent to the distributors in a tweed road case. If you are
quick, you may be able to get one.
Technique Inc. Copyright 1999.

Moving?...
Don't leave us!

L-RJoel Singer, Artist Michael W. Smith and Eric Elwell at
the 1999 NAMM Summer Session
At one foot, the bass response of the
AT4047 dropped off more than the U 87.
However, we still did not tailor the bass
for the voiceover recording.
Olsen felt the U 87 had abigger bottom, while the U 47 sounded even across
the spectrum and the AT4047 offered
more midrange.
The agency producer then chose the
AT4047 on Tom's voice to cut the spots.

Visit Radio World
on the Web!

either side of center lost the U 87 sweet
spot. The AT4047 gave aswing of about
two inches on either side.
The AT4047 did best at a distance
about four to six inches. Any closer and
the mic started getting muddy and ugly,
unless the source was quiet.

Send us by mail, fax, or e-mail your
future address, along with your current
one (
with the date when your new
address goes into effect)
to: Circulation, RW,
PO Sox 1214
Falls Church, VA 22041
or by
fax at: + 1-703-995-2966
e-mail: rwcirc@imaspub.com
Changes of address take
four weeks to process.
Thanks!

Sup.EPtio ,
LatoacicaliPwciuctl
Quality Transmitters and Antennas at Reasonable Prices

FM Transmitters
'

High Performance Solid State Exciter

;

Solid State IPA Amplifier
One Year Limited Warranty
Factory Service
On site check out by factory
personal available
1,000 watt

The Industry's Online Resource

Calendar of Industry Events
Look up associations and regulatory groups in the
Broadcast Organization Directory
Find the equipment yo .1 need in the searchable
Vendor & Product Directory!

2,500 watt

$ 11.990.00

5,000 watt

$ 18,990.00

10,000 watt

$ 24,990.00

15,000 watt

$ 34,990.00

20,000 watt

Read weekly updates in the Newsroom!
Find trade shows and meetings in the

$5,990.00

$ 37,990.00

20 Watt Solid State Exciter - $ 995.00
Solid State FM Transmitters with Digital Exciter
120 watt
300 watt

$2,800.00
$3,500.00

2,000 watt
3.000 watt

1,000 watt

$7,990.00

5,000 watt

FM AMPLIFIERS
100 watt
$ 995.00
300 watt
500 watt

$ 1,790.00
$2,990.00

$ 12,900.00
$19,990.00
$29,990.00

FM STL
Both Transmitter
and Receiver
$3,500.00

FM Antennas
Pli

Poweg Levels 500 watts

to 20,000 watts per bay

As low as $395.00 per bay

Plus,
Guy Wire's exclusive column,
Reader Subscription Services
and more!

http://www.rwonline.com

FREQUENCY AGILE
FM TRANSLATOR
$2,500.00

*RF Coaxial Patch Panels
*FM Combiners

SupelioIatoa.ciealtetoductl
Contact Jimmie Joynt

For advertising hformation, contact
Richard Farrell at 703-998-7 600 x1

15 or

rfarrelleimaspub.com

17194 Preston Road, Suite 123-297 • Dallas, Texas 75248
Ph: 972/473-2577 • 800/279-3326 • Fax 972/473-2578 • 800/644-5958
Email: sbp@pulse.net
web site: www.sbpjj.com
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Sound Experience
Sound Partners
D

ielectric Communications has installed 3/4 of all the digital

antennas in the USA. As a radio broadcaster, you're planning
that 21st century digital transition for your audiences also.
Let's work together to develop a system with clearer signals
now and digital capabilities later. From digital ready combiner
systems, transmission lines, and antennas, to complete
engineered RF systems, Dielectric is your FM resource today
and DAB partner tomorrow.
Dielectric Communications • 22 Tower Road • Raymond, Maine 04071
1-800-341-9678 • Email: dcsales e)dielectric.com • www.dielectric.com

Dilec
tric
COMMUNICATIONS

Engineering Excellence Since 1942
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REPORT

Antenna Concepts Tames Terrain
by Randy Pugsley
Tectmical Director
CBSAnfinity Broadcasting
PORTLAND, Ore. One of the biggest
technical challenges faced by FM broadcasters is that of delivering ahigh-quality signal in the hills and canyons of the
San Francisco Bay area. During my 20
years as a broadcast engineer in San
Francisco, this was also a serious personal challenge for me.
As chief engineer of KOIT-FM, part of
my problem was that the transmitting
antenna is located on the famous Sutro
Tower Because of its size, antenna patterns of FM stations have suffered from
"holes" where the coverage is shadowed
by the tower, and from multipath in other
areas due to reflections from this massive
steel structure.
Quality service
KOIT-FM was one of the original
occupants when the Sutro Tower was
built over 25 years ago. Over that period, KOIT-FM has installed four different FM antennas in the attempt to eliminate shadows and multipath so as to
provide quality service to the San
Francisco Bay area.
The first antenna installed for KOITFM was a panel-type (wrapped around
one of the tower's huge legs), directionalized and distorted, but not by design.
The second was athree-bay, full-wave
spaced "rototiller" at the fifth-level of the
six-level tower.
The station still received many compdaints of RF interference to television
reception from homes located on Mount
Sutro. Idecided it was time to reexamine
our antenna scheme.
In the early ' 90s, we replaced that
antenna with a six- bay half- wave
spaced rototiller on a lambda tower

section, the best technology available at
that time. While this improved RFR
and interference, we still had serious
multipath and inconsistent coverage in
many areas.

new antenna site. This was unacceptable,
as we would lose our grandfathered power
and height at the Sutro Tower site.
Our "big break" came in early 1997,
when Idiscussed the problem with Lee

Sutro Tower, San Francisco
Antenna manufacturers and consultants
told me that little or nothing could be done
to improve the KOIT-FM signal short of a

Granlund, director of engineering for Z
Spanish Media Corp. and adesign engineer I've known for almost 25 years.
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Lee told me that he had been working
with Antenna Concepts to resolve similar
problems for some of the Z Spanish
Media stations, and he showed me some
impressive results.
Lee's work with Antenna Concepts
had contributed greatly to the new
design that does away with unwanted
side lobes, wasted downward energy
and deep nulls.
About the same time, Ilearned that
KOIT-FM would have to give up its
location on the fifth level of Sutro.
However, Ialso learned that Sutro
Tower Inc. would cover the cost of
moving the KOIT-FM antenna, or of
installing a new antenna on the northeast spire just below the Channel 32
antenna.
Iimmediately arranged a meeting
with Lee; Talmage Ball, vice president
of engineering
for Bonneville
Broadcast; and the station manager.
Lee was given the opportunity to
design what he terms his " biggest
accomplishment."
The results were beyond our expectations. Almost all of the multipath problems we had endured for years simply
disappeared. KOIT-FM has the cleanest
signal in San Francisco, and we got calls
from listeners in Santa Rosa, Sacramento
and Monterey.
The 24 kW signal is now outperforming some San Francisco stations with 100
kW and more. The antenna also exhibits
superior bandwidth, which we measured
with anetwork analyzer.
Equally impressive, and perhaps more
important to the KOIT-FM staff and
management, Arbitron ratings for the
San Francisco market area show that
KOIT ( AM and FM) climbed to No. 1
(target audience, persons 25-54) in the
first book in 1998, and KOIT-FM
remained there for every book in 1998.
For more information contact Antenna
Concepts in California at (530) 6212015, fax ( 530) 622-3274, visit
www.antennaconcepts.com or circle
Reader Service 53.
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Price $540.00
Sensitivity . 28 microvolts for 12 dB quieting.
All 3 frequencies. Alert tone demutes receiver, closes relay and gates audio to 600 ohm
rear terminals. Another set of rear terminals
has continuous 600 ohm audio output.
Double conversion crystal controlled, crystal
filter in first I.F., ceramic filter in second I.F.
Dual gate MOS FET front end. 50 ohm coaxial input. Adjacent channel (±25 kHz) down to
70 dB. 19" rack mount, 3.5" H, all metal
enclosure. In stock—available for immediate
delivery.
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Drive virtually any headphone load, even
and one in the rear for extra headsets.
Balanced or unbalanced operation with
sensitivity from - 10 dBm to +8dBm. Short
circuit protected discrete outputs. Comes with
heavy duty power supply. Panel mount also
available.
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small speakers. Two front panel 1/4" jacks
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www.gorman-redlich.com
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POWERFUL DIAL- UP CONTROLLER

Designed by broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital audio switchers
offer excellent sonic quality, removable I/O connections, contact closures and serial
remote control capabilities and flexible mounting accessohes.
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8X2D
Active crosspoint switcher with 8stereo inputs, 2
stereo and 2mono outputs

SS 12•4
Active crosspoint switching/routing with 12 stereo
inputs and 4stereo outputs.
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10X1
Passive switching/routing with 10 stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

6X1G
Passive switching/routing with 6stereo inputs and
one stereo output, or vice-versa.

SS 3.1
Passive switching/routing with 3stereo inputs and
one stereo output or vice-versa.

Perfect for Studio & Automation Control
Interfaces with most studioautomation systems. Control it fromeither
adial-up line or external audio path . The DR-10's active, balanced,
telco audio output lets you do live remotes, remote announcement
recording and..rilUCh t m uch more!

MIR

Ontstantinofeatures: Exceptional Value

SS 2.1/13NC
Passive switching/routing with 2composite audio,
video, or AES/EBU inputs to 2composite audio.
video, or AES/EBU outputs, or vice-versa.

two.
SS 8.2
Active crosspoint switching with 8stereo inputs,
2stereo plus 2mono outputs.

>10 dry relay contacts out.
>Auto- answers on user setable hng
it and auto-disconnects.
.-Relays can be assigned to any
tone & can be momentary,
latching with distinct on/off codes,
or interlock latched with others.
>Up to 8digit, user set, password.
>Momentaryrelayscandoseafter tone.
>Relays can beep Men activated.
Closures are after the beep!

3X28
Active crossooint switcher with 3stereo inputs and
2stereo outputs.
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Check out our web site for
product information, list pricing
and alist of distributors!

8x1 DAS
Routes any one of eight AES/EBU digital inputs
to split outputs.

SS 2.1/TERM
Passive switching/routing with two stereo inputs
to one stereo output or vice-versa.

BROADCAST
Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

E-mail: bti ut broadcasttools.com

Voice: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719
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$2499
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2Dedicated Mikes
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info@autogramcorp.com
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> Proprietary two-tone & detection
delay modes eliminate false trips.
>4 Status inputs beep when queried,
alarm dial and control relays.
>Control equipment & monitor local
audio with the internal audio hybrid.
>All settings retained after power faiure.
>Silencer option removes DT1!AF tones
from the audio output.
>New LOWER list price only $ 399.00.
>Best features vs. price in the industry.
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MIKE, LINE, SLIMMING AND DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS
Compact • Low Noise & Distortion • Servo Balanced Outputs @ 22dBm • Field or Studio Use • Desk or Rack Mount Kits.
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NANOAMP SERIES
M0200
MA%

SUM100 Stereo to Mono Summing Amplifier
L200
Two Channel Line Buffer & Isolation Amplifier
16E200
Two Channel Microphone to Line Driver

DA103
Line Input to Three Isolated & Protected Balanced Line Outputs
DINA103 Microphone XLR Input to Three Isolated XLR Balanced Outputs

Free Brochure Available Upon Request

AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

http://www.atiguys.com
328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 19044
800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax: 215-443-0394
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Skytiller Broadens Coverage
Oldies
Station Up
In Smoke
by Lee J. Freshwater
Director of Engineering
Asterisk Radio Group

by Peter Stohrer
Chief Engineer
WQLL(FM)
MANCHESTER,
N.H.
On
Thursday, Oct. 21 at 1:02 p.m..
Manchester, N.H., oldies station
Cool 96.5 went off the air due to a
misdirected dynamite charge
caused by a blasting crew clearing
ledge around the WQLL transmitting site.
WQLL's transmitting facility is
located on the eastern side ot
Mount Uncanoouc in Goffstown.
N.H. As the station's chief engineer.
Iarrived at 1:30 p.m. to find the
guyed Rohn 180- foot tower down
and the building housing the transmitting equipment in an imminent
state of collapse. The blasting mat.

WOLLs Transmitting Facility
After the Blast
used to keep rock from becoming
airborne, had come to rest on top of
the building following the blast.
The station's General Manager
Ray Garon arrived on the scene
shortly after Idid. WQLL is one ot
three stations in the Manchester.
N.H., market owned by Saga
Communications of Grosse Pointe
Farms, Mich.
By 2 p.m. we contacted Steve
Vanni of Technet Systems Group in
Auburn, N.H., and Steve began to
arrange replacements for the damaged equipment.
Workers from the blasting company were able to remove the transmitting equipment once the building was
safe from collapse.
WQLL was off the air for just a
short time as a temporary transmitting location was constructed on the
transmitter building of sister station
WZID(FM) located on the other side
of the mountaintop.
The cleanup
WQLL's directional antenna was
totaled in the accident. Steve immediately contacted Shively Labs in
Bridgton, Maine, and work began
on the replacement antenna and
directional study the same day.
The new installation also
required abandpass filter due to the
proximity of the WZID antenna.
and by early in the week of Oct. 25.
See SHIVELY, page 46
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GAINESVILLE, Fla. When Asterisk
Communications was faced with apossible antenna replacement for one of
our stations, we turned to Harris and
Dielectric for advice. After consulting
with Jim Thomason at Harris, we chose
the new Skytiller antenna.
An SKM-2E two- bay was purchased
for our 99.5 WBXY(FM) facility and an
SKM-3E three- bay for our 104.9
WXJZ(FM) rebuilding project. The results
and service were better than expected.
In February 1999, our new CP on
99.5 went on the air. But our new
Harris Z-5 showed aVSWR of 1.25:1.
Tests showed the transmitter and line
were working perfectly, but there was
something wrong with the antenna or
its installation.
Negotiations with the antenna manufacturer, tower crew and tower owner
did not solve the problem. Because we
were also looking for an antenna for
our newly acquired 104.9 property, the
decision was made to replace the
antenna.

Strong construction
The Skytiller can be configured as a
center or end- fed antenna. The rugged
construction will provide many years of
service withstanding the most- severe
weather and wind velocity up to 150 mph.
We found the published VSWR specifications to be much lower in the field.
A new feature available for SKM antennas is an optional fine matcher to fine
tune the antenna for minimum VSWR.
The antenna arrived on time. We
were impressed at the way it was
packaged for shipment. All parts were
foam wrapped, then paced in heavyduty cardboard boxes. Shipping damage would be virtually impossible with
normal routine handling. All the
instructions were plainly written, with
large diagrams for the crew to follow.
The old antenna was lowered to the
ground in preparation. As much
assembly as possible was done on the
ground, then each bay was individually hoisted in place on the tower for
installation. This ensures that too
much stress is not placed on the bay
connections.
Once completed, the transmission
line was connected and purged. Install
time was about two hours, with another hour for purging of the antenna.
Power was applied to the transmitter. The first thing Inoticed was the
reflected wattmeter did not move
Transmitter power came up to 2.7 kW.
with no VSWR. The transmitter
VSWR showed 1.00 and the Bird
meter VSWR showed less than two
watts.
We had lowered the VSWR from
1.25:1 to 1:00:1. Because we share a
tower with astation on 92.5, their system was also checked for possible
interference from the new antenna but
no problems were found. However, the
question remained — would our signal
improve?
With the tower site six miles north
of Gainesville, we always had asignal
problem in South Gainesville near the

University of Florida. We immediately
noticed an improvement in our signal
around the Gainesville area and a
great deal of our multipath problems
were gone.
We also recently installed the new
three- bay Skytiller at our 104.9 facility. Ican now receive this Class A station some 50 miles away with a
portable receiver.
In today's consolidated broadcast
world, engineers look hard at reliability. The new Skytiller was installed on
July 19, and has gone through two
months of the most- vicious lightning

Florida can provide
Along with the safety features of
the Harris Z-5, we have had no down
time since the installation. We were so
impressed with the Skytiller that it
will be our choice for our next antenna
upgrade.
The Skytiller antenna products are
manufactured exclusively for Harris by
Dielectric.
For more information contact Harris
Corp. Broadcast Division in Indiana at
(800) 622-0022, fax ( 765) 966-0623,
visit www.harris.com/communications
or circle Reader Service 91.
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call today to find out why Arrakis
studio furniture is the choice of
broadcasters worldwide...
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Cortana Stati-Cats Protect, Serve Shively
by Mark Persons
Owner, Broadcast Engineer
M.W. Persons and Assoc. Inc.
BRAINERD, Minn.
Lightning
happens almost anywhere. The difference between one location and another
is the frequency of lightning strikes
per year. Florida gets the highest number of lightning strikes.
Our company and most of our
clients are in the state of Minnesota.
We are a long ways from Florida, but
that does not exempt this area from
lightning damage.
Damage is a shock
At least twice each summer, Iam
called to repair lightning damage.
It can take a toll — financial damages to a facility start at $ 500 and go
up from there.
One of our clients suffered $ 18,000
damage from a single lightning strike
this summer. That radio station would
have spent four days off the air if there
had not been a backup transmitter
available.
The majority of lightning damage
occurs at facilities where there is no
lightning protection. Most people are
mistaken when thinking a lightning
rod at the top of aradio tower is lightning protection.
All the rod does is provide aconvenient place for lightning to strike. The
rod will only protect the tower beacon
light next to it.
In the case of the station with
$18,000 damage, there was a lightning
rod at the top of the tower. The station
had extensive damage to an exciter,
high- voltage rectifier stacks, low- voltage rectifier stacks, remote control and
audio processing equipment.
Getting protected
Cortana inade Stati-Cats for better

lighting protection.
What can Stati-Cats do to prevent
the problem or reduce the severity of a
lightning strike?
It all has to do with physics. StatiCats have hundreds of sharp points,
which bleed off static charges. That
bleeding action creates a flow of electrons, like through a resistor, reducing
the potential or voltage between cloud
and ground.
The result is that the number of
lightning strikes is reduced and the
severity of a lightning hit is lessened.
Some problem- prone stations have
reported that their lightning problems
have been virtually eliminated using
Stati-Cats.
If sharp points are all that is
required, why can't Ibuild my own?
Tower maintenance is expensive, it
is time-consuming and it is not ado-ityourself project.
The best and safest answer is to
purchase a commercially produced
product with along expected life.
And your point is ...
Cortana uses stainless- steel rods
that have been sharpened to fine point.
Those rods are mounted in aluminum
bars with a high- strength adhesive.
This is not something Ican imagine
the average person making.
Even with stainless- steel points, a
Stati-Cat may not last forever.
High discharge rates actually heat
the points making them dull at the
ends after years of faithful service.
Stati-Cats should be inspected annually and repaired or replaced as necessary. If a Stati-Cat needs to be
repaired then it has been working hard
and doing its job.
Also, with a purchase of a Cortana
Stati-Cat, users get professional
advice on how many stainless- steel
points would be right for an individual

situation. That advice is worth as
much as the product itself.
Irecommend Cortana Stati-Cats for
all installations.
There are even some small inexpensive ones for STL towers. As far as I
am concerned, they are cheap at twice
the price.
Mark Persons is an SBE-cernfied
Professional Broadcast Engineer. He
built 14 new radio stations and rebuilt
many others in the past 20 years.
He can be visited at his Web site
http://mwpersons.com
For more information contact
Cortana Corp. in New Mexico at ( 888)
325-5336, fax (505) 326-2337 or circle Reader Service 54.
TECH UPDATE
SWR Combline Bandpass Filter
SWR is developing a new line of
bandpass filters. A Combline Bandpass
Filter design is being implemented.
The company said it determined
product parameters such as performance and size according to the needs
of broadcasters. Research for a suitable design method indicated that a
quarter wave resonator, staged coupled design was best suited for the
design criteria.
This design is asuccessive configuration of quarter wave resonator cavities iris coupled with probe tuning.
For the first prototype, a two- stage
design was done.
SWR plans to implement a fullscale model, which should be available in limited models for the second
quarter of 2000.
For more information contact SWR
in Pennsylvania at (814) 472-5436;
fax (814) 472-5552; visit www.swrrf.com; or circle Reader Service 66.

Saves
Station

SHIVELY, continued from page 45

the antenna and filter were finished.
Steve also coordinated a number
of other pieces of equipment and
services including portable lighting,
transmission line, surveyors and
riggers to complete construction of
the tower and antenna.
Installation was set for the following Saturday and equipment began to
arrive by Tuesday.
On Saturday, Oct. 30, Shively
delivered the directional antenna
and filter to the site complete with
radomes and a field service technician to assist in the installation of
the antenna. At midnight on Oct. 31,
the new Shively Labs antenna was
lifted into place and the bandpass
filters tuned.
The project, in spite of the circumstances, went off without difficulty due to the rapid response of
Technet Systems Group and Shively
Labs. As the new antenna was
installed on Halloween, we at
WQLL can truly say that it turned
out to be, with the help of Technet
and Shively, areal treat and no trick.
For more information contact
Shively Labs in Maine at (888) 7448359, fax (207) 647-8273, or circle
Reader Service 92. Contact Technet
in N.H. at ( 888) TECHNET; fax
(800) FAX-4- SOS; or circle Reader
Service 94.
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CornStudy by RadioSoft.
Radio Mapping
At Its Best.
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ComStudy by RadioSoft sets anew standard for accurate and
-efficient mapping of all radio signals. ComStudy can bring a
- ' world of information about your existing or planned signals
right to your screen. ComStudy 2offers alot...
.11
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•
11
•
11
11
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Fully integrated transmitter databases
Fastest and most accurate calculations
Automatic interference calculations
Real time 3D displays
Area reliability studies
Accepted by the FCC
APCO coordination standard
All FCC, TIA, and ITU procedures included

ComStudy offers breakthrough software at afraction of the
cost of more cumbersome software programs. We'll even let
you test drive ComStudy for 15 days. Just call or visit our
•
website.

••••••
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The World Leader In Radio Mapping Technology.
109 W. Knapp Avenue, Edgewater, FL 32132
Phone 1-888-RADI095 in the USA
Globally, phone 1.904.426.2521 • www.radiosoft.com
RadioSoft Is ACustomer Mauly Company.
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Propagation Systems has introduced a new line of "rototiller" FM
high-power antennas.
This series of antenna is available
in both high- power ( FHR) and
medium- power ( FMR) versions and
configurations of half- and fullwave spacing. The arrays are normally configured up to 12 bays,
with inputs of either I5/8- inch or
3- 1/8- inch EIA.
The design consists of two
series- fed bent dipole elements to
form a space- phased circularly
polarized antenna. Because of the
series feed, the antenna is fed internally and can be pressurized, minimizing weather- related VSWR
problems.
Each element and associated
feeds are made of brass. Feed connections and flanges are TIG welded. Support brackets and hardware
are of corrosion- resistant stainless
or galvanized steel.
The FHR and FMR series come
with atwo-year limited warranty.
For more information contact
Propagation Systems in Pennsylvania
at ( 814) 472-5540, fax ( 814) 4725676 or circle Reader Service 74.
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LBA Solves Signal Problem
by Ji.. io Cesar Martinez
Engineer and Technical Director
Radio Universal
XELZ1AM), XECAA(AM)
AGUASCALIENTES,
AGS.,
Mexico Utilizing the LBA Technology
Combipole antenna and diplexer system
we solved an unfortunate coverage problem with our RF signal at XELZ.
Two of our stations, XELZ on 740
kHz, and XECAA on 950 kHz, were

link was operating correctly. When taking
power measurements at the antenna, they
were basically correct.
First, the diplexer was modified but
to no avail. The changes were done
using the same components. After two
additional attempts to change the
diplexer configuration we decided to
purchase an LBA Combipole Antenna
through a local LBA representative.
However, we did not directly consult
LBA Technology when making this
decision.
The audio and the bandwidth
improved after the installation of the
Combipole. Nevertheless, there were
still some problems with the presence

of the signal in some areas of the city.
We contacted LBA Technology by email to ask them about the situation
that we were experiencing and the staff
was courteous and responded promptly. We sent them our diplexer configuration and told them about the problem. LBA replied suggesting a new
configuration of the design and change
of the diplexer.
We accepted their proposal and purchased the new LBA Technology diplexer. The diplexer came pre-adjusted from
the factory and fine-tuning it on site was
not adifficult task.
The cabinets have all the necessary
elements to physically install them at the

base of the tower.
Now, despite the distance, XELZ has
good presence and the audio quality has
also improved. XECAA, which did not
have problems, also experienced
improvements in its signal.
Finally, the problem was solved with
the installation of the LBA Combipole
and new diplexer. LBA Technology's
service and support to us were excellent and, in hindsight, we are sorry not
to have contacted them earlier, because
we could have expedited the process of
providing high- quality service to our
listeners.
Julio Cesar Martinez can be contacted
by e-mail at jcmartin@verona.fi-p.unam.mx
For more information contact LBA
Technology in North Carolina at (800)
522-4464, fax ( 252) 752-9155, visit
www.lbagroup.com/technology or circle
Reader Service 62.

Engineers Agree....to Receive Best Signal
the Radio Industry should use a
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LBA Technology's Combipole and
Diptexer in Use at Radio Universal
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Patriot 3.8 Meter

sharing aconventional series fed tower
and a diplexer. The approximate distance to downtown was five miles.
Within the city, the 740 kHz signal
experienced fading and narrowing of
the RF band. As aresult, our engineering department was besieged with
complaints telling us that the station
did not have "presence," in some areas
of the city "you could not hear it," and
the station was "dull or deaf."
Of course, both stations have audio
processing equipment and the audio quality at the console output was no different
from the other stations of our group. The

Chqçility Features:
Stock Ordrs Ship in 48 Hours
Easy Two-Irson Installation
125 mph «,ind Loading

UPDATE
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liantronic Laboratories
Kintronic Laboratories seeks to
meet the custom equipment needs of
the domestic and international medium wave broadcast industry.
In the United States, Kintronics
recently supplied phasing and multiplexing systems ranging from 50 kW
DAB- ready DA -2 phasing equipment, to diplexed NDA systems with
as little as 50 kHz separation
between frequencies.
On the international front,
Kintronics has designed, fabricated
and is in the process of installing both
a400 kW three-tower directional system and a 100 kW four-tower parasitic array at separate locations for
Transworld Radio.
For more information contact
Kintronic Labs in Tennessee at (423)
878-3141, fax (423) 878-4224, visit
www.kintronic.com or circle Reader
Service 57.

Complete • e
of Au

Components
In-Stock

Satellite Export & Engineering, Inc.
Sales Office

Visit Our Website:

Phone: 517-629-5990

1007 Industrial Avenue

www.sepatriot.com

Fax: 517-629-6690

Albion, MI 49224

E-mail - sepatriot@voyager.net

Toll Free: 800-470-3510

Grde (26)06 Reeder Service Cwd
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BUYER '
S GUIDE

TECH UPDATES
Litton Pressurization System
The DSN2 Nitrogen Pressurization
System from Litton is designed to provide concentrated nitrogen gas to any
transmission line.
The product provides asource of dry
gas at pressure designed to enhance performance of transmission towers with
high signal quality and areduced risk of
component damage from voltage breakdown and corrosion.
Concentrated nitrogen gas offers different features over dry air, such as lower
dewpoint levels (-60 degrees F or better),
and is inert with less than 2.5 percent oxygen by volume nominally.

Each unit ships
with 1/8- inch NPT
straight fitting, 1/4inch NPT straight
fitting, 25- inches of
1/4- inch OD plastic
tubing, and a shutoff valve.
The DSN2 can be
mounted in arack or
on the floor or wall.
All brackets and
hardware are included in the shipping
container.
For more information contact Litton
Life Support in Iowa at (800) 548-8662,
fax (319) 383-6125, visit the Web site at

Mark Antenna Products

www.littonls.com or circle Reader
Service 51.

im•i•ta•tion \ im-0-'ta-shon \

adj.

New planar array antennas from Mark
Antenna Products are designed to work
with spread-spectrum radios at 2.4-2.48
and 5.725-5.85 GHz, licensed radios at
3.4-3.7 and 7.125-7.75 GHz and PCS
repeaters in the 1900 MHz band.
In urban environments, where aesthetics and zoning are critical, the planar
array was designed as an alternative to
solid and grid parabolic antennas.
Planar antenna technology provides
many benefits. The company says this
technology, developed by Mark Antenna
Products, brings intrinsic tolerance control, resulting in consistent antenna performance from one product to the next.
Additionally, the planar array features a
photolithographic tnicrostrip process.
For more information contact Mark
Antenna Products/CSA Wireless in Illinois
at (847)981-1188, fax (847)981-9003, or
visit www.markantenna.com or circle
Reader Circle 52.

1:Resembling something else that is genuine and of better quality. 2:not real.
Nott Linear Ferrite RF Choke

B EFORE YOU BUY YOUR NEXT ANTENNA,
MAKE SURE IT'S REALLY AN ERI - TILLER
The Spring NAB show revealed numerous imitations of the famous ERI tiller style FM antenna,
complete with their derivative of the industry christened " rototiller" name. But, is it really as
good as the genuine article?
Do the imitators have the assurance of performance
guaranteed by ERI's 55 years of experience and 24
years of " ERI-tiller" fabrication knowledge.
Well, no. But, we are eager to try
and have some good ideas.

Will the imitators be able to provide same day parts
and 24 years of assembly experience?

Give us a few years and we'll be
able to figure it out.

Do the imitators offer full scale antenna range measurements and an
extensive library of tiller style antenna patterns?
Scale models are almost as good and we are accumulating some patterns.

How many of their antennas have actually met their
advertising clams?
Well, if you want to be technical, NONE.

PiRod

"I am flattered by the imitations of the ERI-tiller design. Iactually thought many of their
supposed improvements were a good idea, 25 years ago when ERI first tried them. But, the
fact remains, the ERI-tiller is the best antenna design and only ERI can make it. To insure the
quality you have learned to expect specify the ERI-tiller by name. Don't be fooled by an
imitation."
Tom Silliman, P.E.
President, ERI
There are no imitations of an ERI lambda mounting and tower system.
Allow ERI to construct your antenna-tower package with the best
equipment at the best price.

'iii
Ulrig

To prevent customer confusion the ERI FMH and FML series FM antennas are no longer available.
Current owners may contact ERI directly for parts and service. All ERI products remain available from

e

7777 GARDNER ROAD
CHANDLER, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
FAX (812) 925-4030

ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.
www.ERIinc.com

other vendors. Contact ERI for further details

arde (25)
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A linear ferrite RF choke, designed for
eliminating power pole interference, is
available in two forms from Nott Ltd.
The first version is an insert choke,
for situations in which the power company will allow the wire to be cut.
The wire through the choke is the
same gauge as the pole ground wire.
To install, a segment of ground wire
is cut out equal in length to the
choke. Split bolt connectors are furnished with which to connect the
choke into the ground wire. Clamps
are furnished with which to attach the
linear choke to the wooden pole.
Being gray in color and of small
diameter, it is unobtrusive.
The second version, if the power company will not allow the wire to be cut, a
is kit consisting of special split toroid
beads, cement and aweather resistant
plastic sleeve which is placed over the
beads after installations. It is somewhat
time consuming to install, but is
designed to be as effective and unobtrusive as the linear choke described above.
The chokes are designed for longterm service, but the company suggests
aperiodic visual check be made at intervals of every year or two.
For more information contact Nott
Ltd. in New Mexico at ( 505) 3275646; fax ( 505) 325-1142; visit
www.tjantenna.com; or circle Reader
Service 112.

The SU Series from PiRod is anew
flexible-design series of solid- rod towers for the broadcast, cellular, PCS and
mobile radio markets.
The SU Series features solid-rod legs
and solid structural members for long service life and prevention of internal corrosion. The single-rod legs are designed to
reduce ice accumulations, resulting in
lower wind loads.
Other features of the SU Series towers
include knock-down design, welded
climbing loops and adaptability to most
existing antenna mounts.
For more info contact PiRod Inc. at
(219) 936-4221, visit www.pirod.com
or circle Reader Service 73.
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Broadcast Equipment Exchange
-Broadcast

Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

WANT TO SELL

PRODUCTION

Acousticarirsr
888-765-2900

Full product line for sound
Control & noise elimination.

wrneacousticsfIrstcom
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Symetrix A220 stereo amp, solid
state, rack mounted, $ 175. C
Harper, 606-484-9393.
Custom built Altec-Lansing A323B
monaural, pwr amp, push-pull 6L6
output tubes, BO, transformers
worth over $350. M Crosby, 408363-1646.

CONSOLES

WANT TO SELL
Acoustic Systems soundproof
booths. 4'x4 .x7 ( fan, glass door),
nice, never used but not new, $ 795
+shpg from VA. C Lyon, 703-8604830 or cclyon@msn.com, for info
& photos.
Broadcast Tools ICM-16 (
2), new,
never used, ( 2) ICM16 controllers,
ICM 16RM station, ( 15) ICM-16DT
stations, $2500/130. Garry, 20E352-7560.

Andrew L44-N 1/2" connectors (8),
new in boxes. $20/ea: Andrew 87-R
1-5/8" connectors ( 24), $ 125/ea. C
Bryson, 724-776-5204.
Custom made 12- bay antenna
tuned to 96.5, less than 1yr old, call
for details. Steve, 915-658-2966.
ERI 3 bay FM circ pol tuned to
102.3 MHz in excel working cond.
BO. JKimel, 802-864-4321.

S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!
(804) 9844255

ERI CF 7- bay rototiller, tuned to
99.3 MHz, $3500. BCampbell, 915E73-0758.
Self supporting 210'. free standing
AM bcct tower, galvanized steel,
four legs, base about 10 square,
paintec red & white, standing since
1940 w/many gd yrs left. Free if
you'll take it down & haul it away.
Easy access right off Interstate 89 in
Northern Vermont. J Kimel, 802864-4321.
470' SOLID ROD TOWER, 2" legs,
100mph wind. Mark Barinowski,
706-733-1286.
....WI fallaineteMffie
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Coax patch panel 3-1/8"-7 pole.
Mike. 800-588-7411.
Dielectric 3-1(8" coaxial
Mike, 1300-588-7411.
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McCurdy SS4000 & SS4388A
manual/schematics & AM408A
amp manual/schematics. Doug
Walker, 519-654-0070.

Smartcaster automation systems
(3). one in service, two wiswitchers &
one w/o, all units used in satellite
automation, $4000/all.

Makis DL2, need not be Y2k ready,
will pay $ 1700 immed for operating
unit. RRoberts, 800-524-3994.

and Television market.
Now running

SPECIALS

on

audio and video:

DAT 8THE NEW R-CD

WANT TO SELL

Digilink Ill, extra SCSI drive for addtl
24 hrs record time, gd cond/dean,
$2750/80. PWolf, 941-458-3777.

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs

ANTENNAS/

Call Mark @ 740-653-2230

WANT TO BUY

A wholesaler in the Radio

more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
For

Circle ( 151) On Reader Service Card
dbx 224X- DS Type II tape NR unit,
1 rack space high w/rack ear's,
tape mon switch, RCA in & out
connectors, like new, BO. D
Nuechterlein, 517-686-9341.
AudioSource portable realtime
spectrum analyzer. RTA-ONE in
carrying case, battery/ac powered.
internal mike, $400; Gold Line RTA
1/3 Octave analyzer, LM27 one
rack space, 3 LED system, $250;
calibrated mike, $ 100; Shure
M615, w/matching ES615 analyzer
mic & case. $350, trade for old
bdct gear. M Hughes. 301-962E823.

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
WANT TO SELL
SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1-100 MARKETS, US and Caribbean via satellite.
airtime available now, call Mr. Ferguson
954-735-4070, www.ibnradio.com.
CART MACHINES
WANT TO SELL
Harris 3 deck, gd cond. $ 100. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.
ITC FI/P (
2), 3deck & (2) single play
cart machines, have all three tones &
are stereo. $2000/all. JParker Jr. 828966-9518.
Fidelipac Dynarnax CTR112 stereo.
single play cart machines (5), $800 ea
+shpg, has fast forward, used for 6mos
&put in storage. BLord, 206-932-4839.

ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.

Old Langevin mic preamps. A
Polhemus, 212-302-9310.
Auditronics 200 control room
monitor module for 200 Series
board. JSnaper. 530-265-9073.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Antex SX-35 tSA audio cards (3), balanced VO, w/manual & driver disks, $150
ea/BO. Tim Backer, 315-472-9797.

Collins 1C-6 in very gd cond, serviced regularly, $ 1000. TTabback,
520-282-4154.
Shure M267 prof portable mike
mixer w/limiter. 4 input. Phantom
pwr, battery/ac powered, clean
cond, $ 350; Ramsa WR-8210A,
10x4x2 mixer, ea chnl has 3
selectable inputs ( mic, line, tape),
3 band sweepable ( parametric)
EQ. new/demo. $ 1300 or trade for
old bdct gear; Soundworkshop
Series 30, 34. 40 parts, call for
list, copies of manuals/schematics for 30. 34, 40. Arms II, BO or
partial trade for mikes, effects.
etc. M Hughes. 301-962-6823.
Logitek 12 stereo mixer. Mike,
800-588-7411.
Soundcraft 600, 24x8, $3900; JL
Cooper 16 trk automation, $ 1200.
W Gunn, 760-320-0728.
WANT TO BUY
Soundcraft Delta 200 8x4x2 or
larger. M Schackow, 605-3743424.

Pioneer M403 6CD player, $ 120. S
PetitHomme. 914-966-3436.
COMPLETE
FACILITIES

' F:_cpenenced Prok,sional,
'RF and Studio Package.
Personal Service
Nev, Staiinn, and Moderniialion

•Toll Free
888-7.14-6635
entatI - rick«iewrniemetA dd

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIOiSTUTRANSMITTERiANTENNA
OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALSSUNS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
Yo u Know Vie Know Radio -

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE
Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create " real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

Communications
800-743-3684
MICROPHONES

WANT TO BUY

WANT TO SELL

RCA 4AAA-1 mics from 1920 that
resemble a box camera, 6"x6"x6"
size. LDrago, 203-230-5251.

EV 664 w/shockmount, less cable,
$80: EV 634 chrome & gray hognose w/H1-Z cable & table top
stand, $ 75; Astatic Mdl D- 10C
w/tabletop
stand, $65:
Webster/Chicago very old mic, BO;
Shure Mdl 27001 omni dynamics
12-1/2" x 1-1/8" ( 5 matched mics
@$55 ea). W Dougherty Jr, 573998-3117.

RCA 77-DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted. 615-352-3456. FAX: 615352-1922.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's. any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Hear and compare 12 classic broadcast microphones

Soundworkshop 40 A Polhemus,
212-302-9010
LIMITERS
WANT TO SELL

Pioneer PD-F1004 100 disc CD player, $ 100. C Harpen, 606-484-9393.

Urei 565 Little Dipper ECi, $700;
ADC Propatch 14" punchblock
patchbays. new. $ 600 ( many): 1.4"
IRS patch cords like new, $ 15;
ADC TT 144 point patch bays,
recond, $ 149-229. W Gunn, 760320-0728.
WANT TO BUY

Yamaha MX 200-12, excel prod
console, gd cond, $ 500. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.

CD PLAYERS
WANT TO SELL

Ramsa WP9055 power amp, new,
2x50 W rms @8 ohm, 100 W rms
bridged,
new
in
box,
5380/B0/trade. M Hughes, 301962-6823.

WANT TO SELL
EV EVT 5212, 12 chnl stereo
mixer,
like
new, $ 350.
G
Whittenberger. 765-985-2224.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC 8 ITC CARTS

TOWERS/CABLES

AUDISK SYSTEMS
FOR SALE

Optimod 8100A in excel cond
w 2 spare cards. $ 2995 + shpg;
Optimod 8100A SIT sub- chassis
for discrete stereo studio-xmtr
link. $ 495 + shpg. T Burns, 815E25-2100.
Optimod 8100A in excel cond,
$2995; Optimod 8100A S/T sub
chassis, for discrete stereo. $475.
T Burns, 815-625-2100.

Collins 26U-1: Gates Sta Level.
M Schackow, 605-374-3424.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST, 972271-7625.
WANT TO ADVERTISE?
CALL SIMONE MULLINS @
703.998.7600, EXT. 154

ntenor

construction

from the

GOLDEN AGE OF RADIO
Vet 1
$ 46
Western Electric: 618, 630, 633, 639
RCA: 50A, 88A, BK-1A, 44BX, 74B, 77C, D, DX, KB-2C, BK-5A
H IGHLAND I. % 130R.41 °RIES - '47 Front St h202, San Francisco CA 94; II
Tel. (
415) 981-5010
Fax (415) 981-5019
Symetrics 528E voice processor.
$300. C Harpen, 606-484-9393.

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

EV 635L mics. $95; Altec salt shaker mics, 5295/ea. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS

Simone
703t1
11le
11Pr,

Ext.

154

WANT TO SELL
1/2 rack equipment rack, $200. C
Harpen. 606-484-9393

HALL
Electronics

CBS Volumax, $400/ea: mint
Urei 1176LNs, black, $ 2300;
1176LN silver, $ 1800; 1176 original blue/silver transformer I/o.
$2300. W Gunn, 760-320-0728.
WANT TO BUY

See their

CLASSIC MICROPHONES

706 Rose Hill Dr.
Charlottesville Va. 22901
804-984-4255 (Voice)
804-984-3299 (Fax)

This Month's Special !!

BSI '-'
sSZbbe
131r....wdv..inzt.tet

Jaime Itattecituut a. ie 1

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $ 2995
Call or visit our web site for your discount

\„sales@holls .coin

www. halls . com

price

techeholls.com ,)
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The 11:brld's Best

EMPLOYMENT

Power Tubes

HELP WANTED

Sold By The

Seer? .571€2,16.5

Worlds Best
Distributors

se

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

is looking for computer specialists with great
people skills. Team up with the # 1manufacturer
of digital music systems! Must be willing to
relocate to Dallas, Tx. Experience must include:
•Knowledge of overall broadcast operations
• Il an lware/softwa re t
nnibleshooting_
• Network installations ( Windows/95/NT,
Novell. Linux. Lantastic).
Send restitue to: Brian A. Chase, GM, 13375
Stemmons Fwv. Ste • I.00. Dallas TX 75234. Fax:
972-620-2707, -E-mail: brian@scottstudios.com.

HQ: 8200 S. Memorial Parkway Huntsville, AL 35801 Phone: 256-882-1344 Fax: 256-880-8077
Mktg & Eng.: 3000 Alpine Road Ponola Valley, CA 94028 Phone: 650-233-0429 Fax: 650-233-0439
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RF POWER
The Hest of Two Worlds!
Immediate Shipment from Stock!

=
111‘

Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets
HV Rectifiers & Bridges

Svetlana

Tel: 760-744-0700
800-737-2787 •
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com •
Web: www.rfparts.com
435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069

RE PARTS
COMPANY

F
-Rom
1.111 IIV.,ATT.

Tr}

kit rlwA TTF,

Se Habla
Español
We Export

Circle (
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TT ETON

TURNTABLES

41.-s,vekirtSÊKSI

WANT TO SELL
Several misc TT's, Mall. W
Dougherty Jr, 573-998-3117.
RTS-405 stereo TT preamp ( 2J
$90/ea +shpg, used 6mos & put in
storage. BLord, 206-932-4839.

It 11114) W( ) Kl .1-/'s Product Showcase provkles aperfect
medium for test marketing our 1 luit- and sersiees.
It's am efficient, effeetiNe and affordable ailserti,ing option:
For more information, including rates and deadline,.
contact your salew representative or Si1114Me Maim.% at
fax: 703-67 I-7109
-

tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 154

Harris Corporation-Broadcast Communications Division,

the world's largest manufacturer of radio and television
equipment, has the following career opportunity for aSr.
Systems Engineer at our Quincy, IL facility.

SR. SYSTEMS ENGINEER

/

This individual will develop, design and test RF and transmitter
system solutions in support of the Radio product line; write purchasing specifications, assembly instructions and other engineering documentation; have contact with customers, salesmen
and other departments to meet scheduled deliveries and installations; and provide cost estimates of modifications to standard
transmitters. Requires aBSEE or equivalent work experience,
and 3-6 years of relevant work experience in Electrical
Engineering. Knowledge of high voltage power supplies, solid
state and/or tube RF amplifiers and their control logic, engineering standards, RF filter and combining design is also
required.

If qualified, please send resume and salary requirements to:
Human Resources Department, Harris Corporation
-Broadcast Communications Division, 4393 Digital
Way, PO Box 8450, Mason, OH 45040-8450; FAX:
(513)459-3892 or E-mail: eagarcitilharris.com FOE

GOODSTAR
BROADCASTING
OF KANSAS
I
IAS AN OPENING FOR CORPORATE
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR. Applicants
should have a minimum of ten year.
experience & he knowledgeable in the
repair. maintenance & installation ol
transmitter, studio equipment. microwave
systems& broadcast computer technology
Salary commensurate with experience plu,
automobile & expenses. Travel is required
Qualified applicants should send resume
to . President & CEO, Goodstar
Broadcasting, 1660 NTyler, Wichita KS
67212. Cocakiar is an equal opportunit!.
entployer.

Chief Engineer for Communication
Center of Minnesota State services
for the Blink. Supervises astaff of
four technicians and many volunteers. Communication Center operates a statewide broadcast SCA
radio network, afacility for the production of books on tape and in
Braille, and a repair and replacement facility for National Library
Service for the Blink audio equipment. Candidate will be familiar
with all radio broadcast equipment
including STL and SCA, computer
hardware, and digital audio.
Position may require up to 25% instate travel. Selection based on
experience and training rating. FCC
General Class Radio-Telephone
license required. Pay range is
$36,644 to 53,286 yearly. Entry pay
based on your experience and
training. Apply on State of
Minnesota application for employment. Call Terri Lipinski, Human
Resources,
Department
of
Economic Security, 651-296-7478.

ALBANY

BROADLAS FINLt
COMPANY NC'\'6j
AVAILABLE
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY:
CHIEF ENGINEER - RADIO

4-FM & 2-AM COMMERCIAL
WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF TUBE &
SOLID STATE TRANSMITTERS, HIGH
POSITIONS WANTED
Average Joe trained & looking for
on-air, prod, sports, and/or sales
position. Recent graduate, call 405224-5615.

Middays, Aftemoon drive or nights.
Any of those need filling? 9year vet
relocating to W0fi< for you. Andy, 33°633-5323.

Broadcasting
school
grad
w/exper in a live studio seeking
position at your station. Multi-task
oriented, any position sought,
Victoria, 405-681-9538.

Veteran broadcaster, retired from
Voice of America could do part-time gig
as news anchor or in production. Alex
Kuhn, 864-595-7092.

Bryan Thompson, recent broadcasting school grad with live on-air
experience. Enthusiastic & hardworking. OKC located & ready to
work for you. 405-350-5658.
Creative, energetic, tun, professional, ambitious, dependable,
team player, goal-oriented, ready to
impress, mature, 2voices, ready to
make an impact at your station.
Reggie, 405-741-8565.

Call
-801:11-9

Simone

B-9 0.45

or email at:

Elt

e>ct. I5.4

smt_illins

irriespulD.corn

Enthusiastic broadcasting school
grad w/experience looking for position as announcer or newscaster.
Have experience in production, fast
edit & cool edit pro. Billy, 405-6707734.
Hard working, friendly CE seeks
employment, FTPT/contract work,
NE. Looking for Radio/TV/AM/cable
or similar. FCC/CET licensed.
Available immediately. M Rakoff,
718-969-5224.

15 year broadcast veteran seeks to
relocate to Maryland/Pennsylvania/DC
region. Seeks FT employment, exper in
news, talk, prod, music & administration. T/R: 207-882-4865.
CE position wanted. Exper w/computers, xmtrs, automations, DCS, UDS,
digital studios, 22 yrs exper. R King.
541-269-9109.
Experienced CE seeks FT/PT/contractiseasonal work in the NE.
Friendly, outgoing, looking for radio, TV
work. FCC licensed, CET (
4options),
amateur operator. Exper in carrier current AM & MDS also. M Rakoff, 718969-5224.
Middays, afternoon drive or nights.
Any of those need filling? 9yr vet relocating to work for you. Andy, 330-6335323.

POWER FM/DIRECTIONAL AM AND
SATELLITE SYSTEMS AMUST
SBE CERTIFIED & 7-10 YEARS IN
THE FIELD EXPERIENCE HELPFUL
CONTACT: JOHN KELLY
At ALBANY BROADCASTING Co.
6JOHNSON RD, LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 786-6600
CHIEF ENGINEER RETIRING!
NEED FtEPIAGF_MENT
For WMYX-WEMP-WXSS Milwaukee.
New suburban facility with educated Class
B FM & 5 kW DA2AM. Full-time
Assistant in staff Gnat salary, benefits &
staff. Fax nNiines & refereric..., tie GM.
414-529 .'.
Iill

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

WE PLACE
ENGINEERS
Employer Paid Fees.
20 Years personalized
&confidential service.
All USA States & Canada
MAIL 61 FAX:

KEYSTONE INTL., INC.
49 S. Main St., Pittston, PA 18640 USA

Recent bdctg school grad, gd voice.
great work ethic, ratings go-getter seeks
DJ or talk radio. Works well wpublic.
Mark, 405-940-2800.

(it zi

Tel: (570) 655-7143
Fax: (570)654-5765

web: keystoneint.com
Employee & Employer SOTVICe
Alan Cornish / Mark Kelly

ine

Rodie W.Gorki.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AUDIO

WANT TO SELL

PRODUCTION

AcousticsFire
T4d'. 888-785-2801
Full product line for sound
contrDI & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO SELL
Symetrux A220 stereo amp, solid
state, rack mounted, $ 175. C
Harper, 606-484-9393.
Custom built Altec-Lansing A323B
monaural, pwr amp, push-pull 6L6
output tubes, BO, transformers
worth over $350. M Crosby, 408363-16ê.6.

WANT TO SELL
Acoustic Systems soundproof
booths, 4'x4'x7 (fan, glass door),
nice, never used but not new. $ 795
+shpg from VA. C Lyon, 703-8604830 or cclyon@msn.com, for info
&photos.
Broadcast Tools ICM-16 (
2), new,
never used, ( 2) ICM16 controllers,
ICM 16RM station, ( 15) ICM-16DT
stations, $ 2500/130. Garry, 206352-7560

CONSOLES

AUDISK SYSTEMS
FOR SALE
Call Mark @ 740-653-2230

Digilink Ill, extra SCSI drive for addtl
24 hrs record time, gd cond/dean.
$2750/B0. PWotf, 941-458-3777.
Smartcaster automation systems
(3), one in service, two w/switchers &
one w/o, all units used in satellite
automation. $4000/all.
WANT TO BUY

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

Makis DL2, need not be Y2k ready,
will pay $1700 immed for operating
unit. RRoberts, 800-524-3994.

and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:

BUSINESS

BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R- Rs
AUDIOPAK. FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS

ANTENNAS/

DAT & THE NEW R-CD

TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
Andrew L44- N 1/2" connectors ( 8),
new in boxes. $20/ea; Andrew 87-R
1-5/8" connectors ( 24). $ 125/ea. C
Bryson. 724-776-5204.
Custom made 12-bay antenna
tuned to 96.5, less than 1yr old, call
for details. Steve, 915-658-2966.
ERI 3 bay FM circ pol tuned to
102.3 MHz in excel working cond.
BO. Jkimel, 802-864-4321.

S.W.R. FM Antennas
Great Antenna
Great Price!

+Ee4T
iiHAU
•etronks
(
804) 984-4255

ERI CP 7- bay rototiller, tuned to
99.3 MHz, $3500. BCampbell, 915673-0758.
Self supporting 210'. free standing
AM bdct tower, galvanized steel,
four legs, base about 10' square,
paintec red & white, standing since
1940 w/many gd yrs left. Free if
you'll take it down & haul it away.
Easy access right off Interstate 89 in
Northern Vermont. J Kimel, 802864-4321.
470' SOLID ROD TOWER, 2" legs,
100mph wind. Mark Barinowski,
706-733-1286.
oitf_R SITE REQudemurr
FCC antenna structure
registration signs.
Guy was warning devices.
RF-EllE coance signs.
Custom CAUTION signs.
FCC ASR gate entrance signs.

610-458-8418
Coax patch panel 3-1 8 7 pole
Mike, 800-588-7411.
relay,

.1DVERTISE

IN
IZA1)10
• N‘ 01(I.D! •
E;

Circle

(
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224X- DS Type II tape NR unit,
1 rack space high w/rack ear's.
tape mon switch. RCA in & out
connectors, like new, BO. D
Nuechterlein, 517-686-9341.
dbx

AudioSource portable realtime
spectrum analyzer, RTA-ONE in
carrying case, battery/ac powered,
internal mike, $400; Gold Line RTA
1/3 Octave analyzer, LM27 one
rack space, 3 LED system, $250;
calibrated mike, $ 100; Shure
M615, w/matching ES615 analyzer
mic & case, $350. trade for old
bdct gear. M Hughes, 301-9626823.

OPPORTUNITIES
WANT TO SELL
SYNDICATE YOURSELF 1-100 MARKETS, US and Canbbean via satellite,
airtime available now, call Mr. Ferguson
954-735-4070, www.ibnradio.com.
CART MACHINES

Harris 3 deck, gd cond, $ 100. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.
ITC RIP (
2), 3deck & (2) single play
cart machines, have all three tones &
are stereo, $2000/all. JParker Jr, 828966-9518.
Fidelipac Dynamax CTR112 stereo,
single play cart machines (5). $800 ea
+shpg, has fast forward, used for 6mos
&put in storage. BLord, 206-932-4839.

ANTEX AUDIO CARDS, WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD. A.S.C.
(619) 523-1575.
Urei 565 Little Dipper Ea $70C:
ADC Propatch 1/4" punchblock
patchbays, new, $600 (
many); 1.4"
TRS patch cords like new, $ 15;
ADC TT 144 point patch bays,
recond, $ 149-229. W Gunn, 760320-0728.
WANT TO BUY
Old Langevin mic preamps. A
Polhemus, 212-302-9010.

IL L
INiDNE
7D3.998.7600
EXT.
1 54

Auditronics 200 control room
monitor module for 200 Series
board. JSnaper. 530-265-9073.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Antex SX-35 ISA audio cards (3), balanced 10. wmanual & driver disks, $150
ea BO. Tim Backer, 315-472-9797.

V Create " real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.

Yamaha MX 200-12, excel prod
console. gd cond, $ 500. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.

Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.

Shure M267 prof portable mike
mixer w/limiter, 4 input, Phantom
pwr. battery/ac powered, clean
cond, $350: Ramsa WR-8210A,
10x4x2 mixer, ea chnl has 3
selectable inputs ( mic, line, tape),
3 band sweepable ( parametric)
E0, new/demo, $ 1300 or trade for
old bdct gear; Soundworkshop
Series 30, 34, 40 parts, call for
list, copies of manuals/schematics for 30, 34, 40, Arms II, BO or
partial trade for mikes, effects,
etc. M Hughes, 301-962-6823.

Soundcraft 600, 24x8, $3900; JL
Cooper 16 trk automation, $ 1200.
W Gunn, 760-320-0728
WANT TO BUY
Soundcraft Delta 200 8x4x2 or
larger. M Schackow. 605-3743424.

y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

\
/
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WANT TO SELL

RCA 4AAA-1 mics from 1920 that
resemble a box camera, 6"x6"x6"
size. LDrago, 203-230-5251.

EV 664 wishockmount, less cable,
$80; EV 634 chrome & gray hognose w/H1-Z cable & table top
stand, $ 75; Astatic Mdl D- 10C
w/tabletop
stand, $65:
Webster/Chicago very old mic, BO;
Shure Mdl 27001 omni dynamics
12-1/2" x 1-1/8" ( 5 matched mics
@$55 ea). W Dougherty Jr, 573998-3117.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES

Picture :

ler

* Exmtios:(1 Professional,
*RF and Studio Package,
*Personal Service *
New Stations and Modernitati'm
:
11'erlia

'

*Toll Free *
888-744-6635
email - rick«eestonemet
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES
STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

Optimod 8100A in excel cond.
$2995; Optimod 8100A S/T sub
chassis, for discrete stereo, $475.
TBurns, 815-625-2100.

Collins 26U-1: Gates Sta Level.
M Schackow, 605-374-3424.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's &
670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST, 972271 - 7625.

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio

WANT TO ADVERTISE?
CALL SIMONE MULLINS @
703.998.7600, EXT. 154

See their interior construction

from the GOLDEN AGE OF RADIO
Vol. 1

$ 45

Western Electric: 618, 630, 633, 639

H

50A, 88A, BK-1A, 44BX, 74B, 77C, D, DX, KB-2C, BK-5A

IGHLAND LABORATORIES
Tel. (415) 981-5010

-

747

Front St 5202, San Francisco CA 94111

Fax (415) 981-5019

Symetrics 528E voice processor,
$300. C Harpen, 606-484-9393.

RCA ribbon mics. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

EV 635L mics. $95; Altec salt shaker mics, $295/ea. W Gunn, 760320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS

Call Simone Mullins to
advertise, 703.998.7600,
\•.„

Ext. 754

CBS Volumax, $400/ea; mint
Urei 1176LNs, black, $ 2300;
1176LN silver, $ 1800; 1176 original blue/silver transformer I/o,
$2300. W Gunn. 760-320-0728.
WANT TO BUY

RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on- air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

CLASSIC MICROPHONES

RC/k.

Optimod 8100A in excel cond
wi2 spare cards, $2995 + shpg;
Optimod 8100A SIT sub- chassis
for discrete stereo studio-xmtr
link, $495 + shpg. T Burns, 815625-2100.

RCA 77- DX, 44-BX, KU-3A's, WE.
639's, On- Air & recording lights
wanted. 615-352-3456, FAX: 615352-1922.

Hear and compare 12 des= broadcast inicsopncres

LIMITERS

Pioneer M403 6CD player, $120. S
PetitHomme. 914-966-3436.

Equtpmen

WANT TO BUY

Video

Pioneer PD- F1004 100 disc CD player, $ 100. CHarpen, 606-484-9393.

800-743-3684

MICROPHONES

Soundworkshop 40. A Polhemus,
212-302-9010.

WANT TO SELL

Of

.t
Communications

CD PLAYERS
WANT TO SELL

Ramsa WP9055 power amp, new,
2x50 W rms @ 8ohm. 100 W rms
bridged,
new
in
box,
$380/130/trade. M Hughes, 301962-6823.

Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT

McCurdy SS4000 & SS4388A
manual/schematics 8, AM408A
amp manual/schematics. Doug
Walker, 519-654-0070,

Logitek 12 stereo mixer. Mike,
800-588-7411.

WANT TO SELL

.11 lan

aneariaiDttaolcorn

Dielectric 3-1/8" coaxial
Mike, 800-588-7411.

For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

EV EVT 5212, 12 chnl stereo
mixer,
like
new, $ 350.
G
Whittenberger. 765-985-2224.

Collins IC-6in very gd cond, serviced regularly, $ 1000. TTabback.
520-282-4154.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

A wholesaler in the Radio

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE

WANT TO SELL

706 Rose Hill Dr.

WANT TO SELL
1/2 rack equipment rack. $200. C
Harper), 606-484-9393

HALL
Electronics
Charlottesville Va. 22901

804-984-4255 (Voice)

804-984-3299 ( Fax)

This Month's Special

11

BSI

titr.„..oitlact..t &one ttoteeirmut ta. nie I

Broadcast Automation Software
JUST $ 999 List
Turnkey Systems Starting at $ 2995
Call or visit our web site for your discount price
sialesehalls.corn

WIXIS .halls . com

techehalls.coin}

Circle ( 152) On Reader Service Card
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MISCELLANEOUS ( CONT)
Spectra Sonics 601 compressor,
MONO, complete w/outboard controls
& VU meter, schematic, brand new,
$200; Allen & Heath "Mini-Limiter/ProUmiter" $50/130. M Crosby, 408-3631646.

RF Warning Signs
9"x 12" $ 13.95
10"x 19"$19.95

Lrj(AIL

CAUTION
;-

Electronics 18041 9844255

Variety of good oil capacitors;
Calrad TD- 71 tape head demagnatiz
er, $ 12; Voltampere Corp DC pwr supply, 0-40V 0-50V pp- 7545-610;
Lambda Electr Corp Mdl 41 pwr supply; Crosby Labs Type 14A dwg 48D
diversity combiner. W Dougherty Jr,
573-998-3117.
10 Sangamo Mica capacitors.
assorted values, $500; Myat End
Term, 7/8" EIA flange, $50; 20 coil tap
dips, assorted sizes, $50; Kintronic
phasor front panel dial w/counter, $25.
G Salyer, 813-685-3740.
501110N BLOWERS AND RATE BLOOMS,
new & rebuilt for Elcom, Horns, CCA, CSC
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Manderson Si. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Audiometrics voice over booth on
w/XLR/phono
inputs,
wheels
60x42x30, $ 1275 +shpg. J Baltar,
207-623-1941.

WANT TO BUY
Audio, Highfidelity & similar magazines from the 1950's. M Stosich, 630960-9137
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12"
LP be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-6743060.
MONITORS
WANT TO SELL
Collins 900C-3 stereo mod mon still
type accepted, $500. JParker Jr, 828966-9518.
Used Mod Monitors, McMartin &
Belar. Many to choose from, tuned &
calibrated on your frequency, full guaranteed. Goodrich Ent. 402-493-1886.
Yamaha NS10Ms, $295. W Gunn.
760-320-0728.

RECEIVERS &

STUDER RE VOX
PARTS/ SERVICE

TRANSCEIVERS
WANT TO SELL
Scientific-Atlanta 7300 rcvr &
6325 digital processing unit w/7.5 &
15 kHz cards in gd cond, $ 1500. R
Meyers, 305-264-5963, jrmeyers@bellsouth.net.

December 22, 1999

Cassette- CD-Open reel
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.
JM TECHNICAL ARTS
1515 Elm Hill Pike #203
Nashville, TN 37210 (615) 365-9030

RECEIVERS - ALL TYPES
WE BUILD RECEIVERS
FM, FM/SCA, WEATHER, RDS, PUBLIC SERVICE,
MONITORS, FM/SCA Ethnic, SPECIAL, CUSTOM
WWW.DAYTONINDUSTRIAL.COM
Dayton Industrial Corp
2237 Industrial Blvd, Sarasota, FL 34234
TEL: 941-351-4454 FAX: 351-6081
RECORDERS

Magnecord 1022 r-r, works, Mo. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.

WANT TO SELL
tunpex 440 2trk, gd cond, one meter
needs new glass, lines up, sounds great,
$750/80. Chuck, 972-772-9354.

Magnefax r-rduplicator, new heads,
make 530-minute monaural copies
in asingle four-minute pass, $2000.
W Watrous, 941-366-3316.

Ampex 44013 2 trk, 15 & 30 ips,
$100080; Studer A80 24 trk widebody,
$20K130. APolhemus, 212-302-9010.

Otan MX50501311-2 (4), great cond, 2
speed, 2trk, 2chnl, 1/4" tape, $1100.
DWatson, 508-752-0700.

CONSULTANTS
EVANS
.ssoc

r s

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV
•
• EMC Test abFCC and Eur( ipean IIEC)

FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Detuning
Upgrade & Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning & Proof

TV •

oTv Transition •

210 S. Main St., Thiensville, WI 53092, (262) 242-6000, FAX (262) 242-6045
http://wwwevansassoc.com
Member AFCCE

Í T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LPTV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Experimental Authorizations

•Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

•Station Inspections

tr

1-301-913-9287

FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 5272 Riser

MUNN-REESE, INC.
Broadcast Ermineerinil
Consultiints

AM - FM - TV
Box 220, 100 Airport Rd.
Coldwater. MI 49036
517-278-7339 or Fax 517-278-6973

wayne@munn-reese.rom

eTY.
'datawcple

.

"Mean

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.

EXPERTS IN:
FM • Directional Antennas • RF Exposure

Rd, #461i • Bethesda,

MD

20816}

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTAVIN
Full Service From Allocation to
Operation AM/FM/TV/AUX Services;
Field Work; Antenna and
Fuld. Design

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience
912-638-8028

202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

%%s% n.datan orld.rom
80(1-368-5754

Q: Looking for
quality radio
programming? ,
A: DAStrock.com

mba dataworld.rion
fax: 301-656-341

1-800-797-1338

Fax (612) 785-4631

8899 Hastings St NE, Minneapolis, MN 55449 ( 612)785-4115 • Mendier AFC(['

PC -

SOFTWARE

AM FM TV Search Programs
Signal Mapping- SIL Paths
RFHAZ-US Census PopCount
FAA Tower- Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Engineering Consultant
1600 Picturesque Drive
Cedar Falls IA 50613

System One Communications
Broadcast Constructors & Consultants
Houston, Texas

888-625-5649
›.•

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
-Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis tor New Allocation.
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDSIMMDSJITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
'Field Work
'Expert Testimony

•

EMEll\('OMMUNICATIONS

MCI JH-24 16 trk 2' 16 trk, gd cond,
auto locator, still in service, BO. R
Murphy, 512-349-2231.
Otani 5050 BIII, 1/4" 2trk, like new
cond, $ 1000: Panasonic 3900 DAT
machine w/controller, very low hrs,
$1200. JJames, 415-331-9346.

HEAD RELAPPING/
REPLACEMENT
All tape and film formats
30 years experience
•

350 N. Eric Drive
Palatine, IL 60067
800-227-4323

Otani ARS 1000, gd cond, PB only,
$400. Jim, 615-321-3612.
Parts for Scully 28 trk, Teac 3440S,
3340, 80-8, Otan 5050 8 trk,
Dokoder 7100, 7140, 8140. M
Hughes, 301-962-6823.
Scully 270, Metrotech 500 Series r
r, 3 of ea, service manuals, parts
cache included, $ 100/all +shpg or
you pickup in NE Ohio. Greg, 330499-6794.
Sony U-matic top loading players
(8) & a few recorders, $300/all
+shpg. JBaltar, 207-623-1941.

Machine(
Service
-- - - Fast, expert repairs on all DAT
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA88
E E.ZZ E
=

Warranty Service on Most Brands

Over 3000 Machines Serviced!
New/Rulurbishud DA t, A. al lablu

Compare Our Rates!

/Pro Digital Inc.
Rer order •sert it e Spec

/

I0)

3513-2400

Teac A3300SX 1/4 trk, takes big
reels, $550. M Hughes, 301-962E823.
Teac V-377 cassette R/P, $ 150. S
Petit-Homme, 914-966-3436.
Akai
M7 Cross- Field head
recorder, $ 100; Roberts portable
recorder, mono, tube-type, take-off
on Ampex 600 Series, $ 100; (3)
Ampex 440/450 tube type PB electr w/o tubes, $200 ea; Ampex early
recording monitor amp w/S-31A
output xfmr & 5" Utah speaker, tube
type, rack mount, $ 150/80;
AMPEX RESTORATION FREAKS!!
- VIF tube replacements á
adapters, VIG 1006-JFET replacement for 12SJ7, 12AX7 or 6F5
tubes, spec sheet avail, $ 16 ea. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
DO YOU NEED
PARTS FOR
SCULLY TAPE
RECORDERS ???
SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS

114091 363-1646
FAX 1-1408) 363-0957
SEOLIOIAP7150AOLCOM

ALL NEW!! Spotmaster TP1B
tape timers, $ 175; CLOSEOUT
Spotmaster TP1B cart winders, w/o
pressure roller & timer, $25 +shpg;
STL alignment carts C0031- Fl
(IEC), CO234-2- Fl ( stereo IEC),
X1235- 1- Fl (3150 Hz Flutter), $25
ea. M Crosby, 408-363-1646.

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

Consulting Engineer

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

FROM STOCK

912-890-2506

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

912-985-0864 FAX

\101'I TRW.

Lancaster, Ohio

1301Nel
t GAmitirrWritrYou
ADVERTISING DOLLARS!

FROM STOCK

www.emecom.com

Audisk Digital Audio Systems
For Satellite, Live Assist, News MOHD
CALL: Djital Solutions
(740) 653-4798

Advertise in Radio World and reach
broadcast professionals.

Magnefax reel duplicators (2), gd
cond, one mono, one stereo, 5
slaves ea, BO. Jim, 615-321-3612.

AM- FM Site Construction
Specialists
Complete Tower Service
Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics
Custom Studio Designs &
Furniture

•

800- 743- DOUG

Ampex 44013 w/remote, 15 & 30
ips, $ 1000/80; Studer A80 24 trk.
low hrs, wide body Mark Ill, $20K. A
Polhemus, 212-302-9010.

Otani ARS 1000 in gd cond/clean,
$150/130; Tascam 32 in gd
cond/clean, $750/60. P Wolf, 941458-3777.

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

Consulting
Communications
Engineers

Sony RM-16 remote control unit for
Sony TC-650, TC-850 & TC-880 r- r
decks, $65. D Meyer, 805-9628273.

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

e-mail: linkesurcom.com web: www.surcomxi,Ill

=

F.
...Some people get hooked on
broadcast equipment big
time...they think about it...dream
about it...talk about it all the
time...for example...us...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in

broadcast equipment

Call Simone TODAY!

1-800-955-6800

703-998-7600, Ext. 154

kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

ask for Kathleen

BEE
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RECORDERS ( CONT)
New MCI 110C-2s, $1800; Scully 8trk
$1500; new short MRL test tapes, $229
for 2", $79 for 1/4", afomiats avail; Otari
MX5050 Mk III-8, $3k; Otan CB110
remote, $300; CB116 locator, $550 (al
for $a5k); Tascam 85-16 w/locator,
remote, d)x, $1800; MCI JH110B 8trk
w/locator, $2900; Akai ADAM new, digital
12 tric, $3500; Ampex ATR102 rebuilt
1/4", $4900, 1/2", $6400; Technics
RS1500 isoloop recorders, $695; Otani
5050 2 tilt, $695. W Gunn , 760-3200728.
Sally 28013-2 w/servo motor in Russ
Lang rod-around console, new record &
PB heads & der, $ 1100 +shpg; Ampex
622 speaker/amp in portable case, $200;
portable race for Ampex 622
speaker/anp, case only, $75; Inovonics
solid-state R/P elect:.for Ampex upgrade,
2chnls, $ 100 ea M Crosby, 408-3631646.
WANT TO BUY
Head block for Technics RS1500 tape
deck M Stosich, 630-960-9137.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Cal
818-907-5161.

Zephyrus 700 Series sat row, $300. C
Rapen, 606484-9393.
SOFTWARE/
DATABASES
WANT TO SELL
INEXPENSIVE
PC SOFTWARE
for Radio Broadcasters
Traffic, Billing, Accounting
8( Music Scheduling
(941) 643-3689
www aba-software com
email
demo(eaba-software com

STATIONS

REMOTE &

OHIO, FULL TIME AM, $700,000. Dan
(330)633-3592
WANT TO BUY
AM or FM station located in RI, MA or
CT area non-comm or comm., no station to small, will consider pariners4. M
Cardillo, 401-942-8341.
TAPES/CAM'S/

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL
Igarti CR10 & RPT30, gd cond wantenna, $ 1400/pkg. C Rapen. 606-4849393.

WANT TO SELL
Amplifier Corp of America Mdl
590, Type A-1 sensitive flutter
meter; GC Electr Mdl 36-616 CRT
tester & rejuvenator, full color or
B/W & instruction booklet & case;
Rutherford Electr Mdl B7B, Mod 2
pulse gen; Allen Dumont Labs made
for WE Type 2577, KS- 15586 oscilloscope, BO. W Dougherty Jr, 573998-3117.

Fidelipac 3IXI Series (
gray carts), large
quantity, most lengths, prefer to sell in
bulk, BO. M Sophos, 914-693-3963 57PM EST.

ITA 5kW FM w/gd spare PA, new
plate xfmr, works good, sell or
trade, recently removed from service, ready to ship, BO; Wilkinson
20000E 20 kW FM, currently used
as stand-by @ 16 kW, great cond.
want Collins 831GZ will sell or
trade, BO; BE FM- 30 ( 2), operating in parallel, will sell or trade for
Collins 831G2 or Continental
816's. C Freinwald, 206-7267071.

Portable Audio Generator

The RX -11 ToneJack is abattery operated, precision audio generator

el"'
s\-•

WANT TO SELL

REELS/CM
MICROWAVE

TEST EQUIPMENT

51

1
0

•RS- 232
• LOG SWEEP
•TONE BURST

ro 29,999 SECONDS/
Hz -29 999 Hz)
USER LIST OF 10 FREOUENCYS
FOR MORE INFORMATI

CONEX MiU11111
,u02

800-645-1061

Carubna Sire,
Bellegharn, WA 98226
(360) 734-4323
FAX ( 360) 676-0822

Delta 0113-3 operating impedance
bridge, as new, $350/130: Potomac FL31 filter, . 5 to 1.7 MHz, as new,
$1200/B0; General Radio 1606A brite,
also GR821A twin T, BO. John, 201-3840500.

TUBES

FM Exciters - STIS FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

WANT TO SELL

"You Know We Know Radio"
TFT 8300 Series STL xmtr & rcvr, excel
cond, w/factory compliance certificate,
$2500. BGeyer, 304-523-8401.
Hauls FM-25-K xmtr. Mike, 800-5887411.
McMartin BF-10K 10 kW FM, factory
retxrdt in perfect, Ike new cond, indudes
new tubes, tested & tuned on your freq.
Guaranteed. Adjustabie from 5.5 kW to
15 kW, FCC type accepted. Goodrich
Ent 402-493-1886.

www.conex-electro.com
Nautel Ampfet ND1, 3yrs old, 1kW AM,
avail now, factory tuned to 1570 kHz, perfect cond, $10,000A30. R Miller, 808572-5534.

WANT TO BUY
McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

TRANSMITTERS

Prime knage HR6001M TBC, $950
+shpg. JBaltar, 207-623-1941.

RENTAL EQUIPMENT

Riv er Lagge A u dio. Remote Audio Packages
516 763-1776 • Mixers
l
ax 516 763-1750 • Microphones

WE RENT FOR LESS
HotIlies

FM Exciters

Men

sTrs

NUBS

FM Per AVMS

MI6

Test unilwrieet

it we don't hove k, we will wat
8CMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

GE PVL-2000 Gemlink 23 gHz
microwave =rm. System for FMM&ho,
10 mHz bandwidth, $ 1800/130. J
Snaper, 530-265-9073.
SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
COMSTREAM ABR-200 for sale. Will
guarantee, $1,000. (
615)870-0227.

Giant oldies format on blk Scotchcart
II's. 3274 songs from the 50's, 60's.
70's & 80's, $4000/B0; Blk Scotchcart
II's, 250 3.5 min, $. 85.'ea; Abco
Carousel wire cart racks that hold 500
carts, $ 170. all +shpg, all used for only
6mos & then in storage. BLord, 20E932-4839.
Audiodisc 10 - 10", 20 — 12", 3 —
16" in master shipping case, BO. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
WSCU Chicago State University
is seeking donated radio equipment
for campus station. Needed equipment such as: board, cart machine,
automation unit & more. M
Devonne, 773-995-2831

SIMPLE CONNECTION
Prewired Racks & Console Harnesses
Connect to the Turnkey Distributor...

BROADCAST
RICHMOND
E-mail broadcasteinfocom.com
Tel 765-966-6468 Fax 765-966-5505

www.broadcast-richmond.com

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PROTEK
EEV and many others.

,

(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX ( 530) 683- 9595

e

SE HABLA ESPANOL
WE EXPORT

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

New, in boxes: (
2) 4CX250B, (
6)
828, (
2) 810, (
2) 813, (
2) 807, BO. C
Bryson, 724-776-5204.

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 2 the
Cost of New

Call for Our Price List
800-532-6626
530-662-7553

AMPEREX, EIMAC, SVETLANA
3CX400A7/8877. 3CX3000A7. 3500ZG,
4CX250B,
4-400,
4CX400A,
807,
833C,
ETC.
Westgate 800-213-4563.
FOR THE BEST PRICE

USED: FM'AM Transmitters,
RPU's. STL's, FM Antennas,
Consoles, Processing, etc.

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt coil
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

CONTINENTAL
COMMUNICATIONS

3300 Chippewa,

St. Louis MO 63118
1-800-664-4497
FAX 1-800-700-9427
contcomnefeastl.net

TV PAL„ SECAM
or NTSC
1Wat1
30 Watt
300 Watt
600 Watt
1k Watt
2k Watt
4K Watt

Harris FM-3G w/TE-3 exciter, harmonic filter, gd cond, $3000. M
burns, 217-586-6311.
Omnitronix 1000. mint cond.
1000W AM xmtr, 3yrs old, upgraded power, avail immed, BO. R
Lonnquist, 406-452-3841.

$1,194
$1,573
$3,332
$6,198
$9,064
$12,500
$21,778

Taylor Bros ( OrM) Ltd,
European Sales Oldham England
(44)161 652 3221
Fan ( 44)161 626 1736
USA Orlando FL
Freephone ( 1) 877 329 2669
Freefax ( 1) 877 329 2670

1Watt
2Watt
4 Watt
20 Watt
40 Watt
100 Watt
200 Watt
400 Watt
800 Watt
1KWatt
2K Watt

$1,974
$2,089
$2,428
$4,074
$5,823
$7,041
$10,367
$13,829
$19,209
$24,045
$40,845

TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana,
800-430-6683,
ams@hard-to-find.net
Fax: 905-844-6263
www.hard-to-find.net

TAYLOR

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

Rohn sat dish, roof mount, $300. C
Harpen, 606-484-9393.

Svetlana

OUR STOCK" ,

Circle ( 153) On Reader Service Card

BW25S, 25W exciter, freq PLL
widigilog stereo gen, less than 1yr
old, $ 1150. G Whittenberger, 765985-2224.

Dart 384 sat row 15 kHz DAT card. BO.
C Bryson, 724-776-5204.
Microdyne 1100 Series SCPC, several
sets of demcds & down converters,
some wiLNA's, all were working when
removed. includes tech lit $400/set/130.
RMesser, 304-296-0029.

for all your needs, at the
lowest prices, drect h•om

WANT TO SELL

internet: silverlakeaudio.com

Moseley isocoupier ICO-i, 940-960
MHz. $395. CBryson, 724-76-5204.

NEW TUBES
We have the alternatwes

FAX 530-666-7760

TRANSMITTERS
COIRREX Vector, Hotline, ISDN codecs
TILOS Zephyr, Zephyr Express, digital hybrids
IMMSICAM Prima 120 and 230

C Electronics Co.

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

McMartin BF-5K 5 kW FM. factory
rebuilt in perfect, Ike new cord includes
new tubes, tested & tuned on your freq,
guaranteed, fully adjustable from 0to 5.5
kW. Goodrich Ent 402-493-1886.

1mS

• SINE & SQUARE WAVE 11
• STEP THROUGH

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
ma

W
1 KW

FM
FM

1985
1981

Harris FM100K
Harris FM K

2.0 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
2.5 KW
3 KW
3.5 KW

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

1996
1974
1984
1976
1975
1980

BE FM 2C Solid State
Harris FM 2.5H3
Continental 814R1
Collins 831D

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW

FM
FM
FM

1983

Harris FM 5K
Harris FM 5K1
Collins 830E

20 KW
20 KW
25 KW

FM
FM
FM

1979
1980
1974

Collins 831G2

25 KW
30 KW

FM
FM

1981
1984

Harris FM 25K
BE FM 30

1988
1967

CSI FM3000E
Harris FM 3.5K

Harris FM2OK
CCA 25,000D

1 KW AM 1979 Harris MW1A
1 KW AM 1993 Continental 31-IT
Solid State
5 KW AM 1995/6 BE AM 6A
10 KW AM 1982 Harris MW10A
10 KW AM 1978 Harris BC1OH
50 KW AM 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW AM 1982 Harris MW-50B

2655 Philmont Ave #200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
FOR INFORMATION AND THE LATEST PRICES,
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE: WWW.TRCORP.COM
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM
,
i
Circle (154) On Reader Service Card

Call
Simone
Mullins
at
(703)
998-7600,
Ext. 154
to get

advertising
rates and
deadlines.
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The trbrld's Best

EMPLOYMENT

Power Tubes

HELP WANTED

Sold By The

Sed77 57212,1CS

World's Best
is

Distributors

lookin_ K. for

computer

specialists

with

GOODSTAR
BROADCASTING
great

people skills. Team tip with the # 1 manufacturer
of digital music systems! Must be willing to
relocate to Dallas, TX. Experience must include:
• Knowledge of overall broadcast operations
• Ha rdwa re/software troubleshooting
• Network installations ( Windows/95/NT,
Novell, Linux, Lantastic).

Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Send resume to: Brian A. Chase, GM, 13375
Stemmons Fwy, Ste 400, Dallas TX 75234. Fax:
972-62(1-2707,
brian@seoustudios.cotn.

HQ: 8200 S. Memorial Parkway Huntsville, AL 35801 Phone: 256-882-1344 Fax: 256-880-8077
Mktg & Eng.: 3000 Alpine Road Portola Valley, CA 94028 Phone: 650-233-0429 Fax: 650-233-0439
Circle ( 155) On Reader Service Card

RF POWER
The Best of Two Worlds!
Immediate Shipment from Stock!

=9

Broadcast & Communications
Tubes • Transistors • RF Fets
HV Rectifiers & Bridges

Svetlano

Tel: 760-744-0700
800-737-2787 •
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com •
Web: www.rfparts.com
435 So. Pacific Street, San Marcos, CA 92069

RF PRRTST
COMPANY

FPfl

III I v,vr -rs

TO

K IL nwecr

Se Habla
Español
We Export

Circle ( 156) On Reader Service Card

ArrEet -nON,

TURNTABLES

AZVERICSÉRLS

WANT TO SELL
Several misc TT'S, $30/all. W
Dougherty Jr, 573-998-3117.
RIS405 stereo TT preamp (
2),
$90 ea +shpg, used 6mos & put in
storage. BLord, 206-932-4839.

RADIO WORLD's Product Showcase provides aperfect
medium for test niarketing your products and SerVireS.
It's an efficient, effective and affordable advertising option'.
For more information, including rates and deadlines,
contact your sales representative or Si1/1101111.'
at
fax 703-67 I7MY)
tel: 703-998-7600 ext. 151

Harris Corporation-Broadcast Communications Division,
the world's largest manufacturer of radio and television
equipment, has the following career opportunity for aSr.
Systems Engineer at our Quincy, IL facility.

SR. SYSTEMS ENGINEER

/

This individual will develop, design and test RF and transmitter

system solutions in support of the Radio product line; write purchasing specifications, assembly instructions and other engineering documentation; have contact with customers, salesmen
and other departments to meet scheduled deliveries and installations; and provide cost estimates of modifications to standard
transmitters. Requires aMEE or equivalent work experience,
and 3-6 years of relevant work experience in Electrical
Engineering. Knowledge of high voltage power supplies, solid
state and/or tube RF amplifiers and their control logic, engineering standards, RF filter and combining design is also
required.
If qualified, please send resume and salary requirements to:
Human Resources Department, Harris Corporation
-Broadcast Communications Division, 4393 Digital
Way, PO Box 8450, Mason, OH 45040-8450; FAX:
(513)459-3892 or E-mail: eagard.harris.com FOE

OF KANSAS
HAS AN OPENING FOR CORPORATT
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR. Applicants
should have a minimum of ten year.
experience & he knowledgeable in the
repair. maintenance & installation ot
transmitters, studio equipment. microwave
systems & broadcast computer technolop
Salary commensurate with experience phi ,.
automobile & expenses. Travel is required
Qualified applicants should send resume
to, President & CEO, Goodslar
Broadcasting, 1660 N Tyler, Wichita KS
67212. Goodstar is an equal , ipportunit.
employer.

Chief Engineer for Communication
Center of Minnesota State services
for the Blink. Supervises astaff of
four technicians and many volunteers. Communication Center operates a statewide broadcast SCA
radio network, afacility for the production of books on tape and in
Braille, and a repair and replacement facility for National Library
Service for the Blink audio equipment. Candidate will be familiar
with all radio broadcast equipment
including SIL and SCA, computer
hardware, and digital audio.
Position may require up to 25% instate travel. Selection based on
experience and training rating. FCC
General Class Radio-Telephone
license required. Pay range is
$36,644 to 53,286 yearly. Entry pay
based on your experience and
training. Apply on State of
Minnesota application for employment. Call Terri Lipinski, Human
Resources,
Department
of
Economic Security, 651-296-7478.

ALBA ,

BROADCAS IINV,
COMPANY IN:C

POSITION AVAILABLE
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
CHIEF ENGINEER - RADIO
4-FM & 2-AM COMMERCIAL
WORKING KNOWLEDGE OF TUBE &
SOLID STATE TRANSMITTERS, HIGH

POSITIONS WANTED
Average Joe trained & looking for
on-air, prod, sports, and/or sales
position. Recent graduate, call 405224-5615.

Middays, Afternoon drive or nights.
Any of those need filling? 9year vet
relocating to work for you. Andy, 330E33-5323.

Broadcasting
school
grad
w/exper in a live studio seeking
position at your station. Multi-task
oriented, any position sought,
Victoria, 405-681-9538.

Veteran broadcaster, retired from
Voice of America could do part-time gig
as news anchor or in production. Alex
Kuhn, 864-595-7092.

Bryan Thompson, recent broadcasting school grad with live on-air
experience. Enthusiastic & hardworking. OKC located & ready to
work for you. 405-350-5658.
Creative, energetic, fun, professional, ambitious, dependable,
team player, goal-oriented, ready to
impress, mature, 2voices, ready to
make an impact at your station.
Reggie, 405-741-8565.

Call SimcDne
-1

-800-9 9

a-

c:1 4

or- email at:

5

13

ext.I 5.4

smullins@

imaspulD.corn

Enthusiastic broadcasting school
grad w/experience looking for position as announcer or newscaster.
Have experience in production, fast
edit & cool edit pro. Billy, 405-6707734.
Hard working, friendly CE seeks
employment, FTPT/contract work,
NE. Looking for Radio/TV/AM/cable
or similar. FCC/CET licensed.
Available immediately. M Rakoff,
718-969-5224.

15 year broadcast veteran seeks to
relocate to Maryland/Pennsylvania/DC
region. Seeks FT employment exper in
news, talk, prod, music & administration. T/R: 207-882-4865.
CE position wanted. Exper wcomputers, xmtrs. automations, DCS, UDS,
digital studios, 22 yrs exper. R King,
541-269-9109.
Experienced CE seeks FT/PT/contract/seasonal work in the NE.
Friendly, outgoing, looking for radio, TV
work. FCC licensed, CET (4options),
amateur operator. Exper in carrier current AM & MDS also. M Rakoff, 718969-5224.
mkidays, afternoon drive or nights.
Any of those need filling? 9yr vet relocating to work for you. Andy, 330-6335323.

POWER FM/DIRECTIONAL AM AND
SATELLITE SYSTEMS AMUST
SBE CERTIFIED & 7-10 YEARS IN
THE FIELD EXPERIENCE HELPFUL
CONTACT: JOHN KELLY
At ALBANY BROADCASTING Co.
6JOHNSON RD, LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 786-6600
CHIEF ENGINEER RETIRING!
NEED REPLACEMENT
For WMYX-WEMP-WXSS Milwaukee.

New suburban facility with colocated Class
II FM 8c 5 kW DA-2 AM.
Full-tinte
Assistant on staff Gnat salary, benefits &
staff. Fax resumes & teferenas to:

EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

WE PLACE
ENGINEERS
Employer Paid Fees.
20 Years personalized
&confidential service.
All USA States & Canada
MAIL & FAX:

KEYSTONE INTL., INC.
49 S.

Recent bdctg school grad, gd voice,
great work ethic, ratings go-getter seeks
DJ or talk radio. Works well w/public.
Mark, 405-940-2800.

GM,

414-529-2122. FOE

Main St., Pittston, PA

18640 USA

Tel: (570) 655-7143
Fax: (570) 654-5765
web: keystoneint.com
Employee & Employer Service
Alen Cornish / Mark Kelly

svo
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cnarged This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your
listings to us by tilling out the torrn below Please be aware that it takes one mom for listings to appear The listings run tor two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run agian

Please print and include
all information:

Are

Yes

Signature _ _
Contact Name _

J

_Date

—

Title

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

Thank you

you currently asubscriber to Radio World?.
J No
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PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEBSITE URL

30

Altronic Research

www.altronic.com
www.antennaconcepts.com

64

37

Antex Electronics

www.antex.com

56

21

Aphex

www.aphex.com

36

10

Armstrong Transmitters

www.armstrongtx.com

20
40

25

Arrakis

sales@arrakis-systems.com

45

Arrakis

sales@arrakis-systems.com

City/State

44

ATI

www.atiguys.com

5

Audio Broadcast Group

_

—

Te .ephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper word or per inch basis.

WTS Cli VVTB LI Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Pr!c( ,

www.abg.com

7

Audio Science

www.audioscience.com

9

2

Audioarts/Engineering

sales@wheatstone.com

44

Autogram Corporation

www.autogramcorp.com

34

Belar

www.belar.com

14

12

Bext

www.bext.com

23

Broadcast Data

www.broadcastdata.com

44

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

www.broadcast-devices.com

50

www.bdcast.com
www.broadcast-richmond.com

29

3

Broadcast Electronics
Broadcast Richmond

24

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI).

www.bsiusa.com

44

Broadcast Tools

www.broadcasttools.com

11

BSW

www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

www.burk.com

27
Model:

www.digitaluniverse.com

Circuit Werkes
Clark Communications

www.circuitwerkes.com
NOT AVAILABLE

101

Comrex

www.comrex.com
Continental Electronics www.contelec.com

Cortana

www.crownbroadcast.com

46

www.nogrunge.com

24

33

Cutting Edge

www.nogrunge.com

10

19

Dalet
Delco Wire & Cable Ltd.

www.dalet.com

34

36
51
48

Dielectric Communications
Econco
Econco
Electronic Research Inc. ( ERI)

150
www.dielectric.com

241

www.econco.com

153

www.eriinc.com

25

www.energy-onix.com

44

29
36

Excalibur Electronics

Not Available

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

40

Freeland Products, Inc.

www.freeland-inc.com

44

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co

49

Harris/ENCO

www.harris.com/communications

16

26

Harris/PR&E

www.harris.com

41

49

clients with RW Online!

24

14

Vendor & Product Directory
or sponsor a section!

http://www.rwonline.com
For advertising information, contact
Richard Farrell at 703-998-7600 x115 or
rfarrelleimaspub.com

J Squared Technical Service.
J& IAudioNideo
Kintronic Labs
La Palma Broadcasting

www.ibnradio.com

81

jsquared@cdsnet.net

232

NOT AVAILABLE

151

www.kintronic.com

55

lapalma@pacbell.net

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

10

Litton Life Support

www.littonls.com

71

38

LPB

www.Ipbinc.com

260

23

MediaTouch

www.omt.net

38

18

Moseley

www.moseleysb.com

33

22

National Public Radio ( NPR).

www.nprss.org

37

36

Nott Ltd

38

Propagation Systems

36

PTEK

38
17

Highlight your listing in the searchable

IBN Radio

152

40

6

Reader Subscription Services

20

35

Reach your internet-savvy

Guy Wire's exclusive column •

91

www.halls.com

36

Calendar of Industry Events • Broadcast Organization Directory

www.gorman-redlich.com

261

Hall Electronics

24

Newsroom • Vendor & Product Directory

Energy-Onix

18

www.econco.com

•
Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for
2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

The Industry's Online Resource

1
250

Cutting Edge

34

Crown Broadcast

cortana@cyberport.com

3
11

13

42

nline

42

44

39

Í
RW

4
189
215

1

Price:

22

www.circuitwerkes.com

40

Model:

CBSI

82
221

Circuit Werkes

7

WTS J WTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

Cable X-perts

201

40
3

Price:

2
90

44

38
WTS J VVTB J Category:
Make:
Brief Description:

19
202

32

15
Model:

5

Antenna Concepts

Company/Station

_

SERVICE

16

Address

Zip Code

READER

Radio Design Labs

www.tjantenna.com

225

96

psiba@surfshop.net

219

ptekpower.com

202

www.rdlnet.com

192

Radio Frequency System ( RFS) info@ rfsbroadcast.com

8

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com

46

RadioSoft

www.radiosoft.com

40

RDA Systems

www.rdasystems.com

193
156

52

RF Parts

www.riparts.com

24

RR Productions

www.radioinfo.com

38

S C.M.S., Inc

www.scmsinc.com

32
21

75

47

Satellite Export & Engineering.

www.sepatriot.com

8

Scott Studios

www.scottstudios.com

38

Shively Labs

www.shively.com

213

38

Silicon Valley Power

www.svpa.com

223

34

Sine Systems

www.sinesystems.com

41

Superior Broadcast Products

www.sbpjj.com

52

Svetlana Electron Devices

www.svetlana.com

43

SWR

www.swr-rf.com

31

Syntrillium Software

www.syntrillium.com

20
9

Technology for Communications NOT AVAILABLE
Telos Systems

24

The Radio Mall

51

Transcom Corp

36

Videoquip Research

26
12

15
17
155
45
6
35

www.telos-systems.com

13

www.radio-mall.com

70

transcom@trcorp.com

154

www.videoquip.com

243

55

Wheatstone

sales@wheatstone.com

27

56

Wheatstone

sales@ wheatstone.com

30

54

OPINION

Radio World

•READERS
Tube primer
Dear RW,
Ienjoyed James G. Withers' primer on
tube technology ("A Screen Primer for
the Tubeless," RW, Oct. 27).
As ayoung broadcast technician (26),
Inever had the opportunity to learn about
tubes. My boss has been teaching me and
Ihave been engaging in self- study on
tube transmitters.
Iam wondering if the series is available in an electronic format. Iwas going
to add it to my transmitter file for future
reference as Iam studying for my GROL
exam. Ineed all the info Ican get my
hands on.
Jason Knapp
Engineering Technician
RadiOhio Inc.
Columbus, Ohio
Editor's note: Withers' three-part series
is available on the RW Web site,
www.rwonline.com

Digital radio is alive
Dear RW,
Digital radio has just received abadly needed shot in the arm from the
Federal Communications Commission.
In my opinion, the release of the Notice
of Proposed Rulemaking on DAB is
potentially of history- shaping significance for the entire radio industry.
The prospects for both in- band and
new spectrum digital radio suddenly
look promising. The commission's

Prospects

for

in-band and new
spectrum digital
radio look promising.

leadership on this issue is nothing
short of breathtaking: The 30-year-old
TV-6/educational radio interference
issue is dealt with, it provides for
introducing LPFM-like services, protection for existing broadcasters, models for a cost-effective and rapid transition,
dramatic
new
service
opportunities, and the commission's
need to set a standard and participate

FORUM•

as neutral arbiters of proponent testing, all addressed thoroughly and
thoughtfully.
While there is alot that can go awry
as the issue moves forward, the commission's jump-start is bold and badly
needed. If you haven't seen the NPRM
yet, point your browser now to
www.fcc.gov
(The link to text, Word 97 and Acrobat
versions is available from the next to last
item on the commission's home page.)
Comments are due Jan. 24, 2000, and
replies by Feb. 22, 2000.
Mike Starling
Vice President, Engineering
National Public Radio
Washington, D.C.

As we look into the next century, we're reminded
to look back as well. Just like clothing styles,
industry trends come and go. We must remember
the past — the future may be more predictable than
we think.
The late 1990s brought us the results of the
Telecommunications Act. Fewer owners with more stations under their
umbrella corporations. Will consolidation continue to flourish? Will
there continue to be fewer jobs available? Or will the pendulum move
the other way, with groups spinning off stations? Could mom-and-pop
stations re-inhabit the marketplace?
Has our industry turned to a super- store Wal-Mart mentality?
Whom, exactly, are we serving?
Radio has turned into acorporate-controlled industry, fair enough.
But are we losing our perspective on the public interest? Why are fullservice stations and newsrooms disappearing? We're not condoning the
return of "Tradio" or small-town on-air obituaries, but we think folks
like to know about water main breaks, city council goings-on and local
high-school football playoffs, as well as the occasional tornado or food
drive. These are not inconsistent with stock performance.
Mom and pop may never return, but it is radio's responsibility to foster
asense of community. Play requests. Broadcast local election outcomes.
And as we've written before, stations that do serve their communities well
must do abetter job of trumpeting the things they do.
Satellite radio is knocking on the door. We will find out soon
enough whether pay-as-you-go radio without local content can compete
with us. But the more local we are, the more we will stand out from
that new service.
While locally owned small-town radio may be athing of the past,
we believe it is possible to serve acommunity while at the same time
answering to the corporate kings. Maybe that can be our New Year's
resolution.

Wal-Mart

Mentality

More LPFM opinions
Dear RW,
With all this talk of LPFM and the
FCC wanting diversity in ownership,
consider the following:
First of all, we lost diversity partly
because the FCC changed the rules on
ownership, however this loss occurred
mainly in the medium and large markets.
And second of all, very few LPFM
stations will fit in the bigger markets.
Most will be in the smaller markets,
where there are still many owner-operated stations.
Iwould like to see a study on the
diversity of radio station owners in the
rural unrated markets. It seems the
larger markets lack the diversity, and
will remain that way if LPFM occurs;
and the smaller markets will not
become much more diverse than they
already are.
Revenue is already tight in the small
and unrated markets and the programming that makes astation local is usually is the first to go when expenses must
be cut.
Kevin Gluszczak
General Manager
WDKC(FM)
Liberty, Pa.
Dear RW,
LPFM has problems that could be
catastrophic in nature to existing broadcasters. The existence of this service
will undoubtedly be viewed as an open
invitation to pirate radio operators. A
new market for FM transmitters could
grow substantially and new manufacturers could fill that need with low-
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priced, low-quality units.
Iwould wager that many of these new
"broadcasters" would not pay any attention to whether they are transmitting spurious emissions, too much power, or even
be stable on one frequency.
How will we cope with high school
students who buy their own transmitter
and connect their portable CD players to
them just for fun? What will we do when
they have "Watt Wars" with each other?
LPFM has within it the seeds of anarchy and Idoubt there is enough money
available for the government to police the
potential pirates. If the reason for this is
because of less diversity of voices, then
let the government reverse the law that
created the problem in the first place.
Bruce Rogow
San Diego

Macs for radio production.
There is a multitude of software for
the Macs that are excellent for radio production, Digidesign's ProTools being just
one example. Any software worth its
weight either for Mac or PC is capable of
less than the 24/94 Mr. Lindemann says
is not in intended for radio.
Iwould like to know if Mr. Lindemann
could tell me the percentage of PCs and
Macs used for radio production.
Geoffrey Grant
Vice President
Long Multimedia
Needham, Mass.

Write to Us
RADIO WORLD
READERS FORUM

Off-base?

P.O. Box 1214
Dear RW,
Regarding Carl Lindemann's response
to Stephen Ickes letter in the Readers
Forum in the Oct. 27 issue, Mr.
Lindemann's remarks are totally off-base
and without merit with regards to using
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Everyone Want5 to Own aConvertible!

Sow How About aConvertible Radio Conbole?
Our New W HEATSTONE A-5000 gives you the best of both worlds. Crder it from the factory
now as a topnotch ANALOG on- air console. Then later, when you're ready, switch it out to DIGITAL!
That's right, this new design accepts modules from our
top- of-the- line D-500 and D-600 consoles, allowing it
to be converted from analog to digital in the field!
Think of it: no new sbdio furniture, no rewiring—
all your existing studio connections simply replug. And
wh le we're at it, no re-trailing your staff either. A painless switchover on your own timetable, right in your own
facility! If you need a new radio console now but aren't
quite ready for the Big Switch, then check out our new
A- 5000— you'll like what's under the hood!

\A/heatitone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562 ( tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: salesgwheatstone.com)

Circle ( 27) on Reader Service Card

AND AWORD TO THEIR CUSTOMERS
WEKNOW loyalty is agood
thing, but the broadcast industry has changed d-amatically in recent years with
some winners and some losers.
If you haven't looked at Wheatstone lately, it's time
you checked out our new product line. Wheatstone
has grown with the industry; in the last 3years alone
we've developed 5digital and 9analog consoles, plus
a digital AES router that can integrate smoothly with
our consoles and your automation system. We've constructed a brand new high-tech manufacturing facility

in New Bern, North Carolina, taking full advantage of
the latest robotics and laser fabricating machinery.
All this self-funded-25 years of continual growtl,
profitable every single year; a responsibly managed
company with a long term view.
Isn't it time to re- assess your suppliers?
SO...While our competition has been busy cashing
in their chips, VVheatstone's been getting bigger and
better, developing the products you need today, and
the support you can count on tomorrow.

CALL W HEATSTONE

DIRECT

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 28562
tel 252-638-7000/fax 252-637-1285/email: sales@'wheatstone.com
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